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ABSTRACT
Every Knowable Thing: The Art of Ramon Llull and the Construction of Knowledge
Noel Blanco Mourelle

This dissertation avers that the circulation of manuscript copies and printed editions of
the works of Ramon Llull had a key role in Iberian cultural history and signaled a shift from a
Christian logic of conversion to a universal key for organizing all the disciplines of knowledge.
As copies of Ramon Llull’s manuscripts traveled from the Black Forest, Majorca, and Paris to be
housed in the libraries of early modern institutions, such as the Colegio de San Ildefonso and the
Monastery of El Escorial, they formed what I call portable archives of the Art. By reading the
inventories of the libraries of these institutions, along with copies of the works of Ramon Llull
preserved at the Escorial, the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid, and the University of Freiburg, my
dissertation combines the study of the place of Ramon Llull in the medieval history of ideas and
the material features of said portable archives.
My dissertation contributes to history of the book studies as it examines a unique case
among medieval traditions and shows that the compilation of manuscripts and the elaboration of
printed editions repurpose the original idea of the Art. I work with primary sources in Latin,
Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese, attributed to Ramon Llull and to other authors, to trace his
influence on early modern authors, such as Pedro de Guevara, Juan de Herrera, Diego de
Valadés, and João de Barros.
Chapter 1, “From Randa to Lullism,” accounts for the event of the inspiration of Ramon
Llull that led to his idea of the Art as a logic discourse to convert other to the Christian faith and
the way it became an intellectual school through the centuries. Chapter 2, “A Cardinal Listens,”
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provides a frame for the institutional circulation of Llull’s works as a part of the religious
dialogue in the Colegio de San Ildefonso. I claim that Cardinal Francisco Ximénez de Cisneros,
as the main patron and founder of the college, defines San Ildefonso by virtue of including the
Art in its curriculum, hiring specialists in the Art, buying codices of the Art, and printing and
curating compilations. Not only was Cisneros aware of the European centers of circulation of
Lullist books, but he sent his secretaries to buy them for the library of San Ildefonso, initiating a
new kind of circulation of the Art in Castile. Cisneros expressed his interest on the Art by buying
new copies and financing editions, customizing them with his own shield as both a mark of
private ownership in manuscripts and a public endorsement. This circulation had as an ultimate
objective the introduction of a vernacular Castilian Llull.
Beyond academia, in chapter 3, “Learning by Wheels,” I explore how the Art was a part
of a domestic practice, establishing a curriculum of primary education in which the values of the
doctrine are passed from between generations, like he theorized in the fictional models of
Blanquerna and Felix. Each experience in primary education is intended as an initiation into the
advocacy of the Art and to the reproduction and amplification of its original model. As proof of
this adaptation of the Art, I present the small cartilla in which Pedro de Guevara adapts the Art
of Ramon Llull into a new practice of Latin learning, targeting Philip II’s daughters in which he
tries to show its potential in terms of creating a new model for the trivium that would reorganize
grammar and rhetoric as a part of the ascension towards the Art that would, in turn, substitute
dialectics. In chapter 4, “Trees of Knowledge,” I explore different contexts of learning where the
Lullist image of the tree creates a model of education that bridges epistemology and morals.
Portuguese humanist João de Barros and Franciscan missionary Diego de Valadés adapt the
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images of the Tree of Knowledge to the court in Portugal and the mission in New Spain showing
the relevance of the Art as tool for pedagogical innovation.
In chapter 5, “Center of the World,” I examine the way in which intellectuals involved in
the building of the Royal Monastery of El Escorial try to do exactly what Ramon Llull had done
before, that is, to make a set of existing disciplines epistemologically dependent on one single
principle. The experience of students addresses the main problem that many early modern users
of the Art found, which is that it is too difficult to learn and that its level of complexity
overshadows its potential benefits. Nevertheless, its importance is measured by the fact that King
Philip II put his best scientific minds to work in the spread of this technique. The institutional
effort resulting from this dialogue is the Real Academia Mathematica that King Philip II
sponsored and for which Juan de Herrera wrote the institución, including its first curriculum of
studies. This institution had the Art of Ramon Llull among its teachings as a universal key for
knowledge. Instead of meaning an attempt to make the Art a tool for scientific knowledge, this
constitutes an attempt to place a theological model on top of all rising scientific disciplines in a
way that it makes them dependent upon the Art.
Finally, in chapter 6, “Archive of an Impossible Saint,” I postulate that the process of
canonization of Ramon Llull determines the circulation of his works. Editions become evidence
for the defense of his sanctity. Furthermore, the formulation of the arguments against Ramon
Llull point to the same theoretical problems that made the intellectual circle around the Escorial
interested in him. The causa luliana becomes a Majorcan and Franciscan matter and, after Philip
II’s death, the support of the Spanish crown fades away. This causa leaves an archival trace that
has aided in discerning the apocryphal Lullist corpus from the legitimate one, including letters
from Philip II to the Vatican. Even though the causa luliana does not succeed in the sixteenth
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century, the traces of the process are visible in the way portable versions of the Art are made
available in early modern Europe during seventeenth and eighteenth century.
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INTRODUCTION
What Is the Art?
On a night of prayer, in the month of October on the year 1274, Ramon Llull went to the
Mount of Randa and God himself revealed to him his task. This was no ordinary task. God asked
him to write “the best book in the world, against the errors of unbelievers.” [“unum librum,
meliorem de mundo, contra errores infidelium”]1 The event of this inspiration triggers the
writing of this dissertation, even though its object is not Ramon Llull himself. This dissertation is
an analysis of a period of fascination with the product of Ramon Llull’s illumination, the best
book in the world, that had an impact in the building of the Iberian monarchy in the sixteenthcentury. Fascination is at the same time what Cardinal Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros and King
Philip II experienced regarding Ramon Llull and the power emanating from the machines that his
texts contained. I will avoid calling the textual production associated to this fascination
a reception, mainly because it constitutes more than that. It is a process in which the circulation
of Ramon Llull makes its ideas mutate into something different.
The institutions Cisneros and Philip sponsored, primarily the Colegio de San Ildefonso
and the Monastery of the Escorial, transform the Art into something altogether different from
what it was when God bestowed his inspiration upon Ramon Llull. Llull becomes a recycled
intellectual reference. Llull’s works are copied, commented, and printed centuries after his
death. The main argument of my dissertation is that Llull’s works undergo an uncanny mutation
during the early modern period from being a method for universal conversion to a key to unlock
universal knowledge. This new thing that the corpus of Llull’s works became has the name of
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Llull, Vita coetanea, 35.
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Ramon Llull attached to it as a reference, but its purpose has nothing to do with what Llull had
designed in his lifetime.
The central argument of my dissertation is that the activation and transformation of
Llull’s ideas became a constitutive element of the religious, political, and intellectual life in
Europe and beyond. The way this mutation happened is related to the lack of acceptance of
Llull's works in medieval institutions of learning. The private circulation of their manuscripts
versions changes when the librarians at both the Colegio de San Ildefonso and the library of the
Escorial decide to give room to Llull. Thinking about the room that an Art of “everything there is
to know” might have in the shifting map of early modern disciplines makes conversion a more
pervasive gesture. If Llull thought about conversion as bringing infidels to the fold of
Christianity,2 early modern portability explores conversion as a way to organize family
boundaries, the relations between the disciplines, and the efforts to politically expand a Christian
kingdom.
Ramon Llull gave to conversion the meaning of a discourse produced that could bring
people from other faiths to Christianity. In order to correct “the errors of unbelievers,” it is
necessary to produce theological argumentation that will convince other faiths of the superiority
of Christianity, while generating a new kind of language that will bypass the stories and parables
of all three main religions. Hence, conversion is about transforming the language used to build
arguments that would show the incontrovertible superiority of Christianity to infidels. It is also
about teaching this new language to preachers that would implement to their practice. The corpus

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Ramon Martí’s experience in his trip to Tunis trying to convert Sultan al-Mustansir was formative for Llull. As
Martí was not able to provide a logical proof for the Arabic translation of the articles of faith that he had provided to
the Sultan, he was expelled along with his companions from Tunis. For the debates about conversion at the ending
of the thirteenth century and their impact on Llull see Hames, “Approaches to Conversion”; Longpré, “Le B.
Raymond Lulle et Raymond Martí, O.P.”; Szpiech, Conversion and Narrative, 134-42.
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of Llull’s works constitutes a constant reflection on the ways of thinking through and conveying
this new language to others. Political and epistemological ramifications are inherent to the
circulation of this new language. Llull wanted secular and religious powerful men and women to
embrace it; he also wanted colleges and monasteries to teach it as a new logical ground for all
disciplines. That is the reason why it might seem that the Art in its different versions (inveniendi
veritatis, brevis, and, more famously, magna) is at the center of Llull’s corpus.3 It is easy to think
that all Llull’s works are about the Art and therefore all of them are like satellites orbiting the
Art. Actually, Ramon Llull, following his inspiration in 1274, had an idea for universal
conversion that is the reason behind his travels and advocacy during his lifetime. His works are
different expressions of this idea. The reason why the Art seems central in the context of Llull’s
work is because all its versions are different codifications of the idea of creating a universal
language for conversion. The creation of a universal language is the idea that compelled
medieval and early modern readers to read and comment Llull’s texts; it is also the idea that
compelled many of the readers to manipulate the texts instead of only reading them.
Art meant for Ramon Llull a mental process linked to the realm of making. Art is the
practice of the universal language that he invented based put in practice for the purpose of
conversion. The Art responds to a common definition of the concept at the time that is best and
concisely put by Aquinas: “Art is nothing else but the right knowledge of the works to be made.”
[“ars nihil aliud est quam ratio recta aliquorum operum faciendorum”]4 It is important to point in
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Bonner, Art and Logic, 299: “So the chief protagonist is the Art, a technique—or a set of techniques—created to
take the place of sterile doctrinal confrontations or hermeneutical discussions. Similarly, the elaborate mechanisms
of the Ars demonstrativa and the Ars generalis ultima, so carefully made to appear theologically neutral and nondoctrinal, are in fact nothing but the complete working out and justification of Llull’s method for religious
persuasion, and at the same time the foundations for a science of sciences. This was why Llull’s Art and logic were
at the very center of his entire enterprise.”
4
Aquinas, Summa Theologica, II-I: 57-3.
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this definition a key element in order to understand Llull’s Art: a counterintuitive –if watched
with contemporary eyes– between cognition and production.5 Hence, Art is a virtue of the
practical intellect, a process of making that would lead to acting.
The Art makes the individual through this process of intellectual making become an
Artist. The great disjunction between this idea and the circulation of the Art is the fact that said
circulation happens in places where the stakes of said reading are epistemological and political.
The religious nature of building a discourse for universal conversion is the basis of these
epistemological and political readings that Ramon Llull spawns. Francisco Ximenez de Cisneros
or King Philip II were interested on the principle of building a universal faith as both the basis
and goal of their respective political projects. Creating intellectual practices that would support
the epistemological basis of that universal faith and institutions that would teach it and spread
it is also a consequence of the investment on the idea of that universal faith. However, my
dissertation contends that the intellectual processes associated to finding a place for the type of
artifact that Ramon Llull was the starting point for the invention of new artifacts. Not all of these
artifacts are immediately visible, but they determined visible institutions such as the Colegio de
San Ildefonso and the Monastery of the Escorial. If Ramon Llull does not constitute a more
prominent reference in the history of Iberian late medieval and early modern institutions, that is
due to the fact that his mention was such a dangerous one during that same period.
Since Llull’s Art is one of the centers of the corpus that I conceptualize in this work, I
will proceed by the analysis of a series of artifacts and a legal process that will constitute the
road map of the dissertation in six chapters. The first one will be an explanation of how the
inspiration of Ramon Llull lead him to the invention of Art, that at the same time lead many
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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For a further development of this idea see Eco, Art and Beauty, 93.!
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others to read, comment, and compile his texts generating portable versions of his corpus. Those
followers of Llull form the current that intellectual history has called Lullism. In my research, I
have considered it appropriate to combine the study of Lullism as an intellectual
phenomenon with the study of the material form it adopted in books and the institutional
conditions in which it circulated. The second chapter will be a study of the way in which
intellectuals at the Colegio de San Ildefonso negotiated the necessity of creating portable units of
study of Llull’s corpus with the spatial distribution of disciplines in a library. This means
answering a question concerning whether or not it is possible to fit books enclosing the works of
an author who wanted to encompass all knowledge in a room that divides all the known
disciplines into compartmentalized spaces. The third and fourth chapters will develop the way in
which different images coming Llull’s works were adapted to different subjects of learning
outside traditional academic spaces, like the court or the education of Franciscan missionaries in
the New World. The fifth chapter will deal with Juan de Herrera’s theorization of the figura
cubica, a geometrical and tridimensional development of the principles of Llull’s Art, as a part of
the work of a network of intellectuals at the Escorial. They worked at King Philip II’s request
experimenting with Llull’s intellectual legacy and with institutions that would give visibility to
his theories. Ultimately, the sixth chapter will be about the way King Philip II pushed for the
canonization of Llull in Rome, sending advocates to his cause, as a means to legitimize Llull’s
legacy. Also, if successful, this canonization would have been a display of the King’s power in
Rome.
I use the term artifact in the definition of several of the objects that the chapters develop.
They are artifacts as they are the product of the technological development of the book as a form
of transmission of knowledge. These artifacts include three-dimensional, moveable technological
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devices (called volvelles), images, and catalogues.6 Furthermore, they point to the reconstruction
of a whole variety of ways in which a book can be used as opposed to simply being read. Their
circulation is the product of an anxiety born of technology. If it is inherent to the production of
knowledge to outpace people’s ability to acquire it, somebody must attempt to generate a
technological form that will give an access to the totality of said knowledge. The technological
form that Llull developed was an attempt to decipher manifestations of God in the world and
thus to prove to any reader that the world is a way to understand the attributions of the Creator.7
The first of these artifacts is an intellectual lineage that with time would be called
Lullism, but that at the time was not known as Lullism. Instead, it is defined by a series of
famous readers of the Llull’s Art who practice, teach, and manipulate the Art according to their
own agendas. Some of them are very famous (Nikolaus von Kues, Giovanni Pico della
Mirandola, Juan de Herrera), some of them not so much (Jaume Janer, Nicolau de Pax, Pedro de
Guevara).8 None of them is thinking of their place within an intellectual tradition of followers of
Llull because all of them take his Art and the experiment in the mechanization of the process of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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For a definition of this technology across texts see Kanas “Volvelles!”; Lindberg “Mobiles in Books”; Rhodes and
Sawday “Paperworlds”.
7
Llull, De contemplatione Raimundi, 431: “O Deus, qui es summus in bonitate! Ecce meus intellectus, et mea
voluntas, que tu creasti ad contemplandum tuam sanctissimam bonitatem. Suplico quod tu representes eis
intelligibilitatem et amabilitatem tue sanctissime bonitatis; et illa representatio fit cum ista magna magnitudine
duracionis, potestate, virtute, gloria, et sicut quantum tibi placuit ponere de virtute contemplacionis in potentia mei
intellectus et voluntatis […].” [Oh God, You are supreme in goodness! Here are my intellect and my will which You
created for contemplating your most holy goodness. I beseech You to represent to them the intelligibility and
lovability of your most holy goodness. And let this representation be made with as much magnitude, duration,
power, virtue, glory and end as it pleased You to put contemplative virtue within the power of my intellect and will.]
8
A systematic approach to this genealogy of more and less eccentric intellectuals did not exist until the brothers
Joaquín and Tomás Carreras y Artau published their monumental Historia de la filosofía española. Filosofía
cristiana de los siglos XIII al XV. In their second volume, they talk about the difficulty to systematize the
relationship between Llull’s corpus, more and less observant Lullists, and anti-Lullists. Carreras y Artau, Historia de
la filosofía, II, 10: “Hay, pues, un lulismo de Lull y un lulismo de los lulianos. La historia filosófica del lulismo —
entendiendo por tal aquella que ofrece un interés positivo para la historia de la filosofía en general— ha de abrirse
paso en medio de la espesa fronda de un lulismo extrafilosófico y confusionario, que se pierde a menudo en
episodios fatigosos ajenos a nuestro objeto. Con todo, y a fin de que el proceso genético de aquella historia filosófica
aparezca suficientemente explicado, la exposición habrá de comprender no sólo las vicisitudes de la escuela luliana
desde sus orígenes hasta nuestros días, sino también las contradicciones del antilulismo y las desviaciones del
pseudolulismo.”
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thought as a departing point for developing their own project. Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von
Netthesheim will adopt Llull’s geometrical designs and paper technologies in his treatise about
natural magic. Jacques Lefèvre d'Etaples will have nothing to do with that but will draw
inspiration from Llull’s life and works as an example of hermitsm, which will lead him to edit
and reprint Llull’s Liber contemplationis.9 All of their writings constitute the intellectual artifact
that would be later called Lullism.
In order to understand the history of this artifact, we have to consider its dependence
from a powerful mirror image: anti-Lullism. Anti-Lullism is the lineage of writings that fight
Llull’s ideas and that advocate for the condemnation of his works. Furthermore, anti-Lullists try
to stop the spread of Llull’s influence and the development of institutional spaces for the
discussion of his works. Lullism and anti-Lullism are part of the same intellectual history, one in
which the object of Llull’s corpus is defended and picked apart in order to defend different
notions of doctrine, pedagogy, and Christian universalism.
As I will explain in my first chapter, Lullism and anti-Lullism are in a constant dialogue
and even though they are not considered an intellectual object per se until the eighteenth-century,
they are interdependent for argumentative purposes.
The reason why Lullism and anti-Lullism constitute a two-faced artifact is that their
constitutive texts are a part of the same book compilations. The second artifact that Llull’s Art
produces is portability. Portability means the different iterations of Llull’s work in the form of
books. Portability is a direct consequence from the curious history of the writing and diffusion of
Llull’s works. Llull traveled during the decades he devoted to advocacy accompanied with

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

The volume was titled Contemplationum Remundi duos libros. Libellus Blaquerne de amico et amato. Beati
Rhenanus Alsatici ad lectores epigramma. Jacobus Stapulensis Gabrieli neophito Cartusio. Printer Jean Petit issued
it in Paris in the year of 1510.
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assistants to whom he would dictate his works. These works are written in Latin, Catalan, and
Arabic and they are around 265 treatises.10 However, almost right after Llull’s death, a number of
works misattributed to him about alchemy and magic starts circulating and enters the orbit of the
intellectual artifact of Lullism. Portability is the answer to the problematic formation and size of
the corpus of works associated to the name of Ramon Llull.11 Instead of talking of a process of
reception, the artifact of portability allows to consider every partial iteration of the works of
Ramon Llull as being a manipulation of the corpus and creating its own specific context of
reading. Cisneros decided to sponsor different editions of Llull’s works (Liber amico et amato,
Ars inveniendi veritatis) putting his coat of arms in the cover of said volumes signifying both
public endorsement of Llull and the choice of certain works for study.12 This was Cisneros’s own
iteration of portability. Portability consists also in the “textual context” that Ramon Llull appears
as part of manuscript or printed compilations that surround his works with the works of others. In
part, the inclusion of some of his texts with the writing of mystics such as Caterina da Siena,
Hildegard von Bingen, or Henricus Herpf has led to him being considered a mystic.13 Mysticism
can be a misleading brand to apply to Llull.14 The study of portability of Llull’s works shows that
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Badia et alii, Ramon Llull as a Vernacular Writer, 177-8: “The original compostion of a text in Arabic was
justified –in general, implicitely rather than explicitly– by the ultimate missionary aim of many of Llull’s works; in
order to justify the composition of certain works in Romance (i.e. Catalan), however, works to which, by reason of
their subject matter, the learned language of Latin would have been appropriate, Llull claimed that he was satisfying
the need of those ignorant of the latter language.”
11
Lullism takes further Foucault’s famous questioning of the relationship between author and works. If notes,
scribbles, and posthumous papers have a problematic status within the corpus of an author, the question is even
more difficult for Ramon Llull. His corpus contains treatises that are not even of his authorship that shaped his
posthumous image in a more significant way than some of his actual works. Llull is thus a clear example of
Foucault’s idea of “fonction auteur.” See Foucault, “Qu’est-ce qu’un auteur”, 798.
12
As I explain in the second chapter, all the manuscript copies of Llull’s works preserved today in the Biblioteca
Histórica at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid present Cisneros’s coat of arms on the external binding. His
coat of arms was also present in the cover folio of Nicolau de Pacs and Alonso de Proaza’s printed edition of Divi
Raymundi Lulli Doctoris Illuminatissimi Ars inventiva veritatis. Tabula generalis. Comentum in easdem ipsius
Raymundi (1515).
13
See Madrid, BNE MS. 74 (manuscript presenting the explicit title Tratados místicos).
14
Not all the experts refer to him as a mystic. Normally, those more invested in the systematic nature of Llull’s
thought shy away from considering him a mystic; meanwhile, those who read him in connection with Marguerite de
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their diffusion is a phenomenon of unique plasticity.
The third artifact that this work contains is a mental library where the disciplines relate to
each other in terms of space. The reason for this is that Llull’s Art is an intellectual device that
organizes “omnia scibilia,”15 this is, every knowable thing. Since it was supposed to produce a
universal language, the device that Llull invented became what Paolo Rossi called a universal
key during the early modern period. However, the idea that Llull’s Art can be the key to enter
other disciplines comes from the writings of Llull himself. Ramon Llull wrote arts of medicine,
law, astronomy, chivalry, and rhetoric. The idea behind all of these treatises is an experiment: the
intellectual practice of a discipline can be organized around new elements different than the ones
that formed said disciplines. This process of reorganization of the order of disciplines was one
the starting points for anti-Lullism. If Ramon Llull build a device that would think the disciplines
outside their internal history, the reaction to that action is that most of established academics
whose intellectual legitimacy came from learning the fundaments of a particular discipline. Thus,
most academics had no time for learning Llull’s Art.
When Cisneros wanted to make Ramon Llull a part of the intellectual program of the
Colegio de San Ildefonso, one of the things that the librarians had to think about is the place of
Llull in its shelves. If the Art is like a mental library where all the disciplines relate to the same
basis of principles, then one of the biggest questions related to portability is how an author who
produced the device of a mental library can fit within the order of disciplines.16 The picture of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Porète or Francesco d’Assisi list him as a mystic. For a discussion and a summary of the debate see Pardo Pastor,
“La mística luliana.”
15
Llull, Introductorium magnae artis generalis, 307: “Scientia generalis est quidam utilis habitus stans applicabilis,
ratione cuius omnia scibilia caeterarum scientiarum sunt ad sciendum in potentia ipsius.” [The general science is the
one that establishes the habit of a reason that useful and applicable, that reason has in itself the potency of learning
every knowable thing about all the other sciences.]
16
Historian Jacques Verger identifies the first time that somebody proposes an institutionally successful attempt to
establish an order of the disciplines is with Hugh of Saint Victor’s Didascalicon. See Verger, Culture, enseignement
et société, 49.
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this mental library constitute the spatial image of “every knowable thing.” The shift of the
Art from being a failed source of every discipline to the catalyzer to a new organization of the
order of the disciplines, or the pilar of a new mental library, will be one of the main arguments of
this work.
Visualizing this all-encompassing logic17 meant to develop a particular kind of visual
trick: how is it possible to convey a combinatory logic through the material aspects of the book.
The answer to this question was to include a tactile and visual artifact inside the covers. This
device is known as the fourth figure [quarta figura] of Llull’s Art.18 Llull displayed four
geometrical figures that helped students of the Art to understand the combination of its nine
basic components. The fourth artifact I will talk about is the fourth figure. The culmination of
learning the practice of the Art was to operate the fourth figure. A series of superposed circles
constituted the fourth figure: the biggest of them was either drawn on the page or printed over it,
whilst the others would be attached to the page in a way that allows them to spin independently.
The fourth figure was intended to allow students to play with the combinatory elements of the
Art. It became the element of the Art responsible for setting the reader’s imagination on fire. So
much so that Heinrich Cornelius Aggripa von Nettestheim and Giordano Bruno, two noted
readers and students of Llull’s Art, inspired their own combinatory pop-up artifacts following in
the footsteps of the Art.19 For both Aggripa and Bruno, adapting the fourth figure meant to create
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About the shift of Llull’s Art from a method of conversion to an all-encompassing logic see Bolzoni, La stanza
della memoria; Rossi, Clavis universalis; Yates, Art of Memory, 195-8.!
18
Llull, Selected Works, 588: “This figure is more general than the third, because in each compartment of this figure
there are three letters, whereas in each compartment of the Third Figure there are only two. Thus the intellect is
rendered more general as a result of the Fourth figure than as a result of the Third.”
19
Serra Zamora, “Iconografía performativa”, 137: “Los diagramas y móviles, es decir, las figuras sensuales,
permiten el acceso a las figuras intelectuales y a la comprensión de la verdad: por lo tanto, el dinamismo de la figura
física acompaña y activa el dinamismo del pensamiento: el mundo sensual es el punto de partida para el intelectual.
Asimismo, como apuntan las palabras de Llull que acabamos de citar, las figuras sensuales conducen a las
intelectuales y estas a la adoración y contemplación de la verdad. Aparte de ser figuras epistemológicas, son
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new pop-up devices based on different categories. I am here less interested in the fourth figure
within Llull’s system and in the way others adapted to their own epistemological constructions,
than about the adaption of the fourth figure and eventually other Lullist visual models to
particular educational settings. The reason for this is that there is at the core of the fourth figure a
working contradiction. While the Art is highly complex logic system, the idea of combination
that a spinning wheel expresses is very intuitive, almost inviting in opposition to the Art, at times
impenetrable. I will show that there is an adaptation of this artifact that reveals the path towards a
pedagogical revolution departing from the Art, but with its aim on redesigning the map of
primary learning.
The fifth and last of the artifacts that I will explain in my dissertation will be the cube that
Herrera developed as a tridimensional translation of the logic of the Art. The cube is the
translation of the groups of three categories that dominate Llull’s thought: the nine founding
categories of Art (goodness, greatness, eternity, power, wisdom, will, virtue, truth, glory), the
three potencies of the soul (intellect, memory, and will), and the three correlatives20 (-are, -bile, tivum) into a geometrical form. Even though the idea that philosophical categories might
translate into a geometrical form might seem counterintuitive, it constitutes the basis of a branch
of geometry called speculative geometry. Originally, when Llull developed the Art during
the thirteenth-century, part of its basis was the idea that geometrical forms can allow the
visualization of the combination of different philosophical categories. Portable versions of Llull
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instrumentos de meditación y contemplación y asumen, por consiguiente, un significado ontológico y teológico,
puesto que llevan en definitiva al ser de cada ente y, en última instancia, a Dios.”
20
Báez Rubí, Mnemósine novohispánica, 93: “La reducción de los principios a nueve en un “esquema correlativo”
demuestra lo que podríamos llamar una estructura trinitaria, que alude no solamente al misterio de la Santísima
Trinidad, sino que funciona como la matriz creativa del mundo: el universo y todos los seres, como productos de la
creación, fundan su origen en el modelo trinitario, en la hipóstasis divina, que viene a ser uno de los pilares mayores
del dogma católico.”!
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contained enticing geometrical figures promising a door to secret realms of knowledge to
centuries of readers. The most adventurous among these readers tried to emulate Llull’s model
and to adapt it to the systems that they would create. Herrera, who possessed many Lullist books
and two portraits of the Doctor Illuminatus,21 tried to create a universal geometric form that
would provide with an explanation of the system of conceptual relations contains. Herrera’s
artifact, a universal cube, is unexpected because Llull and universal geometrical forms make us
immediately think of circular or spherical geometric constructions.22 However, instead of
overcomplicating Llull’s Art, he wanted to show how it could go beyond the book-based forms
that were being experimented at the Escorial. The cube, as a tridimensional artifact, keeps
the focus that the court of King Philip II developed on the pedagogical practice of the Art. Not
unlike the original figures of the Art, the cube is a form to be studied and to generate a
meditation about universality.
Ultimately, the production of portable versions of Llull’s works in early modern Spain is
linked to Philip II’s involvement in the process for the canonization of the Doctor Illuminatus as
a saint in Rome. This campaign is part of a larger narrative that mobilizes the artifacts associated
to Llull during the early modern period. The process vindicates the first of these artifacts,
associated to the intellectual tradition that we call Lullism, as it had been victim
of ecclesiastical intermittent persecution and academic ostracizing. In absence of Llull,
portability generates his presence in the process, at the same time providing with testimonies and
documentation that legitimates his writings. The canonization of Llull gives also a theological
meaning to all the epistemological and pedagogical artifacts derived from the Art, this is, to all
the artifacts derived from the theory and practice of knowledge. The mental library describing
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See Cervera Vera, Inventario, 15.
See Badia, “Ramon Llull y la cuadratura del círculo.”
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the spatial relation between disciplines and the models synthesizing conceptual systems through
geometrical forms are ultimately devices destined to keep God at the center of the map of
disciplines. In Ramon Llull’s system, the soul can ascend from the comprehension of things to
God and the other way around.23 For Llull and his followers, the Art was the specific technique
the soul required for walking this two-way path from the thing in the world to God. Not only the
canonization of the Doctor Illumninatus would legitimize the use of these artifacts, but also the
idea behind all of Llull’s works: that the reason of God is knowable, that the knowledge of all
things is attainable and it leads to the knowledge of God. Making Ramon Llull a saint was an
extension of an unnamed battle for the transformation of Catholic faith. Changing the list of
Saints for Catholic Church belongs in the framework of the construction of a future modern
faith: Llull would be one of its pillars. Philip II led the charge with Ramon Llull, among other
references, in order to generate a permanent revolution within doctrine.
The presence of critical theory in this dissertation is subject to the complexity of Llull’s
own works. Particularly the Art but also his other works present mainly two difficulties of
reading. The first being that its highly technical nature of those writings. Apart from narrative
works such as Blanquerna or Felix o Llibre dels meravelles, Ramon Llull wrote his books to
instruct readers in the mastery of his system of thought and its application to learning and
preaching the Christian faith. I will often observe that Llull’s works are rarely about just simply
reading. They compel the reader to put the text in practice in the world —immediately— and to
transform it. Llull imagined all of his readers as being advocates of his great reform of
Christianity. Consequently, when looking at the portable versions of the Art, at times, it can
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The idea that the mind can access the understanding of God going up and down the great scale of beings is not
exclusively original in Llull’s thought. Gilson was first in tracing the still relatively unexplored connection between
Llull’s Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus (written in Montpellier ca. 1305) and Bonventure’s Itinerarium
mentis in Deum (ca. 1259). See Gilson, La Philosophie de Saint Bonaventure, 99.
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seem like looking at a compilation of highly complex manuals of instructions for the use of the
figures. The second of the reasons that make Llull’s works of particular difficulty is related to the
first. The vocabulary through which they express their technical nature is, at the same time and
only in an apparently paradoxical way, borrowed from the sources that Llull studied and is
mostly self-referential. It is borrowed insofar as Llull devoted years of his life to the study of
Aristotle, Christian theology, Arabic logic and developed his system of thought upon these
studies.24 However, he did it in an unusual fashion as he presented all the concepts as interrelated
and only in dialogue with its own system. This means that when Llull for instance talks about the
attributes of the soul, he is borrowing from a lineage of theoretical debates where Aristotle’s De
anima and Augustine’s De trinitate constituted clear precedents,25 yet he never quotes his
sources. Establishing a conceptual language constitutes a way for Llull’s works of affirming the
singularity of their position in the history of thought, while at the same time reclaiming the
attention of readers over the fact that embracing such system of thought meant an absolute
philosophical retraining.
Understanding the complexity of Llull’s conceptual vocabulary requires understanding
the way it creates a system of internal relations, but at the same time, it requires undoing what he
had done in terms of his lack intertextuality. For anybody working on Llull, it is necessary to
retrace the connection to the things that Llull and his followers were reading. This process of
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Very little is known about Llull’s intellectual background and the readings of his formative years. In his
biography, titled Ramon Llull, Domínguez Reboiras summarizes it this way: “Como Lulio casi nunca cita a otros
autores, solo nos quedan rastro de sus lecturas repasando el Libro de contemplación, donde vemos, entre otras cosas,
como reprende a los antiguos filósofos (cap. 151, 25), refiere lo que enseña Aristóteles en De coelo et mundo (cap.
331) y trata de los sentidos de la Sagrada Escritura y de los Santos Padres (cap. 352). En De principiis medicinae
(op. 15) cita, entre otros, a Platón y Avicena y en los diversos diálogos polémicos relata con mayor o menor acierto
las doctrinas de judíos y musulmanes.” (125) And the rest is reconstruction.
25
For an in-depth study of the Ancient and Medieval theories of the soul and their influence on Llull, particularly on
his Liber novus de anima rationali (oldest copy copied in Catalan, Novel llibre d’ànima racional, composed in
Rome ca. 1297), see López Alcalde, “Ontología del alma y facultades del conocimiento.”
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reconstruction of Llull’s works means to mobilize a great amount of philosophical references, the
ones that he erases from his works. So much so that I have deemed it appropriate for them to
constitute enough of a theoretical problem for this stage of the project. For this reason, and for
now, Ramon Llull will provide the bulk of the conceptual framework for my work. I will
reference in specific moments Agamben’s theory of the exception and sovereignty, Latour’s idea
of the centre de calcul, and Badiou’s notion of the event. Those will be specific moments, not
intended to create a consistent dialogue yet, as the moment to do so will come in a further stage
of this project.
The construction of Llull's intellectual, religious, and political legacy is inextricable from
the institutional problems this construction encountered. From his works being banned from
teaching at several universities (Paris, Sevilla) and earning scorn from different humanists
(François Rabelais, Pedro Ciruelo) to the inclusion of several of his works in the Index librorum
prohibitorum,26 the name of Ramon Llull helps informing new ideas as much as it arouses
suspicions, ecclesiastical and otherwise. This constitutes a historiographical problem that can be
summarized in the following statement: Ramon Llull seems to be at the same time nowhere and
everywhere. He is read, but not quoted. He inspires, but institutions are shy to fully embrace his
writings. He is quoted, but his name is not mentioned. These are some of the problems that a
reader interested in the early modern portability of Llull's works needs to understand how to
circumvent.
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For a period of four years (1559-63), several of Llull’s works were included in the Index librorum prohibitorum,
in the 1559 edition that Pope Paul IV sponsored. According to most historians, his decision was mostly attributed to
his anti-Spanish bias rather than to anti-Lullist views. Humanist Lluis Joan Vileta advocated for the removal of Llull
from the list, obtaining an order contrary to the inclusion on September 1, 1563. See Ramis Barceló, “Aristotelismo,
lulismo y ramismo”, 390.
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One of the ways of circumventing the problem is tracing a connection between history of
the book and history of the institutions. Catalogues and physical volumes present in repositories
today are the main way in which it is possible the institutional circulation of Llull’s works.
Contrary to many popular science accounts of Llull deeming him an alchemist, or speaking of
the Art as of a secret philosophy that had to be hidden, Ramon Llull made a legitimate attempt to
build a series of philosophical and pedagogical tools for a different kind of theological
argumentation. However, the history of contention of ecclesiastic and academic authorities with
Llull’s ideas, writings, and posterity made the history of his institutional afterlife a very
fragmented one. As the circulation of books that were at times banned and always looked
suspicious place is a determinant factor in the intellectual projects behind the Colegio de San
Ildefonso, the Royal Monastery of the Escorial, or the Academia Real Mathematica. Instead of
accounting for the amount of copies these institutions shelved, I argue that they create a
continuous debate of what is the place of the Art in an educational institution that goes
throughout the sixteenth-century. The fact that these institutions shelve copies of Ramon Llull
and are laboratories for the creation of new printed volumes defines them. At the same time,
books allow us to trace institutional practices that are entwined with the way in which powerful
figures try to shape the world. The place Ramon Llull has in inventories, curricula, and the
publishing activities associated with certain institutions can also reframe the intellectual
panorama of early modern Spain. If a Lullist such as Juan de Herrera wrote the Instituciones to
the Academia Real Mathematica and they do not mention Ramon Llull, even though testimonies
of its first students such as Lope de Vega point to professors frequently teaching the Art, this
opens a question about the way early modern Spain has been understood so far, particularly
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under Philip II. The circulation of Llull’s books and ideas will produce a different picture of the
religious, political, and pedagogical ideas in early modern Spain.
From a methodological standpoint, my work aims to build a balance between intellectual
history and the material conditions of circulation of Llull’s works.27 By combining these two
dimensions, I argue that it is impossible to study the one without the other. For instance, the
display of Cisneros’s coat of arms in Llull’s books as well as their presence in the catalogue of
San Ildefonso are inseparable from the transformation of Llull’s Art from a medieval theological
discourse into the all-encompassing early modern tool for learning. Material forms of
intervention in Llull’s portability correspond to shifts in the cultural significance of his works
and even to changes in their spaces of circulation. Therefore, only an interdisciplinary approach
can help in overcoming the strong temptation to proceed by describing the sources of Llull’s
philosophical system and its commentators.
While the pioneer work of the brothers Carreras i Artau, to which this dissertation is
deeply indebted, can be defined as a study of history of Lullism, I am interested in the way the
production of books translates Llull’s program original of universal evangelization to the
formation of the early modern Spanish empire. Historians of art have studied the rich
iconographic traces that the portability of the works of Ramon Llull leave on the pages of books.
Those traces constitute the ways in which the highly complex system that Llull
developed become a practice. Combining the study of visual forms and ideas has developed an
understanding of the way in which the fascination for Llull’s images is a core element of
portability. From the classic writings of Frances Yates to the more recent studies of Linda Báez
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By referring to material conditions and institutional circulation, my work wants to engage with a bibliographical
lineage situated at the intersection between history of the book and history of ideas. For a non-extensive, but
significant guide to what my work is aiming towards see Blair, Too Much to Know; Bouza, Corre manuscrito;
McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of Texts; Sherman, Used Books; Velasco, Plebeyos márgenes.
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Rubí and Anna Serra Zamora, they have informed my own understanding of the Art.
Nevertheless, I am interested in history of the ideas and history of art only inasmuch as they can
build on the way Llull’s Art became a pedagogical experiment in early modern Spain.
I do not intend to see the Iberian early modern cultural history through the prism of
Lullism and thus to affirm that portability is what was always missing from the map of the
Iberian history of ideas. Yet, this dissertation affirms that the circulation of portable copies,
compilations, and translations of the works of Ramon Llull constitutes an important factor in the
study of the beginning of two very important institutions invested in archiving, and therefore
producing, knowledge during the early modern period: the Colegio de San Ildefonso and the
Monastery of the Escorial. Furthermore, these institutions tried actively to make Ramon Llull a
thinker with Hispanic roots, a thinker that generated a whole system of thought upon the basis of
an inspiration linked to the necessity of conversion. This is not a story of Llull en España, but a
story how during the sixteenth-century Ramon Llull became Spanish and how without the
Iberian interventions in terms of portability it would be impossible to understand the way in
which well-known European thinkers such as Giordano Bruno, René Descartes or G.W. Leibniz
would read (and criticize) him later.
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CHAPTER ONE
From Mount Randa to Lullism

Ramon Llull did not physically write his works like somebody today would write an
email on a computer keyboard. He dictated to aides who travelled with him or who lived at the
places where he stayed. Llull’s command of Latin was shaky and partially the work of the people
he dictated to was to fix his stylistic mistakes.28 Intellectual followers of Ramon Llull helped
disseminate his works once he died. In spite of the fact that history of ideas qualifies all these
followers as Lullists, I will refer to them as a network of agents of portability. The reason for my
repurposing the term normally applied to the school of thought that Llull’s works spawned is
twofold. I want to show that there is a dialectic movement between the involvement of these
agents with the materiality of the works and their ideas. At the same time, I want to show their
involvement in the institutional dialogue with the Art. They write about the importance of the
Art, they teach it, they trace the precious existing manuscripts in private libraries all over the
Iberian Peninsula. Their importance comes from their association with the history of portability
and from the way their better-known works are based on Llull’s ideas. What has been called the
process of reception of Ramon Llull is more than that because the ideas cannot be separated from
the relation between intellectual agents and books.29
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For an overall explanation of the method of composition of Llull’s works see Pomaro and Tenge-Wolf, “Primi
passi per lo «scriptorium» lulliano, con una nota filologica” and the pioneering Rubió i Balaguer, “Notes sobre la
transmissió manuscrita de l’opus lul·lià.” For a more comprehensive view see Badia et alii, Ramon Llull as a
Vernacular Writer, 174-7. In order to understand the way in which dictation functions in the composition of
medieval theology see Carruthers, The Book of Memory, 4-7.
29
For a comprehensive view of the process of reception of Llull’s ideas in the Iberian Peninsula see Domínguez
Reboiras, “La recepción del pensamiento luliano en la península ibérica hasta el siglo XIX.” More specialized takes
on processes of reception can be found on Bonner, “Estadístiques sobre la recepció de l’obra de Ramon Llull”; or
Higuera, La Recepción de las "Categorías" en el Pensamiento Luliano. All of them take into consideration the
importance of textual transmission, but do not contest the idea of reception itself.!
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Theoretically, the problem of circulation and production of volumes of Llull’s works is a
problem of cultural agency that questions the status of the Doctor Illuminatus himself as an
author. According to philosopher Carol Rovane, two main factors compose agency. The first is
the capacity of making a rational choice among several options. The second is the will of
operating changes in reality so the decision of the agent will be put into action, given that the
agent has the will and the power of making an actual rational choice.30 In terms of production of
books, agents are those people who participate in its making. Agents have an impact the content
of the book and, therefore, the impact of the book in the world, even though such impact may
seem very localized at first. The impact is quantifiable not only in terms of readership, but also in
terms of institutional importance. The question of the different agencies at work in the making on
the book is important in order to give a sense of the meaning that book carries as an object.
Nonetheless, there are many agents to a book and Ramon Llull is one among them. Ramon Llull
is the main auctoritas to which the book is related. So, if each agent is an auctor in the making of
the book, the auctoritas that Ramon Llull conveys to the book does not make him the only
auctor of it.31 Parts of his texts such as notes and commentaries are a product of multiple
processes of copying and reading. Those who wrote them in the book were anonymous agents in
the construction of its meaning as well.
Autobiographical narratives are one of the most powerful vehicles in order to convey
exemplarity in the middle ages. This exemplarity is more important when autobiographical
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Agents in the history of portability decide to promote the circulation of Llull’s works opposing at times religious
and academic persecution of said works and often time apply their own personal resources to support the circulation.
See Rovane, “What Is an Agent,” 182.
31
Collaboration and collective authorship are part of the methods of composition of medieval philosophical texts,
see Boureau, “Peut-on parler d’auteurs scolastiques ?” For studies about the emergence of the notion of author in
medieval written culture see Morris, The Discovery of the Individual 1050-1200; Spence, Texts and the Self in the
Twelfth-Century; Zink, La subjectivité littéraire.
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narratives are written in order to stir vocations and create an institutional following. According to
French historian Jean-Claude Schmitt, this is partially due to a late-medieval renewed interest in
Agustine’s Confessions as an exemplary model of autobiography, marked by monastic reform.32
Llull’s Vita coetanea is the text in which he decided to narrate his life in order to explain
himself, to leave an example that would translate the abstraction of the logic principles of the Art
into a more effective form, and ultimately to transmit the example of his life to young preachers.
Ramon Llull dictated his own exemplary life to a friendly friar, as he avers, when he was an
elder man and when he had written already most of his works. I will focus on two moments of
Llull’s autobiographical narration in order to establish a genealogical line that goes from the
exemplarity of the Vita down to the early modern circulation of Llull in San Ildefonso and the
Escorial. The first is the moment of inspiration of the Art that marks its birth and that justifies
Llull’s status as a mystical figure. The second is his paradoxical rejection of the Dominican order
when the voice of an angel advises him to do the contrary that links Llull with the Franciscan
order and to the main figure of next chapter, Spanish Franciscan and Lullist Cardinal Francisco
Ximenez de Cisneros. Contrarily to many of his secretaries and correspondents, Cisneros never
wrote about the Art of Ramon Llull. His giving it an institutional space must be confronted with
the parts of the character of Ramon Llull that he must have found appealing and that connected
with his own ideas about faith and the spread of Christianity. That Cardinal Cisneros and King
Philip II intervened in the portability of Ramon Llull is undeniable, it is necessary to establish a
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See Schmitt, The Conversion of Herman the Jew, 53. For specific studies on the impact of Augustinian texts and
thought on Llull’s works see Avinyó, “La ideologia agustiniana”; Mendía, “La apologética y el arte lulianos a la luz
del agustinismo medieval.”; Oliver, “El agustinismo político en Ramón Llull”; Trías Mercant, “Raíces agustinianas
en la filosofía del lenguaje de R. Llull.” For a broader take on aubiographical narratives in the Middle Ages see
Spearing, Medieval Autobiographies.
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departing point from this interest and why the exemplary life of Ramon Llull was of interest
between the end of fifteenth-century and the beginning of the sixteenth.
In narrating the Art, everything starts with a moment of meditation and prayer alone at
night. For the life of Ramon Llull, Mount Randa has a mythical measure that he himself gives in
the account of his life, not only because his illumination happened there but also because he built
a hermitage as a place of study and meditation.33 What happens here however leaves a trace of
doubt on the reader as it does not constitute a visible signal or a voice coming from above. There
is not sign of the presence of God in the night at Mount Randa: God manifests inside Llull’s
spirit. Divine inspiration is what makes a mystic out of Ramon Llull, and also what distinguishes
him from somebody who receives a real physical manifestation from God. If the Art is made of a
practice, God sets it in motion giving it its first impulse an absolute. Every act of writing is an act
of portability, the iteration of an impossible first moment of meaning that is lost as an event
under the overflow of portability. However, what renders the mystic originality of the Art of
Ramon Llull different is that he tried to reproduce it as much as he could and that he deemed the
knowledge of God not only possible but also reproducible. He wanted to make the knowledge
drawn from divine inspiration available to readers, but not the experience itself. The
autobiographical Vita coetanea describes the moment of inspiration as the origin of all of Llull’s
works:
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Llull, Vita coetanea, 42: “When he had finished the book written in the aforementioned abbey, he again went up
the same mountain. And on the very spot where he had stood when God had shown him the method of the Art he
had a hermitage built, where he stayed for over four months without interruption, praying to God night and day that
by His mercy He might bring prosperity to him and to the Art He had given him for the sake of His honor and the
benefit of His church.” [“Postquam igniter Raimundus, in predicta stans abbatia, composuerat librum suum, ascendit
iterum in montem praedictum. Et in eodem loco, in quo steterant pedes eius, dum sibi in illo monte Dominus
ostenterai modum Artis, eremitorium fieri sibi fecit, habitans in eodem iugiter per quattuor menses et amplius, die
noctuque Deum deprecans, quod ipsum et Artem, quam sibi dederat, ad honorem suum et ecclesiae suae profectum,
per misericordia suam dirigeret prospere.”] See also Morey Mora, “La localització del primitiu ermitage.”!
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Post haec Raimundus ascendit in montem quondam, qui non longe distabat a domo sua,
causa Deum ibidem tranquillius contemplandi. In quo, cum iam stetisset non plene per
octo dies, accidit quadam die, dum ipse statet ibi caelos attente respiciens, quod subito
Dominus illustravit mentem suam, dans eidem formam et modum faciendi librum, de quo
supra dicitur, contra errores infidelium. De quo Raimundus immensas gratias reddens
Altissimo, descendit de monte illo. Reversusque mox ad abbatiam supra dictam, coepit
ibidem ordinare et facere librum illum, vocans ipsum primo: Artem maiorem, sed postea:
Artem generalem. Sub qua Arte postea plures, ut infra sequitur, fecit libros, in eisdem
multum generalia principia ad magis specifica, secundum capacitatem simplicium, prout
experiential eum iam docuerat, explicando. (40-2)
[After this, Ramon went up a certain mountain not far from his home, in order to
contemplate God in greater tranquility. When he had been there scarcely a full week, it
happened that one day while he was gazing intently heavenward the Lord suddenly
illuminated his mind, giving him the form and method for writing the aforementioned
book against the errors of the unbelievers. Giving thanks to the Almighty, he came down
from the mountain and returned at once to the above-mentioned abbey, where he began to
plan and write the book in question, calling it at first the Ars major, and later on the Ars
generalis. Within the framework of this Art he then wrote many books (as well as will
see below) in which at great length he explained general principles by applying them to
more specific things, in accordance with the capacities of simple people, as experience
had already taught him.]
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It is not difficult to see the power of this narrative in which conversion starts with Llull himself.
The transformative moment of this inspiration sends him in his evangelical mission and spawns
his advocacy. Furthermore, the whole point of the Art is that the knowledge of God it produces
constitutes the basis and condition of possibility of all knowledge. Even though the Art allowed
the mind to go downward from the comprehension of God to the comprehension of the things
and upward from the comprehension of the things to the comprehension of God, Ramon Llull
favored the Platonic way instead of the Aristotelian. That is exactly how he proceeded as he laid
down the path of the Art: first developing the general method and then bringing to the single
intellectual subjects. The development of these particular applications is related to his own
pedagogical experience. The boundaries modern readers have developed between the evangelical
and educative activities Ramon Llull do not correspond with the perception he had about his
practice.34 Every iteration of the Art is an opportunity to apply the Art to a different set of
sciences. Academic institutions like San Ildefonso explored its epistemological side, even though
this never divorced from its evangelical consequences.
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For the inseparable nature of the evangelical and pedagogical dimensions of Llull’s work see Orizio,
“Orientamento comparativo della pedagogia missionaria di Raimundo Lullo”, 144: “Benchè il suo primo obiettivo
missionario fosse la conversione dei saraceni, non disdegnò di imparare da loro piu di una cosa: per l'educazione
igienica sostiene che la loro dietetica (pranzi dolci, caldi e umidi; astinenza dagli alcolici) e il loro modo di vestire
(ampio) "meglio contribuiscono a prolungare la giovinezza" rispetto a quelli dei cristiani; per l'educazione affettiva,
alla ricerca del metodo più idoneo per comporre il Llibre de l'Amic e l'Amat, risolve di imitare Ie brevi e fervide
parabole che "sono soliti recitare gli uomini religiosi di maggior prestigio tra i saraceni che li chiamano sufies"; per
l'educazione professionale osserva che "in qualunque terra uno si trovi può vivere da artigiano; al riguardo i saraceni
hanno una buona tradizione: chiunque, per quanto sia ricco non tralascia di far apprendere al proprio figlio qualche
mestiere, in modo che, se la ricchezza vien meno, può vivere del suo lavoro.”!
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Vita coetanea, Karlsruhe, Badische Landesbibliothek, St. Peter perg. 92, f. 5r

Ramon Llull had a twofold relationship with Islamic faith. On the one hand, Ramon Llull
was invested in proving the logic incontrovertibility of Christian faith. On the other, as
somebody who came from Majorca and had spent several years learning to read and write in
Arabic and who was able to translate philosophical treatises written in Arabic, he had read many
Islamic philosophers and had been trained in reading and writing Arabic language by a Muslim
slave, who hanged himself in despair after trying to kill Llull.35 Indeed, he was most certainly
more proficient in Arabic than Latin and the debt he had contracted with Arabic logic so
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Llull, Vita coetanea, 40: “When on the way back he made a slight detour to the prison to visit his captive, he
found that he had hanged himself with the rope with which he had been bound.” [“Cumque illuc veniens se
divertisset ad carcerem, ut suum captivum inuiseret, invenit, quod ipse fune, quo ligatus fuit, iugulaverat semet
ipsum.”]
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important that when he tried to present his Art before an auditorium filled with theologians at the
Sorbonne they mocked him and called him “christianus arabicus.”36 From a pedagogical point of
view, Ramon Llull insisted on the fact that missionary schools had to be created where young
priests would learn Arabic, Chaldean, and Hebrew.37 Joan Vernet has pointed out in several
occasions the importance that Qur’anic rhetoric had in several of the works of Ramon Llull,
particularly because the Qur’an represented the word of God unmediated and inimitable by
human writing.38 The Council of Vienne (1311) included Llull’s recommendation of
implementing the learning of eastern languages in Rome, Bologna, Oxford, and Salamanca.39
Writing his book was a product of the first moment of inspiration. The same way, advocating on
European courts and preaching in the north of Africa was also a product of that first moment. In
other words, the writing of the book becomes something that comes after the inspiration and
constitutes as much of an afterthought as advocating the practice of the Art. Even though the
intellectual process of acquiring the knowledge for the book matters as a process in which Llull
is the main character, God’s inspiration gives performative weight to the practice. It matters also
that the learning and reading of Arabic philosophers is intertwined with the invention of the Art.
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Ramon Llull himself used this expression in the prologue to his Disputationem quam dicunt Remondi christiani et
Homerii sarraceni, written in Pisa in 1308. About the implications of this name and his advocacy for including
Arabic and Hebrew in study programs for scholars and preachers, see Lohr, “Ramon Llull: «Christianus arabicus»”.
For a critical take on the defining common place of Llull as “christianus arabicus,” see Urvoy “L’idée de «
Christianus arabicus ».”
37
Cruz Palma, “Raymundus Lullus contra Sarracenos.”!
38
Vernet, Lo que Europa le debe al Islam de España, 58.
39
Llull, Vita coetanea, 34-5: “It then occurred to him that he should go to the pope, to kings, whatever kingdoms
and provinces might be appropriate, monasteries together to learn the languages of the Saracens and other
unbelievers, so that, from among those properly instructed in such a place, one could always find the right people
ready to be sent out to preach and demonstrate to the Saracens and other unbelievers the holy truth of the Catholic
faith, which is that of Christ.” [“Sed ad haec sibi venit in mentem, quod iret ad papam, ad reges etiam et principes
christianos, ad excitandum eos, ac impetrandum apud ipsos, quod constituerentur in diversis regnis seu provinciis ad
hoc aptis monasteria, in quibus electae personae religiosae et aliae ad hoc idoneae ponerentur ad addiscendum
praedictorum Saracenorum et aliorum infidelium linguagia, ut ex eisdem personis, ibidem convenienter instructis, in
promptu semper, assume possent et mitti personae idoneae ad praedicandum et manifestandum praedictis Saracenis
et aliis infidelibus piam, quae est in Christo, fidei catholicae veritatem.”]
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The learning of Arabic would be a consequence of the evangelical activity, as well as a part of
Llull’s background. So, Llull’s identity as an Arabic Christian does not prevent him from
defending the incontrovertible logic of Christianity, but makes his way of demonstrating this
incontrovertibility odd in the panorama of medieval Christian theology.
If the birth of the Art constitutes an event it is partially because that is the narrative that
Ramon Llull built for his own story. He traces a split in history with his inspiration, particularly
considering that the Art is a device destined to change the face of Christianity. Ramon Llull
paints himself as the only one able to come down from the Mount Randa with the new table, in
this case the new table are the figures of the Art, and translate his inspiration into institutional
practices. In a way, the nature of what has been called Lullism is inevitable as with the death of
Ramon Llull, the split between the divine voice that inspires the object and the inspired object
becomes impossible to bridge.
That an event is impossible to reproduce is obvious in itself; it was not Cisneros’s idea
but a theoretical limit that the Art itself imposed. What Cisneros attempted through San
Ildefonso was to introduce that event of the Art inside the historicity that the event of the
inspiration rejects by definition. Furthermore, portability with its added images, paper-machines,
and para-texts pulled the Art into a context that was utterly strange to it. If visionaries and
mystics populated European early modern history, Ramon Llull crafted a narrative about his
moment of inspiration but, at the same time, foreclosed the possibility of its reproduction. Once
the Art was invented, scholars should become its followers and not use it as a template to
propose their own system. This might be the reason why so many like Giovanni Pico della
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Mirandola picked up on the visual devices and theoretical cues that the Art provided refusing
altogether to paint themselves as disciples of Ramon Llull.40
Reading Badiou’s Being and Event, we find important places of tension between the
place of being where philosophical notions are built and what he calls the “evental place.”41 This
place is made of circumstances instead of being made of coordinates. This consideration is
important because the site of the Art is a site of inspiration, thus, it represents God’s will and not
a construction of one’s own consciousness. Mount Randa will be a place where nature and
historicity touch, as Llull’s account makes it appear as a local site, but that aims to project itself
as global. Inspiration short-circuits the opposition Badiou establishes between the natural and the
artificial definition of a site, in this case Mount Randa. To the eyes of any Lullist Mount Randa
holds a special value as being the place where the inspiration started. In this sense, Randa is
more than a physical site. It is the place of the inspiration where Llull’s story had its start. Even
if Badiou is not primarily talking about a physical site, his theory is built upon the notion that the
site of the event conveys a point of origin. That is what Randa constitutes for Llull.42 It is the
point where his story starts both in time and space, but also conceptually because his task was so
awesome that it would only be conceivable if starting from a site of exceptionality like Randa.
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Frances Yates points to the fact that Pico della Mirandola “accepts” Llull among the group of Hermetic-Cabalists.
See Llull & Bruno, 7. However, he does not call himself “Artista” or “Lullista” at any point of his writings.!
41
Badiou, Being and Event, 176: “One should note that the concept of an evental site, unlike that of natural
multiplicity, is neither intrinsic nor absolute. A multiple could quite easily be singular in one situation (its elements
are not presented therein, although it is) yet normal in another situation (its elements happen to be presented in this
new situation).”
42
The foundation of the Monastery of Miramar, where Ramon Llull created a school to teach his Art and languages
(particularly Arabic), is not nearly as important as Mount Randa in the account of his life. Llull, Vita coetanea, 45:
“Sub eodem tempore impetravit etiam Raimundus a praedicto rege Maioricarum unum monasterium construi in
regno suo, et possessionibus dotari sufficientibus, ac in eodem tredecim fratres Minores institui, qui linguam ibidem
discerent arabicam pro convertendis infidelibus, ut superius est expressum.” [“At that same time Ramon also
obtained an agreement from the above-mentioned king of Majorca that a monastery be built in his kingdom, that it
be endowed with sufficient property, and that thirteen Franciscan friars be sent there to learn Arabic for the purpose
of converting unbelievers, as was stated above.”]!
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Randa is the origin of Llull’s Art, but also the origin of a global attempt. This was,
indeed, Llull’s awesome task, to conquer the world and show the revealed truth of Christian faith
to all the infidels. In spite of his aspirations, Ramon Llull could not stand a historical comparison
with the great success of Ignacio de Loyola, or even with the more modest success of Teresa de
Ávila.
Furthermore, in his own attempt of creating an institutional structure, he was different
from all of them insofar as he had built a mythical origin to his enterprise, while, at the same
time, erasing any origin through an overflowing textual production.43 The great number of works
that Llull wrote seem to envelop the event in mystery or at least to make clear that such an event
is impossible to reproduce. Llull was expecting people to learn how to work the Art, not to seek
for their own inspiration. Llull wanted the Art to do something more radical than building a
successful institution around it, he wanted it to work in a way so it would ultimately erase its
own historicity. The Art would be just the intellectual language of faith for all the believers. If
God inspired the Art, the inspiration became the transmission of a technology that allowed later
individuals to translate it to their respective learning practice. The fact that such translation was
not widely adopted as Llull intended does not take anything from the strange status of the Art as
an event.
Historicity concentrates in a place in the case of the narration of Llull’s life. The place of
origin of Ramon Llull, the place of his inspiration, and the place where the Art had a longer
institutional implantation is ultimately the same: Majorca. However, there are three different
Majorcas that one has to explore when understanding the event of the birth of the Art. The first is
the Majorca where Ramon Llull comes from. This is a frontier land that Ramon Llull helped to
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In a way, the institutional success of both Teresa and Ignacio made the control over the circulation of their texts
much stricter. About this, see Barthes, Sade, Fourier, Loyola, 39-40; Garriga Espino, “El desafío editorial”.
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consolidate and where he benefitted from being the son of an important nobleman and a
childhood friend of the King Jaume II,44 who protected the Doctor Illuminatus throughout his
life. It was also a frontier land inasmuch as it constituted a place of cultural exchange where he
benefitted from a first-hand knowledge of Arabic language and its great authors.45 The second is
the mystical place where the inspiration of the Art happened. This inspiration is an event
associated to a site extricated from history as it does not leave any direct trace of it happening
that is not in the head of the Doctor Illuminatus. The revelation of the Art is not natural or neutral
because the Art constitutes a manifestation of God’s will. At the same time, it is untranslatable
since it is deeply rooted in its historicity but in a way that concern only its own nature. The third
is the fact that the protection and the centuries of popular veneration in Majorca coincided with
the fact that wealthy noblemen and women from the island funded the study of the Art
throughout the centuries. This made Majorca the only place where Llull’s aspirations became
real and where his institutional implantation became sustained and continued. Majorca becomes
a paradoxical presence for Lullism as it constitutes at the same time three things: 1) the only
place where Ramon Llull could have built his intellectual background and the main condition of
possibility of the Art; 2) the place of an extraordinary revelation out of place and time; and 3) the
place that sustained the knowledge of Ramon Llull and the Art so much that two centuries after
the death of Ramon Llull, Cisneros needed to address the city to look for reading materials, as I
will discuss later in the chapter.
There are two crucial facts for the structure of the main narrative of this dissertation that
an episode of the life of Ramon Llull illustrates eloquently. In spite of the fact that Ramon de
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About the Arabic and the Jewish population of Majorca and their evolution see Abulafia, A Mediterranean
Emporium, 75-99; Hillgarth, “Sources of the History of the Jews of Majorca”.
45
Right before King Jaume conquered the island, Majorca appears also in the letters of the Jewish traders of Cairo
Genizah; see Reboiras, Ramon Llull, 74-9.
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Penyafort advised him to study on his own subsequently developing his own method, Ramon
Llull needed the institutional recognition to get his Art to be taught and to be a part of the agenda
of the Western educational institution.46 The optimism about his own Art convinced him of the
fact that presenting the Art would immediately translate its value convincing his audience in the
process. Unfortunately, Ramon Llull slightly misjudged Penyafort’s advice because the such
opinion was related to the predominance of Aquinas’s influence and dialectics in academic
environments. His Art fell flat in the moment of explanation, not any less faithful than the
moment of revelation because of the intellectual solipsism that characterized the Art. It has to be
the effectiveness of Ramon Llull’s discourse. The division between different academic fields of
discussion was crucial in terms of predominant disciplines. Theologians and Aquinas’s
Aristotelism dominated Paris when Llull presented the Art at the Sorbonne.
His reception in Montpellier, however, was very different.47 Montpellier, predominantly a
school of medicine and its students, instead of shrugging off the Art and calling out Ramon Llull
for his “Arabic manner of speaking,”48 was attuned to pay attention to the influences of Arabic
logic present in the Art. There is a contradiction in the history of portability and its disconnection
from the original event of the Art. The Art was an evangelical instrument. In its aftermath,
authors interested in astronomy, mathematics, medicine, and the arts of memory predominantly
adopted it. During the sixteenth-century, particularly during the reign of Philip II, the map of the
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For the relationship between Ramon Llull and Ramon de Penyafort, see Tusquets, “Relación de Ramon Llull con
San Ramon de Penyafort” and Badia et alii, Ramon Llull as a Vernacular, 227-9. Also, his own account in Llull,
Vita coetanea, 36-9: “But he was dissuaded from making this trip by the arguments and advice of his relatives and
friends and most of all of Brother Ramon of the Dominicans, who had formerly compiled the Decretals for Pope
Gregory IX, and those counsels made him return to his own city, that is to Majorca.” [Sed ab hoc itinere parentes et
amici, et maxime frater Raimundus de ordine Praedicatorum, qui quondam domini Gregorii noni compilaverat
Decretales, suis persuasionibus et consiliis diverterunt, et eum ad civitatem suam, Maioricarum scilicet, redire
fecerunt.]!
47
See Llinarès, “Raymond Lulle à Montpellier” and Fernández Reboiras, Ramon Llull, 174-82.
48
See Llull, Compendium seu Artis demonstrativae, 450.
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scientific disciplines was expanding, or at least that the necessity of their mastery was a priority,
the Art that had been written as an evangelical tool was perceived as a scientific instrument. It
actually interested more scientists than theologians.

Representation of Ramon Llull debating with Omar in Béjaïa (Alger) on the cover
of the Disputatio Raimundi christiani et Homeri saraceni (1510)
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After suffering from visions and an affliction that delays his first evangelical trip,49
Ramon Llull decided against joining the Dominican order and adopting their method of
preaching. Nevertheless, to give his method to the Franciscans would mean be to take a
significant left turn. Much like the development and study preparatory for the Art happening
outside academia, this move makes sense only if the premise that Ramon Llull had so much trust
in his own method that he thought that its sheer force of persuasion would overcome any
institutional obstacle. Probably, Ramon considered carefully how strategically Francis of Assisi
had positioned himself as an outsider and from this position he had been able to build his own
institutional space having died only a decade prior to Ramon’s own birth.50 However, Ramon
Llull never ordered himself a Franciscan, remaining always a Tertiary and, thus, being a laic with
no conventual or academic affiliation. Like Francis, Ramon Llull aspired like Francis to change
Christian doctrine retaining his condition of laic.51 This freed him so he could develop his
advocating and evangelical activity without a territorial basis: traveling from Majorca to
Barcelona, Paris, Montpelier, Siena, Rome, and Tunisia among others. The faithful moment of
inspiration here is actually reversed. Ramon Llull’s moment of inspiration consists in his
willingness to not follow the path of the angel that tells him to stay with the Dominicans.
Deciding to go against hope and believe in hope:
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Llull, Vita coetanea, 49: “Therefore Ramon, fearing for his skin, like the apostle Saint Peter during the Passion of
the Lord, and forgetting his previously mentioned intention to die for Christ in converting the unbelievers to His
worship, remained in Genoa, held back by a kind of paralyzing fear, abandoned to himself, by permission or
dispensation of God, perhaps to prevent him from becoming too vain or presumptuous.” [“Quare Raimundus, timens
pelli suae, sicuro in passione quondam Domani sanctus Petrus apostolus, oblitusque sui propositi supra dici, quo
scilicet mori pro Christo statuetta in convertendo ad cultum riuscita infidels, Ianuae, quodam detenuti inerti timore,
remansit; sibi ipso, forsitan ne inanity de ser praesumeret, permittente del dispensante Domino, interim derelictus.”]!
50
Apart from Ramon Llull being a tertiary of the Seraphic Order, Ramon Llull and Francis of Assisi have been
compared on the basis of being mystics to whom God inspired their paths in life and who converted to a life of
sanctity upon their revelation, their preaching to Muslims, and their Mediterranean origins. For a comparative
perspective of Francis and Llull as evangelical figures, see De Vizio, “Francesco d’Assisi e Raimondo Lullo”;
Muzzi, “Raimondo Lullo e il dialogo interreligioso”; Sedda, “La predicazione agli infedeli”.
51
About Llull’s perspective as a laic see Badia et alii, Ramon Llull, 27-35; Imbach and König-Pralong, Le défi
laïque, 123-46.!
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O mirabilis tentatio seu potius, ut videtur, divinae probationis dispensatio! Abraham
patriarcha “contra spem” olim “in spem credidit”; iste vero Artem seu doctrinam, per
quam multi converterentur ad intelligendum et amandum ac colendum Deum, propriae
salvation constanter praeferens, velut sol nube tectus, dum nihil ominus ardens in se, sub
quadam suae mentis ob umbratione de Deo modo mirabili desperando, Deum et
proximum propter Deum infinites plus, quam se ipsum, diligere probatus est; ut evidenter
colligitur ex praedictis. (54-55)
[What a wondrous temptation, or rather, it would seem, dispensation of divine trial! In
olden times, the patriarch Abraham “against hope believed in hope”; this man, however,
obstinately preferring that Art or doctrine, by which many people could be converted to
understanding, loving and worshiping God, to his own salvation –like the sun which,
though covered by a cloud, nevertheless keeps on burning– despairing of God in a
wondrous way beneath a certain darkness of mind, proved that he loved God and his
fellow man infinitely more than himself, as can be clearly gathered from the foregoing
account.]

Choosing the Art over his personal salvation is a moral lesson and his principal example of
advocacy. The Art is what matters. From a theoretical perspective, it makes clear that Ramon
Llull is interested in narrating his life for two purposes. First, it is an exemplary tale or as a story
of conversion primarily; but, second, it works as a vessel for the presentation of the Art. The Art
is indeed an end in itself not only more important than Ramon’s physical integrity or success in
theological circles of discussion, but also more important than his own salvation because it could
be the salvation for all the infidels. Ramon branded himself as a fool for love in his mystical
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treatise Llibre d’amic et d’amat.52 His refusal to join the Dominicans comes from a supreme love
of God and mankind. The event that created the Art destroyed the purpose in the life of Ramon,
transforming him into a vessel. Ultimately, the idea behind the Vita coetanea is presenting in a
rhetorically appealing way the event of the Art is at the same impossible to reconstruct and
inescapable for him. The idea that missionaries will travel to territories in North Africa should
have been the meeting of two serendipitous circumstances. On the Christian side, it required the
preparation of missionaries. On the side of the possible converts, it required people of faith
willing to listen.
There are no biblical quotations in many of Llull’s works, except in the Vita coetanea.
For him the Bible is exemplary, but only in its tropological sense.53 He does not care at all about
exegesis, as he probably sees it as yet another form of academic debate. On the contrary, Ramon
privileges a more direct approach to the figure of the Christ and therefore to the Spirit of the
Bible. One of the reasons for the Vita coetanea was establishing an example. Even though he
would not say that he saw himself as following closely the example of Jesus, he saw martyrdom
as a way of elevating his Art and ultimately living by example like the Son of God.54 What
Ramon Llull rejected was the way in which the letter of the Bible and its interpretative tradition
represented a theological authority. This authority was not meaningful to Ramon Llull as it was
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Llull, Llibre d’amic et d’amat: “236. Digues, foll: què és amor? Respòs: Amor és concordança de tesòrica e de
pràtica a una fi, a la qual se mou lo compliment de la volentat de l'amic, per ço que faça a les gents honrar e servir
son amat. E és qüestió si la fi se cové pus fortment ab la volentat de l'amic qui desija ésser ab son amat.” [“236. Tell
me, fool: what is love? He answered: Love is concordance of theory and practice for a goal, which the fulfillment of
the lover’s will moves towards, so that it makes people honor and serve their beloved. And one wonders if this goal
is closest to the will of the lover who wants to be with the beloved.”]
53
Also, called the “moral sense.” Dante famously defined it in his eleventh letter to his benefactor Cangrande della
Scalla as “the moral meaning the conversion of the soul from the sorrow and misery of sin to a state of grace is
signified” (193) in the context of the explanation of a verse of the Psalms.
54
From the perspective of medieval scholarly dialectics, M.V. Dougherty has provocatively argued that the use of
biblical moral examples in the Vita coetanea is part of an overarching structure of narrative argumentation of four
moral dilemmas. See Dougherty, Moral Dilemmas in Medieval Thought, 93-4.
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culturally untranslatable.55 Therefore, it would not serve to transmit the truth of Christianity to
infidels. The story of Ramon Llull is another extension of his Art not as it constitutes an
expression of the argumentation that can be attained through the Art, but as it persuades through
the example of Ramon’s own life that the use of the Art can demonstrate the dogmas of faith,
one of them being the nature of Christ as an incarnation of God. The impossibility of
reconstructing the event of the giving of the Art seeks to fulfill the memory that the impossibility
of reconstructing the paradox of Christ being at the same time a man and the Son of God should
not deter the mind from reflecting on it. The lack of place of the Scriptures in the works of
Ramon Llull is only apparent, as he was concerned for the anagogic sense more than any other.
The effect of identification that produced the homiletic power of the Bible in the reader was the
only thing that mattered for Ramon Llull, as he was clearly thinking of a non-academic reader, of
a reader who would be caught up in the power of the story but would not care for debate about
the sources.
Ramon Llull was conscious of the fact that with his Art he spent his life building
constituted a way of argumentation different from the usual modes of academic discussion in
Christian theology. His decision to opt for an approach based on formal logic in the Art is based
on a very ambivalent perception of academia as a place of intellectual discussion. He rejected it,
perceiving that it was detached from what academic discourse should be, yet he never stopped
seeking its approval throughout the rest of life, from 1274 until his death in 1316.56 This approval
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For most of the biblical references in Ramon Llull, see Pardo Pastor, “Las auctoritates bíblicas en Ramon Llull.”!
Domínguez Reboiras, Ramon Llull, 339: “Y a falta de documentos, comienza la leyenda que, aunque no tiene por
qué ser necesaria, no es del todo segura. Los cronistas pretenden que fue lapidado por musulmanes en la ciudad
argelina de Bugía (y no en Túnez, donde nos consta su estancia), probablemente porque allí estuvo a punto de ser
lapidado y ya habría sufrido antes persecución, cárcel y destierro. Se le dio por muerto, pero –así dice la leyenda–
unos mercaderes genoveses, después de solicitar su cuerpo a las autoridades, comprobaron que aún respiraba.
Ramon en estado muy grave, medio muerto, llegó milagrosamente a Mallorca porque el viento había desviado la
nave de aquellos comerciantes de su previsto trayecto a Génova.”
55
56
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was oriented towards the expansion of the evangelical influence of his method. In some of his
works, Ramon Llull expresses a harsh criticism of what he considered a way of separating reason
and faith that he considered not only unacceptable, but also, and most importantly, contrary to
any evangelical purpose.57 In a nutshell, he saw reason leading to faith as the only possible way
to convince anybody, particularly anybody who would be educated, of the inherent truth of
Christian doctrine. If reason and faith were to be separated, we would be assuming that the only
way to convert other people was leading them to a divine inspiration. As a premise, this is
limiting. Hence, the scientific way of proceeding becomes for Ramon Llull a way of more or less
directly denouncing the way that theologians had extricated themselves from the political
problem of evangelizing the Mediterranean region.58 Instead of arguing about the impossibility of
telling his own experience or about the legitimacy of act of expressing his vision, he shared it in
a way that would make everybody able to see the divine nature.59 Arguing against the superiority
of philosophy over theology meant ultimately to transmit the knowledge that God had gave him
without giving any referential authority to the event itself. The only way to do that was to come
up with the method for universal argumentation.
Epistemology and pedagogy are for contemporary educational institutions two very
different kind of theoretical discourses: respectively, they constitute a theory of knowledge and
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The most obvious expression of Llull’s positions in regard to this debate is expressed in his writing Declaratio
Raimundi per modum dialogi edita contra aliquorum philosophorum et eorum sequacium opiniones (finished Paris
ca. 1298). In this work, Llull positions himself in the debate between theology and philosophy and Bishop
Tempier’s Condemnation of 1277. See Bordoy, “Ramon Llull and the Question of the Knowledge of God.”!
58
As he did with many bodies of knowledge, Ramon Llull did not entirely rejected academic debates, but blended
them in his personal approach to the problem of conversion and interfaith dialogues in the Mediterranean. See
Tolan, Saracens, 256-7.
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Building an intellectual practice that normalizes the understanding of the divine nature makes the Art unique in
the panorama of medieval Christian thought. Contrarily to most mystics, or even Dante, he does not retreat to the
argument that human speech is defective in terms of conveying the plenitude of the mystical experience; Ramon
Llull bases the understanding of this divine nature and its relations to the world of men in the idea of contemplation.
See Pardo Pastor, “La mística luliana”, 76-8.
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theory of learning. However, Llull’s Art unites both discourses as they are both discourses that
should be brought up as consequences of the Art. This does not mean necessarily that the Art
cannot be at the same time about epistemology and pedagogy. However, its readers felt
compelled to translate it into either practical solutions for learning certain bodies of knowledge
or exploratory discourses about the possibilities of organizing knowledge based on a set of
discrete principle. They decided to follow either an epistemological or pedagogical path. The
division between epistemology and pedagogy seems like a natural division, even though the Art
is about both at the same time. You cannot split in favor of one or the other without affecting its
intellectual integrity. Epistemology and pedagogy are some of the subjects about the Art that
interest intellectuals surrounding Cisneros or Philip II as outcomes of something behind them. In
other words, the enigmatic technological core of the Art made the method of study, the object of
study, and the purpose of studying bleed into each other. This technological core seems perfectly
fitting for a universal empire that requires the production of a universal discourse. Had such
ability of producing universal discourse through the logic of the Art to be integrated into an
existent institution, it would have cause a major fracture in its structure.60 Had a new institution
to be built around the Art, the institution would have raised suspicion and seen as troubling. The
Art of Ramon Llull was seen as most scholars in early modern Iberia as a wrench in the engine
they were operating.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to say exactly what the Art had become because its
reading was for the most part not grounded institutionally, this is, there was not a Lullist school
keeping the Art on its natural evangelical ground. As a result, academic readers faced the
question of what disciplinary space Llull should occupy in the mental library of scholars and
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In Llull’s life, not one institution apart from Miramar really embraced the Art, even though his of the Art
presentation was well received in Montpellier. See Introduction, note 19.
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institutions. Subsequently, the connections they can establish between the Art and other
discourses in order to have a better understanding of it can be also difficult to understand. Casual
detractors of the Art do not seem to agree on which book is next to the Art in an imaginary
mental shelf: the humanist and jurist Rodrigo Fernández de Santaella, who wrote the first plan of
studies of the university of Sevilla, thought it should be nominalist philosophy arguably because
of the radical realism with Platonic roots that grounds the Art.61 Llull created a tool capable of
systematizing any field, but because of its self-referential nature and heavily methodological
nature the Art place was above any field and lacked grounding. Curious readers and detractors
alike could take the Art anywhere, place it by the side of any possible discipline, and make it
collide with Neoplatonism, astrology, the Kabbalah, alchemy, or a treatise about the gods of
Ancient Egypt. The fact that the portability of the Art is opened to such possibilities, that the Art
could virtually be in the mental shelf of the reader’s choosing, is of course one of its biggest
liabilities among its detractors. The Art could be about anything and it is it difficult to pin down
to a single intelligible intellectual practice.
On the founding statutes for the newly created Colegio de Santa María y Jesús (written in
1503), that would in time become the University of Sevilla, Rodrigo Fernández de Santaella
(1444-1509) banned teaching the Art along with nominalism considering them paths leading
nowhere: “[…] se prohibe enseñar la doctrina nominalista y la de Raimundo Lulio, pues quienes
la siguen son como esos hombres vanos a los que se refiere la palabra del Apóstol, siempre
aprendiendo sin llegar nunca a la ciencia.” [It is forbidden to teach both nominalist doctrine and
that of Ramon Llull, since those who follow them are similar to the vain men referred in the
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Santaella’s opinion is not misguided. Even though Llull’s Art and nominalism are different intellectual schools,
many authors expressed produced scholarly texts about both and taught them, such is the case of the Barcelona
professor Joan Bonllaví. See Fernández Luzón, La Universidad de Barcelona en el Siglo XVI, 63.
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words of the apostle, always learning without ever arriving to science.]62 At the University of
Paris, the chancellor Jean Gerson had banned the teaching of the Art of Ramon Llull a century
prior to Santaella writing the statutes for Sevilla.63 Hence, banning the Art from a college was
nothing historically new. However, Santaella’s argument defines science as a goal opposed to the
Art. In order to build his argument, an evangelical opposition between faith and deeds is
translated into a statement about knowledge and learning in this fragment. Lullists and their
works are like the vain men [inanes] of the Epistle of James (2:20), those who show faith without
deeds.64 Faith is learning and the deeds of such a faith are destined to the constitution of a
science, while science is a place that must be reached. This is the goal of a learning institution as
a group of people. If the contemporary idea of science is a generic placeholder for a number of
fields into which is divided the secular practice of producing knowledge, Lullism consitutes a
perversion in this path. In other words, the Art is an asymptote that gets increasingly close to
science without ever actually getting to touch it.
Likewise, Rabelais considered the Art useless in educational terms, a useless tool leading
nowhere. In his model for the education of his own son, Pantagruel, Gargantua it paired with
astrology in disdain: “laisse-moi l’astrologie et l’art de Lulle, comme autant de supercheries et de
futilités.” [stay away from astrology and the Art of Llull, as they amount to swindles and
futilities] Pairing it with astrology is an indicator of how far the understanding of the Art had
moved from the original evangelical intent that it possessed in Llull’s intent. By the beginning of
the sixteenth century the Art has become something different altogether.65 This points to an
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See Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 280; Villalba, Ramon Llull, 515.
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interesting paradox, valid for both supporters and enemies of Lullism. As an intellectual
tradition, the Art is an extremely arduous to acquire. As a discursive device, its ambition is so
vast that it is impossible to bound it to just one discipline. So, in order to speak about the agents
(authors, institutions, books) that were against the early modern influence of Lullism, it is
important to speak about the way medieval Lullism was defined by the confrontations that
Ramon Llull sustained during his life or the suspicions he arouse. Many times, such suspicions
were translated into direct actions by different authorities (mainly the authority of the Pope and
the Inquisition), as I show in the sixth chapter. Also, many others were translated into suspicions,
attacks in printed books and manuscripts, and also a cryptic adoption of the Lullism on the behalf
of many intellectuals (such as Nicholas of Cusa and Bessarion) whose reading and practice of the
Art remained closeted during the fifteenth century.
What changes in sixteenth-century Lullism is the fact that Cisneros situates Ramon Llull
in the intellectual orbit of San Ildefonso and, thus, the Doctor Illuminatus gets pushed towards
the spotlight, if tentatively. This spotlight does not include a broad readership. At the beginning
of the century, Llull’s portability circulates in Latin and it is linked to restricted intellectual
circles.66 However, Llull starts being studied at a university, arguably the most important new
Iberian educational institution of the sixteenth century. As a consequence, the institution has to
confront problems that are at the same material and intellectual: where does an Art for the
learning of all things belong in the shelves of a library? Furthermore, Cardinal Francisco
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behind that reference lies a great deal of literary and cultural history which has remained largely unexplored by
Rabelaisian criticism, though Lull's Art has been critically investigated in other contexts.”
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Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 250: “En las postrimerías del siglo XV una serie de acontecimientos
culturales, debidos en buena parte al fervor proselitista de Pere Dagui y sus discípulos, presagian un próximo
esplendor del lulismo en España.” Although it is a period of great relevance, this moment of “splendor” is not
translated to the vernacular or taken outside small courtly or academic circles until the end of the sixteenth-century. !
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Ximénez de Cisneros has to confront a problem that is at the same time epistemological and
political: how does he relate to figure as divisive and all-encompassing as Llull’s?
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CHAPTER TWO
A Cardinal Listens to the Art

During sixteenth-century Iberian intellectual life, the Art seems to be everywhere and
nowhere. It appeared in catalogues and some people clearly borrow from its visual apparatus and
terminology, yet few dared to quote him. The argument of this chapter is that portability of
Llull’s works is a stepping stone in the first stages of the construction of the Colegio de San
Ildefonso.67 San Ildefonso is an institutional manifestation of the personality of Francisco
Jiménez de Cisneros and his project in terms of reformation of higher education in Castile.
Cisneros’s presence in San Ildefonso was intermittent as the affairs of the state kept him busy
often and travelling outside the villa of Alcalá de Henares (nearby Madrid), where the college
was built and the community of scholars and students lived.
I will prove that the reading of the works of Ramon Llull is crucial to understanding the
religious, political, and cultural implications of the figure of Cisneros in early modern Spain.
Moreover, I will show the ways in which the portability of the works of Ramon Llull is one
decisive yet elusive piece of the cultural definition of the early modern intellectual life in the
Iberian territories. Cisneros and San Ildefonso constitute a historical moment in which the
portability of Ramon Llull becomes more visible than it had been before, as the Cardinal was the
most politically powerful Lullist who had existed up to that moment.
In this first section, I am going to explain the reason why somebody like Cisneros would
be interested in Ramon Llull in the first place. Since the central intellectual object for the works
of Ramon Llull is the Art, it is necessary to explain the character of this God-inspired discipline
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See Alvar Esquerra, “La universidad de Alcalá en el siglo XVI”; Hernández, “La fundación del Estudio de Alcalá
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as being born of an event. Given the mystical tendencies of Cisneros,68 the event of birth of the
Art is one that strongly resonates with his own spiritual interests.
Readers perceived the Art as a single intellectual object, but at the same time they
decided to engage in the aspects of it that they felt more inclined towards. In Cisneros’s case, the
mystical, contemplative, and the eremitic side of Llull’s works. His interest in the works of
Ramon Llull is a means to understand how, long after they were produced, his works helped
shape a different historical landscape. As there is proof of the presence of Llull’s books in San
Ildefonso and the author being a priority for the Cardinal, it is only possible to speculate about
the point in which he became acquainted with the Art. The only two existing hypotheses are his
entry in the Franciscans and his probable acquaintance with the clerc and Lullist Pere Dagui (d.
1500). As for the first, it is nothing short of astonishing since he is ordered Franciscan at the age
of 46 in 1478, spending six years subsequently presumably in the convent of La Salceda,69 where
he decides to live practically hidden from the world. Moreover, upon entering the order he
adopts the name of Francisco over his christening name (Gonzalo). Cisneros’s retire from public
life and his entering the Franciscan order still puzzles contemporary biographers, although they
both allude to a personal spiritual crisis as a possible reason.70 It is unknown whether his
becoming a Franciscan is connected to his interest in Ramon Llull. Such an assumption would
not be outlandish since his legacy was so tied to the order as I have explained earlier in this
section. His retirement ends abruptly when he is summoned out of it in order to become the
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queen’s confessor. At that same time of his return to the fold, Lullist master from Majorca, Pere
Dagui, is at the peak of his influence in the Castilian court.71
Being a political figure, but not a theologian, an academic, or an editor himself, it is
necessary to create a space for Cisneros as a reader of Ramon Llull. Most of the people that I will
address not only in this chapter, but also in this dissertation, leave textual traces. Cisneros is
important as he enables spaces for the production of texts for secretaries and collaborators of his
like Nicolau de Pacs,72 Alonso de Proaza,73 Jacques Lefevre d’Etaples, or Charles de Bovelles.74
They are all agents in the portability not as they show more or less influence of one of the
aspects manifested in Llull’s writings, but as they are all involved with the diffusion of the books
of Ramon Llull to some extent. They are all Lullists as they have some sort of commerce with
the books of Ramon Llull. If a Lullist should be defined strictly in terms of his role in the
portability of works of Ramon Llull (and it should indeed), then many important Lullists have
not written about Ramon Llull leaving thus no trace in the history of the reading of the works of
Ramon Llull. Case in point, Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros. Cisneros is connected to the
purchase of manuscripts of Ramon Llull and to the acquisition and the making of new printed
works. Moreover, he is at center of the creation of the first Castilian institutional frame for the
study of the works of Ramon Llull. The Colegio de San Ildefonso and its library are inseparable
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from early modern Lullism, they constitute a space of concentration for the portability.
Cisneros’s interest in Lullism is necessary in order to understand the constitution of a strong
group of Lullist intellectuals later during the sixteenth century and, ultimately, initiates the single
moment of greatest political, religious, and cultural influence of the works of Ramon Llull in
history.
Even though the works of Ramon Llull cannot be removed from their genesis as an art of
preaching, my thesis here is that the presence of the works of Ramon Llull at the library of San
Ildefonso reveals an interest in the Art as an all-encompassing tool that would help scholars to
manage different disciplines of knowledge. Arguably, this all-encompassing quality is already
present in arts of preaching since they forced students to develop mnemonic rules in order to
manage vast quantities of information. The case of the Art of Ramon Llull, particularly in its
genesis, is more complex since one of its founding principles is to encompass elements from
other systems changing their denomination and turning them into elements of its own mechanic.
Thus, the Art was designed as a discursive machine that could be operated in any field (law,
medicine, astronomy, etc.) showing that any realm of the creation could be understood from the
perspective of the Art, only confirming its basic principles. Early modern portability of the works
of Ramon Llull includes a fundamental twist on the foundational logic of the Art. If the original
works of Ramon Llull showed the way any discipline can be turn into an appendix of the Art, the
early modern portability of Ramon Llull shows that the Art can be an all-encompassing logic that
opens the door to the mastering of any possible discipline. If for Llull any discipline could be an
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extension of the Art, early modern portable versions of the Art focused in their instrumentality in
learning other disciplines.75

2.1 Building a Library
An institution cannot be built from thin air. It comes from the effective use of economic,
material, and human resources, of course. Nonetheless, these resources have to come with a
vision for what an institution is going to stand for. Even though an institution never translates
perfectly the personality of a single figure in cultural terms, reading the ways in which the
institution worked, its composition, its rulings might represent the only way we have to
reconstruct arguments of a political character that is not known for a substantial body of written
work. Thus, institutional history can be a way to circumvent the apparently insolvable paradox
that affects somebody like Cisneros, this is, somebody with a defined cultural personality that
comes from his own moment of religious inspiration, but that creates a political agenda on the
basis of this inspiration. Political players develop ideas about intellectual objects, go through
phases of evolution in their thought, and change of opinion –sometimes even dramatically– even
then they do not leave written traces allowing us to read such evolution neatly. This is a problem
related to the sources we preserve and how we read them when what we want to reconstruct the
mentality of single character. Throughout this work, I will point that the division between
religious, political, and cultural interests of a certain historical subject is a product of our
projection. In fact, Cisneros forces us to see the Art through a single lense. If we today see the
Art as divided in different facets, at their inception they constituted facets of the same doctrinal
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basis. The Cardinal did not adhere to the Art in an absolute way, but reading Ramon Llull did
influence him in a way that confronted all its facets. Furthermore, the value of using Cisneros
next to San Ildefonso in this chapter is to formulate a dialectic between a personal process of
reading of the works of Ramon Llull and its place inside an institutional frame.
Ramon Llull wrote endlessly throughout the second half of his life producing as a result
endless variations of the same set of ideas.76 Being all-encompassing is at the same time the
nature of the Art of Ramon Llull and its main aspiration. On the one hand, the Art as a discursive
technique classifies every possible aspect of reality through its system of nine qualities, modes of
relationship, subjects, questions, virtues, and vices that can be combined using the correlatives
transforming them into different kinds of words (nouns, adjectives, verbs). On the other, Ramon
Llull proposed this system as a master logic around which it was possible to repurpose every
possible existing discipline of knowledge. Metaphysically and epistemologically, the Art was allencompassing.77
Hence, there is an inherent contradiction between the Art of Ramon Llull and the
disciplinary division modern generalist libraries commonly display. Whereas the libraries have to
develop a physical and thus imperfect map of the totality of knowledge in their shelves leaving
for their readers to figure out what is their take on the number and organization of disciplines, the
Art aspires to reshape the totality of knowledge according to its own principles. Bibliography
becomes important not only because San Ildefonso was the first Iberian academic institution that
decided to include the Art in the shelves of its library, but also because it gives us a second-hand
picture of where the Art fitted in Cisneros’s mind. The nature of this picture is deceiving as
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Cisneros’s will does not translate without meditation to the organization of the shelves at the
library of San Ildefonso. However, as the Cardinal spoke mostly through his institutional
personality, the presence of Ramon Llull in the catalogues of San Ildefonso constitutes a trace of
what he encouraged, allowed, or, even, engineered into happening.
Having had an important place in the Colegio de San Ildefonso and constituting an
influence for Cisneros and his intellectual circle,78 there is something slightly odd about the place
of the Art in the library of the college. From a logical standpoint, both the Art and the library
constitute metonymies expressing the totality of knowledge. The Art of Ramon Llull explains
through its own logic how every element in reality relates to God, whereas the dream, or the
nightmare, of the library is containing every possible existing bit of knowledge. Both the Art and
the library are projects dealing with totality, with everything there is to know. The building and
ordering of any given library is the expression of a normally tacit cultural concept applied to
different domains of knowledge that are hierarchically related. The idea behind the Art of Ramon
Llull and the writing of all of his works is that of a sigle and unified intellectual principle, here a
technique that allows human intellect to descend from God and ideas to the world and to do the
same path also upwards, should be applied to any possible domain of knowledge or even to
specific religious controversies. The project of San Ildefonso starts with a clear interest in
Ramon Llull so it can give scholars the key to attain and to organize everything there is to know.
Such an interest is expressed through the purchase, classification, and edition of volumes of
different of his works. As I will explain later, Ramon Llull does not define the intellectual
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inception of San Ildefonso, but the will to make him a reference and a part of its conversation
does. Before Cisneros, Ramon Llull was not a reference in Castilian academic debate.
Pope Alexander VI granted the authorization for the construction of the Colegio de San
Ildefonso at the, at the time, small Alcalá de Henares through a bull issued in 1499.79 The college
was ready to start operating in 1509, when the first building was finished on a terrain belonging
to and ceded by the Monastery of Santa María de Jesús. Later, before the death of Cisneros, pope
Julius II gave San Ildefonso its statute of independence from the Archbishopric of Toledo in
1512. Cisneros was the man behind the political maneuvers and monetary expenses in order to
build the college, even if the dream of building a college at Alcalá had been a dream of powerful
men of the church in Castile dating as far back as the fourteenth century.80 San Ildefonso was an
attempt to create a new place for learning, functioning as a departure from the scholastic tradition
of the most powerful and oldest running institution of higher learning in the Iberian Peninsula,
the University of Salamanca. None of the works of Ramon Llull would have ever fitted any
academic curricula offered at Salamanca. It would be nonetheless misleading to affirm that San
Ildefonso was built in order to teach Ramon Llull or that Cisneros was a devoted Lullist. In a
more balanced fashion, my main argument here is that San Ildefonso was a place where Cisneros
could stir the debate around new ideas and intellectual interests that otherwise were not a part of
Iberian academia at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Among those interests, the teaching
of the works of Ramon Llull was one of the strongest, albeit neither the primary nor the most
visible from the present.
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One of the most important documents proving the institutional intent to protect and
promote the Art that Cisneros left is a letter addressed to the Jurats of Majorca in 1513,81 an
assembly of members of the city council of the island. In spite of not giving any insights on the
Cardinal’s interest on the works of the Doctor Illuminatus, this document reveals a great deal
about the circulation of the works of Ramon Llull in Cisneros’s time. In the letter, Cisneros
thanks the Jurats for the volumes of the works of Ramon Llull sent through the humanist Alonso
de Proaza, also a secretary of the Cardinal and an editor of Ramon Llull. In the first place, the
letter affirms his personal interest on the doctrine of Ramon Llull: “quia in veritate tengo
magnam affectionem opera sua,” [for I have a great affection for his work] that he qualifies as
“quia sunt magnae Doctrinae et Utilitates” [for it contains great doctrine and utility]. This
opposition between doctrinae and utilitates points to a twofold importance of the works of
Ramon Llull for both theologico-academic and missionary purposes. Second, it affirms
Cisneros’s intention project of supporting the diffusion of the works of Llull both in terms of
publishing and teaching: “itaque credatis, quod in omnibus, quibus potero, illa favore prosequar,
& laborabo, ut publicentur & legantur per omnia Studia” [so you must believe that as much as I
can I will seek its favor and will work so it will be published and read in all universities].
Cisneros’s commitment to the popularization of the Art through libraries and studia in all the
Iberian territories would be undercut by the fact that he was only to live four more years.
Cisneros’s letter thanks the Jurats of Majorca for sending him manuscripts of the works
of Ramon Llull. Also, the letter describes the opposite movement to another famous Lullist
Cardinal, Nikolaus von Kues, often called Cusanus. Cusanus had to travel himself to study the
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manuscripts to Padova,82 while Cisneros had enough power and political traction to ask for
copies of the manuscripts, showing how records of manuscripts gathered in repositories give a
false, static impression of the portability. However, in both cases this is a story of traveling
books and traveling readers as forms of exchange of a very fluid portability. Between manuscript
and printed book, between copying and reading, between its place in the shelves of a library and
its exchangeable value, movement defines the nature of the books. In the case of Cisneros, the
main consequence of traveling of manuscripts from Majorca to Alcalá de Henares is the fact that
San Ildefonso must be added to the geographic constellation of European institutions where
copies of the works of Ramon Llull are held and taught.83 In the case of Cusanus, he copied
several works of Ramon Llull, commented on them, and incorporated their terminology into the
treatises he was writing. Thus, he was placing himself in a lineage of readers of the Art who
incorporate its terminology to their projects, making the aftermath of Lullism an even more
complex intellectual phenomenon.
I am interested in characterizing a community of readers and cultural agents that operate
within the margins of the textual tradition of the Lullist corpus, rather than tracing the
importance of Llull’s philosophy in European or Iberian early modern intellectual history. The
Art of Ramon Llull has a paradoxical relationship with this textual tradition. As an intellectual
object, the Art constitutes the center of this tradition. The Art is, however, never purely an
intellectual object, it is as much a discursive technique located in book that is supposed to be the
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best in the world and which by all accounts constituted one of the most puzzling textual
traditions in medieval and early modern Europe.
My argument here is that it is not possible to consider Lullism as matter of pure ideas.
Technology shapes and forms those ideas. Furthermore, if the Art is always changing, being
reformulated, and, thus, cannot be reduced to a single historical origin, Lullists should be seen as
mediators between the plasticity of the Art of Ramon Llull and its readers. Since Lullists are
producers of portable versions of Ramon Llull, talking about portability is far more useful than
referring to the textual tradition of the Art. Although this chapter contains the history of an
institutional space and the history of an intellectual group, this is an extension of its primary
goal, which is a history of how books are exchanged and read. The fact that books considered
defy any tentative of dividing the history of Lullism into different orientations as many authors
have done so far is the reason justifying this focus on book history.84
As the building of the library of San Ildefonso includes the works of Ramon Llull, they
are a part of the process of the acquisition of volumes. This process of acquisition in the library
of San Ildefonso is portentous for its time. Right after Cisneros’s death in 1517, the library was
composed of more than a thousand volumes. The number is even more extraordinary considering
that, unlike the libraries of Salamanca, Paris, and Louvain, the library of San Ildefonso was not
the product of centuries of deposits, copies, and acquisitions. The library of San Ildefonso was
made in the space of at least two decades; its catalogue of the acquisitions shows Cisneros’s
secretaries running around Iberia to search for books, among which the works of Ramon Llull.
An invaluable manuscript document in order to learn about this process of the library’s formation
preserves a register for the operations of acquisition of books for San Ildefonso’s library carried
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in Cisneros’s name and at his expense.85 The manuscript documents the period from 1496 until
1509. The manuscript includes the names of the purchaser and the supplier, the place and date of
the operation, and the amount paid for each book. In this case, the manuscript shows that apart
from the books sent from Majorca, the secretaries bought a copy of the Arbor scientiae and a
copy of the Liber contemplationis.86 Both books serve a key purpose to the reconstruction of the
intellectual genesis of the Art. They suggest that readers at San Ildefonso were trying to wrap
their heads around the way in which identifiable medieval theological debates (faith/reason,
senses/intellect, predestination/free will) are transformed into new concepts upon which the
different versions are built as increasingly further departures from those debates.

!
Note of purchase of the Arbor scientiae

!
Note of purchase of Liber de contemplationis

Books are built on a principle of interconnectivity. Books are constantly invoking other
books, referencing other books. As a contemporary scholar can open links from the most
harmless reference found on the Internet and fall into a rabbit hole of unending connections of
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Madrid, BNE, MS. 20056/47. For a description and a history of this manuscript see Ruiz García and Carvajal
González, La casa de Protesilao; also, Aguadé Nieto, “De la manuscritura a la imprenta”.
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Earliest version in Arab composed around 1273-4 (lost) and Catalan (Arbre de ciència) copied in Rome between
1295-6, respectively.!
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facts, places, and people always leading to new ones, books produce a similar effect. Even
though they are objects and it is not possible to go from one another immediately as if they were
tabs on a search engine, they are inherently relational objects. The main consequence of this
relational quality in terms of cataloguing the works of Ramon Llull is that catalogues reveal a
tension at the core of the phenomenon of portability. While the development of the opus of
Ramon Llull points toward the transformation of borrowed concepts into a discursive machine
that develops its own idiosyncratic logic, that same intellectual process makes the idea of such an
opus a very difficult one to map. In this context, catalogues have a crucial important as they
picture of portability. One the one hand, tentative comprehensive catalogues showed how the
works of Ramon Llull form a system on their own, relating among themselves; on the other
hand, institutional catalogues such as the inventories of San Ildefonso showed how the works of
Ramon Llull could relate to other books and could be eventually fit into disciplinary spaces.
The conflict of fitting books into a library, the stories of travelling books, and the efforts
of copyists, editors, and readers all point to the fact that readers of Llull’s Art produce catalogues
in order to fight the entropy of its own textual tradition.87 Catalogues of existing manuscripts of
Ramon Llull also help give a picture of a complex and, at times, overwhelming corpus.
Moreover, early modern scholars try not only to fit the Art into a functioning map of disciplines,
but also to engage the Art in the ongoing shifts in this map.
In the case of the shelves of San Ildefonso, there is another important catalogue for the
library that inventories the items in property of the college after the death of Cisneros.88 This list,
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There is a catalogue of the Lullist books that Cisneros possessed shortly before his death. Its only copy is today in
the Vatican Library: “Jesus Index librorum illuminati doctoris Raymundi Lulli qui sunt apud reverendissimum
dominum meum Hispanie cardinalem anno Domini 1515, mense junii” (Vaticana Apostolica, Ottob. lat. 704, ff.
112-113v). Nicolau de Pacs is believed to be the author, even though the catalogue does not include his name. See
Alòs-Moner, Los catálogos lulianos, 55-67.!
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Madrid AHN, Universidades L. 1090.
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thus, contains both the printed books that Cisneros’s secretaries acquired and the books that the
Jurats of Majorca sent through Alonso de Proaza. Identifying the works of Ramon Llull among
the list of the books in the library is not only an object of interest for specialists in Ramon Llull,
but also helps rethinking the map of the library. The list allows not only considering the positions
of the books in the shelves, but also the position of the works of known Lullists such as Ramon
Sibiuda, Jacques Lefevbre d’Étaples and Charles de Bovelles in the library. All three authors
followed Llull in the creation of interpretative systems that consider the world, the soul, and God
as a part of the same substance and susceptible of being interpreted as different points on the
same scale. The catalogue helps understand which was the nearest disciplinary domain to each
book, what was the role of the books that Lullists wrote related to works of Ramon Llull in terms
of portability, and ultimately what was the point to teaching Ramon Llull in early modern
Castile. Ultimately, a catalogue of the library gives an idea of the fluid nature of portability and
its relation with the different intellectual interests that the Art spawned at San Ildefonso.
Recomposing and distributing the manuscripts meant also to start the moment of division of
Lullism into different intellectual goals, a movement that scholars reproduce today in order to
make sense of the only seemingly heteroclite nature of the Art.
Even though the catalogue of the library of San Ildefonso does not contain a physical
description of the library, the ordered list of books allows the reader to generate a mental picture
of the room and the distribution of subjects.89 Firstly, the list makes a distinction between two
kind of items of furniture holding the books in the library room: plutei and escani. Plutei are
placed in the center of the room and have two levels of shelf. Plutei are bigger and can hold
twice the number of books as escani. Escani are smaller and attached to the walls of the library
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See Ruiz García and Carvajal González, La Casa de Protesilao, 34-7.
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room, placed around the windows and at both sides of the main door. The list gives the idea that
plutei place some books at the center of the room and that other are held as extensions of that
core body of knowledge at the walls. The first five plutei contained several different versions of
the Bible (Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Arabic, etc.), commentaries on the Sacred Texts, and volumes
with the writings of the Fathers of the Church. The following four contained texts of theology
and philosophy. The last pluteus contained books on mathematics, natural history, and medicine.
The escani contained books on canon and civil law, different manuals of preaching, and copies
of the classic poets in Greek and Latin, along with books in vernacular. Organizing a room of
shelves with the Bible in such a prominent position contributed to showcase the evangelical
interests of San Ildefonso at the forefront of the library, this is, an idea of academic knowledge
combining commentaries and scholastics and a return to the original Sacred Texts.
Ramon Llull’s books at the library of San Ildefonso were placed between the fifth and the
ninth plutei, in the big middle shelves of the room and in opposite direction to the door.
[ANNEX TABLE 1] Considering that, as said, the room is organized with the divine word (the
Bible in all its known versions available to the secretaries of the Cardinal) closer to the door and
the world (natural history and medical treatises) in opposite sides of the room, the position of the
works of Ramon Llull seems to be, from a spatial point of view, struggling between God and the
world. The increasingly closer proximity to the later extreme of the central body of books in the
library suggests the librarians at San Ildefonso considered Ramon Llull to be closer to the world
than to God. This could only mean that while the Art was supposed to be an evangelical
discursive machine grounded in its own logic, at least for some of the readers the logic was
taking over and becoming the main focus. Paradoxically, and this is a constant element in the
history of portability, the means of the Art devour the goals, this is, the Art becomes less about
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the why and more about the how. However, the works of Ramon Llull, particularly the Art, are
intended to encompass God, the soul, and nature as a two-way path, as going upwards and
downwards.90 The world shows the path towards God and the other way around. Rather than the
order of library showing a process of secularization of Lullism, or of it becoming scientific
before the boundaries of modern science are even theorized, the position of the books in San
Ildefonso focuses on the way upwards, this is, it explains the way from the things to God.
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Among Ramon Llull’s works, the most obvious example of this ascension and descent from the understanding of
God to things was his Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus (Montpellier, 1305). Alonso de Proaza, prepared the
first printed edition of this work issued in València in 1512.
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Register of the copies of the Arbor scientiae, De questionibus dubitatibus, Ars demonstrativa,
De astrologia et geometria, Ars magna in the inventory of San Ildefonso

In spite of the description of the composition and spatial organization of the library that
catalogues give us, libraries are not rigidly divided spaces displaying neat disciplinary divisions
in their walls. Libraries can give us a deceivingly frozen picture of the circulation of books, the
changes in disciplinary frames, and the evolution of the modes of thinking institutions of
knowledge. Rather, disciplinary divisions and spatial organization are means with which the
library provides its reader to navigate the institution, while constituting the only self-preservation
weapon against unruly expansion. Libraries are static rooms made of moveable pieces.
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Therefore, library catalogues are ultimately the expression of impossibility.91 They classify what
is left of the original plan of a library after dealing with budget restrictions and the physical
availability of books, which in the case of Cisneros’s pursuit of Lullist manuscripts is a
particularly complicated issue as the letter to the Jurats of Majorca proves. Ultimately, the
acquired books struggle to fit in the concept upon which the library is built, so books have to be
forced into the concept imperfectly creating the map of the library. If an epistemological
program constitutes an attempt to create a narration of necessity in order to incarcerate
contingency inside it, then a library represents the room where such contradiction materializes.
Moreover, since the fact that Llull’s works are connected the ideas of other authors to only turn
them into a part of their system, the way they fit inside the order of the library is a part of their
portability as their place reveals how they were read.
Distribution of the books of the same author in different shelves cannot ultimately
exclude the possibility of serendipity. A library is always subject to random actions such as
misplacing, borrowing books for copy and not putting them back, or damages to copies. Such
actions have an entropic effect as they create disruption in the organized structure of the library.
Moreover, the order of the books does not suggest a rigid classification by domains under which
each shelf would be a reading list corresponding to curriculum, but an organization in which
certain traditions of writing such the Bible, Aristotle, or Aquinas act as centers around which
single books are gathered. The gathering principle would not be disciplines as we consider them
today, this is, as boundaries in the learning and practice of knowledge. Those books can be
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Roger Chartier explained the birth of our modern idea of library as a step further from San Ildefonso, which is, the
acceptance of the impossibility of fitting all knowledge into one space. Chartier, “Libraries Without Walls”, 39:
“The division between the books that one absolutely must possess and those that might (or must) be left aside is only
one of the ways to mitigate the problem of the impossibility of a universal library. There were other ways, which the
language of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries indicated with the very term defining the place in which the
books were kept: bibliothèque.”
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placed more or less eccentrically in regard to the correspondent traditions they are assimilated to.
Instead of an established set of rules, books are gathered according to their distance in relation to
what an institutionally empowered community of readers perceives as a crucial bibliographical
reference. These centers are poles attracting the different works of Ramon Llull and creating a
sense of classification that would make them readable from the perspective of a college. The fact
that a plan for the organization of the library has not been explicitly detailed makes sense since
the library itself is an attempt at the creation of a new distribution of knowledge. As an attempt,
it needed a flexible structure since new books were brought in and the map of disciplines was yet
to be completely charted.
In more concrete terms, building and organizing the library of San Ildefonso means
assigning a certain value to the different volumes of the works of Ramon Llull by relating them
to other authors and, thus, dividing them into disciplinary domains. Considering that they all
represent evolving variations of the same system, the differences of position of the works of
Ramon Llull are significant inasmuch they show not the original intention and the audience they
were written for originally, but how different versions of the same system fit in an early modern
institution of higher education. The idea that the Arbor scientiae and De questiones dubitatibus92,
both works that display no traces of the combinatory figures nor any of the elements of the Art
leaning towards speculative geometry, are closer to theology than any of the versions of the Art
present in the library means that the former were both read in the context of theological debates,
whereas the latter was not. In fact, this is a consequence of the difficulty of reading the Art as
belonging to any tradition of discourse different than its own. Probably, Cisneros’s own
preference leaned more towards works of Ramon Llull that confronted evangelical and
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Its full title in modern catalogues is Disputatio eremitae et Raimundi super aliquibus dubiis quaestionibus
Sententiarum Magistri Petri Lombardi, the original version of which is Latin, copied in Paris in 1298.
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theological arguments than towards the Art itself. The Art was a read as a mixture of theology,
metaphysics, and logic, which meant it could fit between philosophy and natural history.
Moreover, the books inspired by the works of Ramon Llull had their reading context modified.
This is the case with volumes by aforementioned Lullists such as Ramon Sibiuda’s Liber
creaturarum and Charles de Bovelles’s compilation of treatises containing his Liber de intellectu
and Liber de sensu, among others.93
It would be a clear overstatement to declare that Cisneros intended the debates about
Ramon Llull to be at the forefront of the process of building of San Ildefonso. That place
corresponded to the Complutensian Polyglot Bible, printed between 1514 and 1517, approved in
1520, and commercialized in 1521 with an original edition of 600 exemplars. The text of this
edition was established using Hebrew, Chaldean, Greek, and Latin copies of whole or partial
books of the Bible. Eight philologists participated in this enterprise, among them the famed
Castilian grammarian Elio Antonio de Nebrija. The trilingual text of this Bible (Hebrew, Greek,
and Latin) was at the time a great accomplishment in both financial and technological terms. Not
only did it cost a fortune to accumulate the quantities of parchment, paper, and ink necessary to
print six hundred copies of the seven volumes of the Bible, but also it required a notable amount
of expertise and craftsmanship. To achieve the final design of the printing page, the printer of
Cisneros’s Bible had to achieve some consensus with the group of philologists about the look of
the characters and their distribution on the page, buying sets of characters from other printers,
and sometimes even designing some types himself, having to deal with foundries and
goldsmiths. The craft of this printer was unparalleled at this time in Castile and it would not be
inaccurate to say he was to an extent Cisneros’s own Aldo Manuzio or Christophe Plantin. His
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About the relation between Ramon Llull and Ramon Sibiuda see Sánchez Nogales, “Un nuevo Ars philosophandi”
and Puig i Oliver, La filosofia de Ramon de Sibiuda.!
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presence in Alcalá de Henares as an agent of book production elevated San Ildefonso from a
book repository to a full-blown cultural hub.
Arnao Guillén de Brocar was the name of this printer. He was at the same time a cultural
agent and an astute entrepreneur. When he installed his printing shop in Alcalá de Henares,
Brocar was already a well-established printer owner of a workshop in Logroño. The role he
fulfilled for Cisneros, the college, and the library was twofold. On the one hand, he was one of
the most important providers of books for the students and scholars at San Ildefonso. He was the
early modern equivalent of medieval stationarii, printing and selling course materials.94
Moreover, Brocar provided with the university with parchment and other writing materials used
in the making of manuscripts and inventories. On the other, he was the main printer in charge of
the diffusion of authors or books that Cisneros wanted to appear as associated to his own figure.
Although the support of the Cardinal was important for his business, his economy was based on
the fact that the university itself provided with a faithful public of readers that made most of
printings a sure investment.
One of the works Brocar printed at Alcalá was a Latin translation of Ramon Llull’s Llibre
d’amic e amat, formerly a part of the allegorical romance Blanquerna. The edition displays
Cisneros’s coat of arms on the cover.95 Through the image of the cardinal appearing on the cover,
Llull’s books appeared as protected, belonging, and inspiring Cisneros as the coat of arms of the
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Alfonso, Siete Partidas, 2.31.11: “Estacionarios es menester que haya en cada estudio general para ser cumplido,
y que tenga en sus estaciones libros buenos y legibles y verdaderos, de texto y de glosa, que los alquilen los
escolares para ejemplarios, para hacer por ellos libros de nuevo o para enmendar los que tuvieren escritos; y tal
tienda o estación como esta no la debe ninguno tener sin otorgamiento del rector del estudio; y el rector, antes que le
dé licencia para esto, debe hacer examinar primeramente los libros de aquel que quiere tener la estación para saber si
son buenos y legibles y verdaderos; y al que hallase que no tenía tales libros, no le debe consentir que sea
estacionario, ni los alquile a los escolares, a menos de no ser bien enmendados primeramente.”
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Porreño, Cisneros, f.VIr: “Tomó por armas el Cardenal las de la illustre, y generosa familia de los Ximenez, y
Cisneros de quien decendia por linea paterna: la qual tiene su casa, y solar antiguo en la villa de Cisneros en tierra de
Campos. Las quales armas son siete xaqueles de sangre en campo de oro, que forman ocho xaqueles de oro; que en
todos hacen quince xaqueles.”
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Cardinal had a powerful visual impact in early modern Castile. If the coat of arms is an emblem
of the portability and of the value of the works of Ramon Llull, it could be also said that it is a
representation of Cisneros’s power and of his intellectual seal of approval.
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Cover of Ars inventiva veritatis with Cisneros’s coat of arms on the cover
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During Cisneros’s life, the library of San Ildefonso was the place in which the sources for
the making of the edition of the aforementioned Bible were gathered. This gives the idea that the
library of San Ildefonso was much a more than a place where books could be read or borrowed.
It was a cultural laboratory.96 The library room was opened to students for four hours a day and
the books were chained to the shelves. Only scholars and chaplains in charge of the library had
keys to the library. While the economy of the printed book was very important in the first years
of the establishing of the college, there was also a service that provided copies of the manuscripts
for students. According to García Oro, Cisneros and the first hand-picked colegiales of San
Ildefonso took inspiration in the examples of the great libraries at the universities of Paris and
Louvain in their desire to make the library a place of circulation. This made sense, as Cisneros
wanted to organize his college according to models and principles radically different from the
existing in the Iberian Peninsula.97 Editorial projects funded by Cisneros are inseparable from the
intellectual process of gathering and organization of books inside the library. Placing the library
at the center of the printed diffusion is important as well in terms of defining portability as it
defines the relation between manuscript and printed works of Ramon Llull. Some of the
manuscripts are documents that help making the book not only documenting it as sources, but
also helped scholars understanding how others before them had deciphered the hardest among
Llull’s treatises through notes, diagrams, and notes.
In a way, Cisneros is trying to do the same thing through the Brocar’s printing press as
Ramon Llull through his Art, which is, reorganizing a body of knowledge, in this case the books
of the library, according to principles considered highly idiosyncratic for their time and place.
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Latour theorizes in Science in Action (247-8) the notion of “center of calculation” as exactly what San Ildefonso
was, this is, a place that produces highly complex abstractions and scientific networks.
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The activities of San Ildefonso in its Cisnerian-modern iteration started in 1508, with seven masters coming from
Salamanca, and were discontinuous during the first two years. See García Oro, La Universidad de Alcalá, 116-20.
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The difference of their respective situations lies in the fact that the Doctor Illuminatus establishes
these principles explicitly through his many written works, while those of the Cardinal have to be
reconstructed from our present perspective out of documentary traces like the process of building
San Ildefonso or the making of the Bible. Also, his involvement with the portability of Ramon
Llull is a way of making the words of other speak for him. Thus, it is not strange that, according
to José García Oro, Cisneros intended to print comprehensive volumes of the works of three
authors using Brocar’s expertise: the Greek philosopher Aristotle, Ramon Llull, and the Castilian
fifteenth-century polymath Alonso de Madrigal, el Tostado.98 Although none of these projects
were fully achieved, Cisneros’s intention is revealing. As a group, Aristotle, Llull, and Madrigal
aim to the creation of extensive bodies of work dealing with knowledge as a whole substance.
The form knowledge takes in each one of the authors is different. As an intellectual as well as a
political figure, these figures represent the oddity of Cisneros. He did not write, he was not an
editor, yet he could be considered a scholar to some extent and he tried to make the books of
others as well as his Bible speak for him.
Cataloguing books is a complex activity. Even if there is only one single book in one
single shelf in a room with no other shelves or books inside a house with no other books or
shelves, that book is not alone. A book is always related to books that were written before the
date of its composition. A book is always related to books written after it was copied, typed, or
printed, books that modify our reading of that first book, making it something different from its
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The case of Alonso de Madrigal was the one of the three that had a further development. There is a long and
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involved. Cisneros had sent a complete copy of the manuscripts of the works to Venice hoping he would be able to
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Vicente Beltrán recounts in his edition of Charter of the Universidad de Salamanca, an edition was achieved (152531) under the supervision of the humanist Alonso Polo in Venice at the expenses of the Emperor Charles V (150058).!
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intention altogether. This is particularly important as cataloguing knowledge and finding the
right spot where to build institutional ground for knowledge upon a map of disciplines that is
rapidly shifting. When studying how each book relates to others, the Art of Ramon Llull, being
“the best book in the world” and a book that encompasses everything there is to know, presents a
unique epistemological problem to all its readers. Given its uniqueness, the traditions that its
readers would associate the Art with defined it: Kabbalah, mystical thought, alchemy, or the arts
of memory.99 The Art is usually seen through the lens of any of these traditions and still today
denied an entity on its own. This is also a consequence of the fact that many of the items of
secondary bibliography have elaborated on the relation between Ramon Llull and memory,
between Ramon Llull and the art of preaching, between Ramon Llull and magic and occultism,
etc. However, in order to catalogue portability, you need tags and the Art is obviously averse to
them, as it rejected definition by anything that was not its own terminology.
Connections between books and people shape portability giving it a context in which the
works of Ramon Llull interact among themselves and with other books. These connections do
not shape portability only in what could be called broadly religious, intellectual, or political
terms, but they point towards a vocabulary of their own, showing that the religious, intellectual,
and political ramifications of the text are interrelated. Actually, the fact that we see religious,
political, and cultural ramifications is due to a modern separation that we supply in our reading
in order to make sense of such a strange intellectual object, but that it is foreign to it.
Connections are made of single links based on events such as Cusanus’s aforementioned journey
to Padua or Philip II’s discovery of Blanquerna while on the road to take up the Portuguese
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Mystic treatises started including the Llibre d’amic e d’amat, Llull’s alchemical apocrypha grew more famous,
and its connections with the Kabbalah became so clear that the Art, according to Frances Yates in The Occult
Philosophy, “became the medieval form of Christian Kabbalah.” (12)
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throne at Lisbon that I will discuss in the last chapter. Those connections force us to think about
Cisneros’s not as if they were religious and political at the same time. Cisneros is not a
composite of attributions, a character where the ecclesiastic personality and the man of state
cohabitate. Cisneros is the manifestation of the inseparable nature of such attributions during the
early modern period. Even though it may seem pretty obvious that Cisneros the royal confessor,
the Archbishop and then Cardinal, and the regent incarnate all the same idea of power, in the
conclusion of the chapter I will show that the involvement of the Cardinal in the purchasing and
reading the works of Ramon Llull can shed a new light in the way the composition of this power
was theorized.

2.2 Networks and Portability
The introductory letter Alonso de Proaza wrote for his and Pacs’s edition of the
Ars inventiva veritatis100 is dedicated to Cisneros and in it there is something more than a
presentation of the book itself, of Llull, or of his own relationship with Cisneros. The letter
contains a full conceptualization of Lullism beyond the mere establishment of connections
between scholars. In order to conceptualize Lullism, it is necessary to establish the role that
Lullists have in the history of Christianity as individuals. Obviously, not in terms of the history
of Christianity observed from present-day perspective, but from that of Proaza.
He consciously associates the object of pursuit of the Art of Ramon Llull that is “veritas,”
with a three-step historical process of promulgation, associating it necessarily written culture to
Christianity. First comes the light of the birth of Christ (“Prophetis lux mundi Iesus-Christus
ortus effulsit”); second, the subsequent travel of the Apostles (“Prodiere tunc felices Apostoli”);
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and third, the apparition of theologians, academic institutions and repositories that pop up
everywhere (“Oppleverunt gymnasia et bibliothecas infinitis pene scriptorium voluminibus sicut
non iis sane quibus adhuc sue sapientie flumen satis exhauriri ac populari valuerit.”). Proaza is a
humanist, meaning a teacher, an editor, and a translator, somebody who deals with the making of
the book without neither being necessarily the auctor nor the printer. He is one of the agents in
the making of the portability of the Art, and the kind of work he does is a consequence of the
rising of the light of Christ on the earth. Even though this statement may seem like a
commonplace, his jumping from the word of Christ and the Apostles to the spread of different
centers where it bloomed in form of books constitutes a statement in terms of association
between the building of Christianity and alphabetization, also between the spread of the word of
Christ and his own position as an intellectual who lives off of the making of books.
Proaza talks about this structure because he finds himself a part of it. Already then,
Lullism seemed like a twisted line of random dots (Mallorca, València, Paris, Venezia, Pavia, or
the Black Forest) formed by repositories that had to be connected in an imaginary map. Proaza
gives a name to that phenomenon: he says it is an earthly constellation of stars (“terrena
sydera”). He talks about a constellation of people and places showing that they do not only
constitute a society that discusses issues through correspondence in a republic-of-letters type of
model. The constellation is timeless and formed by authors past and present. They are actualized
by different processes of edition and commentary whose goal is to spread the word of Christ, as
did the Apostles and the Fathers of the Church. The book is an imperfect way to do so. Actually,
the different compilations (“digestiones”) and forms of transmitting the Art of Ramon Llull
(“nunc demostrativam, alias, inventivam, generalem, magnam, brevem, expositivam,
discretivam, & huiusmodi titulis appellatam reliquit”) are an attempt to deal with such
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imperfections. Thus, they have to be re-written, re-edited, re-printed, re-read, in order to get at
the center of it, which is the Art of finding the truth. Cisneros and his secretaries wanted San
Ildefonso to be one of the hubs in this interconnected Lullist network of portability, in this
earthly constellation.
San Ildefonso would be impossible to imagine both in terms of intellectual ambition and
practical arrangements without imagining that Cisneros and his secretaries had learned from
experiences of in renowned European institutions that served as a model for the new college.
This is not only true for San Ildefonso, but also true for Llull’s portability. At the beginning of
the sixteenth century, the works of Ramon Llull and their portability had actually experienced
more success in French, German, and Italian intellectual circles than in Castilian ones. Paris in
particular was the main center of production of Lullist editions. Printers such as Josse Bade and
Henri Estienne as well as professors and editors such as the aforementioned Jacques Lefèvre
d’Etaples and Charles de Bovelles.101 Lefèvre and Bovelles were respectively professor and
student at Cardinal Lemoine and produced works and editions that filled the shelves of San
Ildefonso, conformed this circle that made available in print a great deal of texts that had
previously been available only in manuscript, compilations, and commentaries to the works of
Llull. Parisian Lullists were extremely influential for Cardinal –they made Lullist texts available,
they visited and corresponded with him, and they tried to make him go through all the way with
his military campaign in the North of Africa. Furthermore, Cisneros’s secretaries bought the
edition of the Liber contemplationis for the library, which clearly connected with the interests
about the evangelical and eremitic sides of Lullism. This struggle was related to Cisneros’s
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Particularly, Josse Bade collaborated with Charles de Bovelles in the period 1511-21 and his editions were the
vehicle not only of Llull’s works, but also of Bovelles’s own additions to portability in the form of a biography of
the Doctor Illuminatus (Vita Reimundi eremitae) and philosophical correspondence with Cisneros’s intellectual
circle (Responsiones ad novem quesita Nicolai Paxii).!
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moral doubts about his own political ambition and his periods of retirement from public life
which concluded when Queen Isabel of Castile summoned him to court to become her confessor.
A book appearing in the catalogues of acquisitions and of possessions of the library of
San Ildefonso is a good starting point to understand what Cisneros was looking for in the works
of Ramon Llull and how those helped him to express a subject beyond the separation of religion
and politics. Even though the idea of the Art of Ramon Llull is related to divine revelation, the
boundaries between the Art and the mystical experience are blurrier than they seem. The
aforementioned Liber contemplationis, whose printed Parisian edition by humanist Jacques
Lefèvre d’Etaples was one of the most important of its time, theorizes the dialogue between the
soul and divinity. The treatise describes the experience of rapture and the divine illumination in
an apostrophe addressed to God itself. Nevertheless, the apostrophe does not display the locus of
the impossibility to represent the experience, nor the interdiction of revealing the true nature of
the divine. The apostrophe is as always is in Ramon Llull an opportunity to illustrate his own
system in front of the eyes of readers, particularly because the Art establishes that God is
cognoscible. Llull takes the mystical experience as a commonplace in order to integrate his own
terminology in it. Since God’s main attribution is goodness, this goodness that is in everything is
in a greater measure than anything in God.102
All other attributes of God on the Art are added to the vision, all of which they represent
to an extreme measure. The vision of the divinity is related to human intellect and will, not to an
experience in which the divine entity motivates and that overwhelms the intellect. Ultimately, the
Art of Ramon Llull is based on two basic principles: God is intelligible and the experience of
God is intellectually attainable. Thus, understanding the divine qualities is not just reserved to
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This direct invocation to God appears in a more accentuated way in other works of Llull such as De
contemplatione Raymundi (Paris, ca. 1297).
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some chosen subjects, but to anybody who would like to study the Art of Ramon Llull. Through
the understanding of these qualities that are greater in God than in anyone else comes the vision
and knowledge of God. The idea that the Art contains everything there is to know is related to
the fact that everything existing in reality is a logical combination of the set of principles that he
describes in the Art. Principles and combinations changed and were attuned with time in order to
make it easier to study them, but the idea behind them is to perform an operation of reading of
the world, the soul, and God according to a single intellectual tool.
Both Cardinal Cisneros and Parisian Lullists at the Collège du Cardinal Lemoine were
interested in intelligibility and intellectual attainability as God’s qualities as, historically,
religious focus shifted from rites to more meditative forms of praying.103 They also want to
promote the idea that politics must follow closely the pursuit of the city of God, especially since
the order of the city of God coincides with a theological and epistemological pattern that Llull
had already explored. Moreover, a great number of coincidences seem to create a bond between
the figures of the humanist Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros: both came from modest starts in life,
both had strong eremitic inclinations and had gone through periods of retirement, and both
counted with powerful champions among the respective royal families of France and Castile.
Lefèvre was close to Desiderius Erasmus, with whom he had at times a contentious relationship;
he was persecuted because of his philological works. It is also said that Jean Calvin visited him
before his death. Cisneros decided to be ordained as a Franciscan in his mid-forties, when he
started to spend long periods of retreat from the world at the Convent of La Salceda. Moreover,
the Cardinal would be a long life protector of some mystic figures such as María de San
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Bataillon, Erasmo en España, 167: “El iluminismo español es, en sentido amplio, un cristianismo interiorizado,
un sentimiento vivo de la gracia. Se expresa con mayor precisión en ciertos métodos o en ciertas formulas cuyo
valor se discute entre alumbrados, y que, en cierta medida, define tendencias rivales.”
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Domingo (1485-1524), the famed Beata de Piedrahita, with whom he corresponded frequently
and in whose favor he testified at her Inquisitorial process.104 Therefore, Ramon Llull is only one
of the interests Lefèvre and Cisneros share and that is outside the religious mainstream of their
time as a history of persecutions and apocryphal texts surrounded still the ecclesiastic perception
of the portability of the Doctor Illuminatus.
From an intellectual point of view, what Cisneros is trying to do goes also against the
grain of many readers of the Art, who incorporate it to unrelated disciplinary systems or
practices. Even though the Art is not only factor informing Cisneros’s agenda, but his interest in
the Art suggests that he sees it as a vehicle for understanding God, knowing reality, and
politically organizing the advance of Christianity. Following Llull’s unuttered rule about how
nothing in building the Art as a discipline can come from outside itself could prove difficult for
many of its intellectual followers, who, like Cusanus, wanted to incorporate it to their own
treatises of Christian doctrine and, thus, break the rule and take the Art out of itself.105 In the case
of Cisneros, the Art did not inform his intellectual treatises, but supported his policies, providing
them with an evangelical backbone. The inclusion of the hat and coat of arms of Cardinal
Cisneros as the binding of manuscripts and as covers of printed books then becomes the ultimate
act of appropriation of the Art of Ramon Llull. They were more than a mark of readership issued
by a powerful man. As much as the cardinal may have been interested in Ramon Llull, the books
of the Art constituted at the time a desired object and were treasured as they carried a holy
meaning. If the books had talismanic powers and the Art was highly difficult to understand, the
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Specifically, about the relationship between Cisneros and María de Santo Domingo see Bilinkof, “A Spanish
Profetess and Her Patrons.”
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Colomer, De la Edad Media al Renacimiento, 153: “Nicolás de Cusa se familiarizó tanto con estas doctrinas, que
no era posible que las olvidara. Y de hecho no las olvidó. Lentamente, por caminos ocultos o manifiestos, a lo largo
de una serie de transformaciones y fusiones con elementos extraños, toda esta serie de doctrinas lulianas pasó a
formar parte del opus cusano.”
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Art itself and its possession may have been not so different as Cisneros’s hat and his family’s
coat of arms, that is, symbols of status, power, and religious protection.
Following the task of Ramon Llull and being a Lullist would mean creating institutional
spaces of reading, practice, and promotion of the Art. Like his first disciple Thomas Le Myésier
had done right after the death of the Doctor Illuminatus giving the manuscripts of his works to
the king and queen of France. According to this example, Cisneros and Lefèvre d’Etaples were
clearly Lullists. The Cardinal desired to gather scholars around a physical place (the library of
San Ildefonso), whereas the scholar did so around the figurative place of the books he edited and
helped print. Both places inform the portability of the works of Ramon Llull by giving the books
a reading context outside its own tradition. At the same time, the portability of the works of
Ramon Llull ideologically and epistemologically informs these places to a certain extent.
Although Ramon Llull is not their only curricular model, the fact such places allow the
circulation and study of his works partially defines them. The status of this definition is difficult
to parse since neither Ramon Llull thought of religion and politics as two separate dimensions in
his works, nor, apparently, did Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros. Moreover, power is never
addressed as a secular sphere in any of the works of Ramon Llull. Power is an effect of the
dissemination of the original light of Christ over the temporal realm.106 At the same time, the
ultimate goal of power must be that expand the political domain of Christendom. Ideally, power
is handed by God and must reflect upon him in its exercise. The key to understand how religion
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Soler, “Il papa angelico nel Blanquerna di Ramon Llull,” 865: “Una part important de la reforma interna es
dedica a aconseguir l’ordenació dels plets a la cort i la procuració de causes (al capítol 90), especialment de les dels
pobres, però també les dels morts i fins la dels infidels (la de la conversió a la qual tenen dret a arribar). Es crea
també un cos de deu jutges i de vint advocats a la cúria, dels quals s’assegura la independència econòmica, per tal
d’agilitzar els plets; l’ordenament s’extén també a cada bisbat (II, “232).”!
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and politics are related for Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros may be their own condition as
neurotic public figures, their almost reluctant approach to power.
Cardinal Cisneros was as powerful as it was possible to be in early modern Iberia during
the last two decades of his life. Yet, he seems to be defined constantly by a conflict between the
necessity of exercising power and his longing for a life of retirement and study. The creation of
San Ildefonso seems to indicate an inclination towards a life of retirement, studies, and prayer,
but the kingdom and the Church needed him. In letters to his secretaries, King Fernando talked
about Cisneros’s desire for a place of intellectual recreation as one of the most important reasons
for the construction of San Ildefonso. Such opinion was certainly not an uncommon one by the
time of the foundation of the college, but it missed the bigger picture about its foundation. Llull’s
allegorical narration Blanquerna inspired Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros. Blanquerna was the
tale of a hero defined by that same contradiction: while they want retirement from the world, the
world requires them.107 Above all, Blanquerna is reluctant to take power, probably much more
than Ramon Llull himself ever was. After being proclaimed Pope and reforming the Church,
Blanquerna renounces the papacy in order to fulfill his lifelong dream of becoming a hermit.108
At least to an extent, this book informed Cisneros take on his public figure and the kind of
compromises he had assumed in order to become the man of state he had become. Thus, there is
no contradiction between a political sphere and a religious sphere, but between the public sphere
and a quiet life of retirement and solitude. Blanquerna’s discussion as Pope around the way in
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One of his most long and complex works, Llull composed the Romanç d’Evast e Blanquerna between 1276-83,
originally in Catalan, and finished it in Montpellier. The first known printed edition of Blanquerna was issued in
1521, a few years after the death of Cisneros, so somebody probably read him parts of this work from a manuscript
copy.
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It is a commonplace for secondary literature to point at the stark contrast between Llull’s portrait of a reluctant
pope and Dante’s condemnation of Celestine V, who resigned the papacy in 1294, “che fece per viltade il gran
rifiuto” (Inf. III, 60). See García Palou, “El Papa 'Blanquerna' de Ramon Llull y Celestino V.”!
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which Cardinals frames the jurisdiction of ecclesiastic authorities rather eloquently. The Pope
should be simultaneously time God’s lieutenant and the lord of Rome:
Molt plague al Papa i als Cardenals est offici de recontar lo qual demanavalo Cardenal de
Domine Fili unigenite &c. E fon li atorgat tot quant demanava. E fon complida llavos la
figura. Com los emperadors de Roma que senyorejaven tot lo mon enviaven y tenien
misatgers per totes les terres quils racontaven yls feyen saber tot lo stamen del mon. En la
qual cosa era figurat com lo Papa seria lloctinent de deu en la terra y senyor de Roma e
sabria lo estament de totes les terres per tal que fossen subjugades a la sancta fe catholica
romana. (4:95, 212)
[This plan of administering news that the Cardinal advocated and he got everything he
asked for. And then the plan fulfilled the figure of how Roman Emperors, who dominated
all the world, sent and kept their messengers in all lands. These messengers provided with
news and informed about the state of all the world. This meant that Pope would be
Lieutenant of God in the earth and Lord of Rome and he would know the state of all the
lands, so he could subject them to Holy Roman Catholic faith.]

This fragment sheds light on the way Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros stood as Lullists and in the
perplexing lack of Cisneros’s production of original texts. Their shared theoretical horizon in a
theory of power is not as arbiters of doctrine, but as true evangelists. Production of discourse for
them is only a means to an end, the end being the expansion of the geographic horizons of
Christian faith and the defeat of the other religions through reason. They stand in the opposite
side of scholarly tendencies that denied the value of the Art such as scholastics and nominalists,
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who argue about the interpretation of faith through the production of academic discourse.109 For
Lullists, academic discourse leads only to more discourse. Lefèvre and Cisneros are not theorists.
The source of power is God, who is at the same time the subject exercising the power. The Pope
and other temporary powers should be only an instrument of God. The effort of Lullists is to
ensure that this transition of power given by God and destined to reproduce the order of God
happens effectively.
All their involvement with the portability of the works of Ramon Llull is related to a form
of power that will spread catholic faith all around the world. Not only Ramon Llull had imagined
this utopia, but also, he had given it an intellectual form through the Art in its different versions,
an ideal of meditation and retirement (Liber contemplationis), an ideal of predication (Arbor
scientiae), etc. Lefèvre d’Etaples and Cisneros reach different audiences since their positions in
the public sphere are very different being the former an editor and scholar and the latter a
politician and religious man. Nevertheless, they seem to be strangely complementary as Lefèvre
has a great capacity of producing speech through interventions in public debates, whereas
Cisneros speaks through institutional actions. An administrative structure for power is theorized
in the text. Medieval debates about power have established a traditional opposition between
imperium and potestas, the sun and moon, or other traditional metaphors in place to talk about
the conflictive relationship between the Emperor and the Pope.110 However, the source of power
for both was God. Blanquerna does not belong with this tradition since Ramon Llull is not
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See Ch. 1, 21-3.
Talking about Dante, but developing an argument that could easily be applicable to Llull, Kantorowicz makes the
point in The King’s Two Bodies that those metaphors escape attempts of systematization as extricating them from
the texts and making them into linear arguments striping them out of their depth. Kantorowicz, The King’s Two
Bodies, 453: “The visions of Dante the poet seem to interfere constantly with the logical arguments of Dante the
political philosopher, even though in other respects those two modes of human approach to the realm of the mind
were bound to support each other. Dante’s hard-riding logic, though perfectly clear and perhaps even consistent
within the whole of this works, was yet anything but linear, because every point on the line of this thought was
cross-connected with countless other points on countless other lines.”
110
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concerned with temporal power at all, for him temporal power is simply a way to promote his
spiritual reform.
Blanquerna seems actually at odds with most of the medieval political tradition. God is
not here a source of power, nor does he grant power. God is power and the subject of power
himself. God does not legitimate the power of the papacy, nor any secular form of power. The
Pope is an instrument of the power of God. In the fragment, the Pope is not addressed as the
Vicar of God, but as his lieutenant. The Pope’s role is not that of a guardian of doctrine because
God’s nature has been revealed through the Art as it was represented in most depictions of the
life of Ramon Llull. The Pope is defined as “God’s lieutenant” and the “lord of Rome,”
suggesting that, above all, his mission is making Christianity the universal religion. To a certain
extent, Blanquerna mirrors Llull’s own missionary role, deeming it the only worthy role for the
religious man. The resulting fantasy of government is that of picturing the Pope as a supermissionary. Not surprisingly, Ramon Llull tailored the image of the Pope in his narration
according to his own views on what the religious agenda should be and his own travels around
the Mediterranean trying to fund a new crusade.111 San Ildefonso is to an extent the intellectual
expression of this order. During his lifetime, Ramon Llull pushed for teaching of Arabic,
Hebrew, and his own Art in colleges. All of these disciplines found a place in the library of San
Ildefonso so Cisneros’s crusade would be granted an intellectual content, so extending
Christendom over the Mediterranean would seem, like in Llull’s version, a logical conclusion to
the arguments in favor of the Christian faith.
I am using here the term power as a conventional form in order to talk about one of the
attributions of God. Power necessarily has a source and it is necessarily represented as a
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For an analysis about the doctrinal implications of Llull’s idea of the crusade see Higuera Rubio, “Saint Louis
and Llull’s «plan».”
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transitive entity. If medieval debates often separated two spheres of power –one religious, one
secular– considering power an attribution that God grants to the Emperor and to the Pope, it was
to sort the conflict between them. The balance between these spheres was fragile. Subsequently,
early modern debates about political theology rearranged the boundaries between those spheres
with the result of a different opposition in which power as an attribute forms a historical
continuum interrupted by moments of power as a subject. In those moments, states of exception,
power becomes its own subject and the sovereign is mostly the instrument of its actions.
Blanquerna does not address the construction of power as God solely can incarnate the absolute
power of political theology. The fragment does not feel the need of describe power itself, even
though the nature of power is implied. However, the narration describes the earthly
administration of this power in the chapter from which the fragment comes with a great deal of
detail. The Pope located in Rome is the center of this administration and as such he is the
advocate for the territorial expansion of Christianity. Occupying the physical and hierarchical
center of this administrative structure that forms a network, the Pope sends messengers to the rest
of the world so they can inform him about the best ways this Christian expansion should be
accomplished.112
Charles de Bovelles, one of Lefèvre’s most important disciples, was a renowned
intellectual with a controversial fame all around Europe. Bovelles’s most influential work was a
1510 printed compilation of many of his treatises,113 present in the shelves of San Ildefonso along
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According to Maribel Ripoll, Blanquerna is not a utopian fable, but an allegory that attempts to change the way
every layman builds its relationship to faith based on the polar but not mutually exclusive opposition between active
and contemplative life. Ripoll, “Una lectura no utòpica”, 20: “La vida activa descrita al llarg de la novel·la, i que ha
fruitat en l’ordenament del món, ha donat lloc a la vida contemplativa per la qual se segueix mantenint l’ordre i el
servei a Déu, sobretot tenint en compte que la vida contempla- tiva suposa el grau més proper d’acostament a Déu.”!
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Que hoc volumine continuentur; Liber de intellectu; Liber de sensu; Liber de Nichilo; Ars oppositorum; Liber de
generatione; Liber de sapiente; Liber de duodecim numeris; Epistole complures (1510).!
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with the works of Ramon Llull, of whom he wrote a biography. Those treatises constitute an
ambitious system combining theology, philosophy, and mathematics. His fame was not so
different from said better-known figures such as Giovanni Pico della Mirandola or Giordano
Bruno, as he attempted to do something similar to what they were doing, this is, merging several
systems of thought in order to produce one of their own. Bovelles fused varied intellectual
disciplines among which the Art of Ramon Llull producing a highly idiosyncratic model of
interpretation of the world, the mind, and God. The compendious nature of the Art and the
display of visual figures inspired Bovelles to meditate about knowledge, but he also borrowed
from many of authors, transforming their terminology into a very personal project. The fame that
Bovelles enjoyed during his life faded quickly after his retirement from the public scene in 1530.
In one of his travels, Bovelles came to Spain, where Cisneros may had intended to offer him a
teaching position at San Ildefonso so he could become a professor on Llull’s Art.114 Majorcan
humanist Nicolau de Pacs would eventually fill this teaching position, becoming one of
Cisneros’s secretaries as well. If the offer ever took place, neither the Cardinal nor Bovelles
mention it in their correspondence. Officially, Bovelles visited Castile as he was looking for
manuscripts of the works of Ramon Llull.
Assuming the Cardinal intended to ask Bovelles to take over a chair about the Art at San
Ildefonso, it was probably the controversy surrounding him that kept the offer from taking place.
Some of Cisneros’s secretaries and collaborators described Bovelles in unflattering terms,
assuming that he was insane, and that he had created, out of disparate pieces, a doctrine
impossible to understand. Juan de Cazalla115 called his propositions “phantasiis ne dicam
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For a full account of the travel and Bovelles’s hopes related to the figure of the Cardinal Cisneros see Bataillon,
Erasmo en España, 54-8; Victor, Charles de Bovelles, 15-8.
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About Juan de Cazalla’s condition of alumbrado and the Inquisitorial process to his sister María, see Bataillon,
Erasmo en España, 52-7.
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deliramentis.” Some of his treatises were present at the library of San Ildefonso. Even though the
terms of his “deliramentis” may seem in principle limited to the comprehension of God, the soul,
and nature, they blur the boundaries between an epistemological and a political meaning of the
portability. In the aforementioned edition of various brief treatises that made him famous and
controversial, Bovelles addressed one letter to Cisneros in which he celebrates the Conquest of
Oran in 1509 by troops commanded by John of Burgundy:!
Nosci vincere. Nosce et frui victoria. Misisti manu ad aratrum […] retro aspexeris quo ad
Aphricani sulci divino semine compleantur. Celorum regno viro inferre cepisti. Nam illud
vim patitur. Ne remittaris. Ne lassescas quo ad iustissima deo prestita obsequela in illud
irrumpas tecumque illud plurimi et preclarissimi Christi milites indipiscantur. (f. 174v)
[You knew how to win. You must know to take advantage of your victory. You took the
plow in your hand; now don’t look back until the African furrows are filled with the
divine seed. You have made violence to the kingdom of heaven since it is suffering with
violence. Do not turn back. Do not cease until you take it with the numerous and glorious
armies of Christ for the pious favor of God.]

The unfaithful Turks are like blind people that Cisneros is conducting to the right path.116 It is
important that Cisneros does not cease now in his zeal for military conquest in the North of
Africa converting Muslims and spreading Christianity. In his fantasy, Bovelles goes as far as
claiming the possibility of conquering the Holy Land and hoping for a finally triumphant
crusade. Although he is not addressing Ramon Llull specifically in his letter, his desire for a
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This letter is in clear opposition to the calls for moderation that he gets from Castilian noblemen such as Fernán
Pérez del Pulgar who admonishes that the Cardinal might be confronting issues that are beyond his reach and power
(and the means of the kingdom). See Hernández González, El taller historiográfico, 28-34.
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more ambitious military action is not far from a Lullist horizon of political expectations. This
letter was included in a book that was ultimately an update of the project of the Art, it only
makes sense that Bovelles addresses Cisneros, expecting him to fulfill what Ramon Llull had
imagined through the character of Blanquerna. To Bovelles, Cisneros was called to take upon the
role of “God’s lieutenant” on earth, to be the instrument of power, and the center of the new
spread of Christianity. While the fact that Cisneros himself financed and convinced king
Fernando of Aragón to support the campaign shows that his interest in the fantasies and
delusions of Ramon Llull was more than intellectual, it was not possible for him alone to take it
further. However, Bovelles’s address introduces the idea that the portability of the works of
Ramon Llull informed the political imaginary of early modern Iberia.
Ties between Bovelles and the Cisnerian circle do not stop at Bovelles’s visit and his
exhortations to the Cardinal to carry on his North African conquests. He was also a
correspondent on the subject of the Art itself to Nicolau de Pacs. In this correspondence, there is
a value of mutual exchange implying that Pacs did not dismiss Bovelles as other Cisneros’s
secretaries did. Bovelles is present as a major influence and an authority on Pacs, arguably so
because his role as an editor and for his fame in Europe. Pacs provides a manuscript of the
Disputatio eremitae et Raimundi super aliquibus dubiis quaestionibus Sententiarum Magistri
Petri Lombardi117 (“Mitto ad te castigatum Raimundi Lulli codicem”) so Bovelles can satiate his
intellectual curiosity. Pacs identifies Bovelles as both belonging to circle of what he calls
“Lullistae.” This is the first time the name appears as used to describe a collective of individuals
and not a single conceptual frame, as it was used in the works of Agrippa von Nettesheim.118
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Composed originally in Latin in Paris in 1298.
Agrippa von Nettesheim, De incertitudine et vanitate, “Praefatio ad lectorem”: “Barbarus Lullista absurdis verbis
ac soloecissimis dementabit caput.”
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Moreover, Pacs refers to Bovelles as the possessor of “tantae humanitate.” The relation between
Lullism and the broadness of knowledge that characterizes Bovelles is complex. Bovelles is a
follower of Ramon Llull, but through his position as a Lullist it is possible to see how early
modern Lullists mirror the intellectual strategy that Ramon Llull himself had adopted.
Importantly, this visit shows how in which, as in the case of the Cardinal and the letter to the
Jurats of Majorca, readers interested in Lullism traded in books that would feed the printed
diffusion of the works of the Doctor Illuminatus.
Its compendious nature would prove the greatest asset and, at the same time, its greatest
downfall. The fact that the Art of Ramon Llull was often accompanied of the expression de
omnia scibili attracted many adventurous intellectuals, while many others deemed it to be a too
ambitious intellectual enterprise. The latter opinion would become dominant, as during the
eighteenth and nineteen centuries, disciplinary boundaries were established and the dream of allencompassing models of knowledge would be abandoned.119 The same can be said for the hopes
of Mediterranean expansion of the Iberian monarchy. Although the Conquest of Oran marks as a
significant victory and there will be numerous moments of excitement during the sixteenth
century for Iberian forces in the Mediterranean, they would never be consolidated as they would
in the New World. Oddly enough, the horizon that Cisneros and Bovelles’s letters reflect is
mainly Mediterraean. It is as if Ramon Llull was in the background of their hope of expansion
for Christianity, while at the same time the type of geographic and religious horizon they shared
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Athanasius Kircher argued that the premise of the Art was flawed as it asked its users to retain so many things in
the memory. Portable versions of the Lullist corpus included refutations of such anti-Lullist arguments. Llull, MOL,
1, 187: “Quartus Deffectus: objicitur imbecilitas memoriae ad tam multa sinè confusione retinenda. Respondet
Raymundus: perfectionem, naturam, ordinationem convenire cum memoria, & haec esse in sua Arte: ergò. Certè ego
non memoriter didici Aphabeta Artis Raymundi, & tamen illa & alia plura aliarum Artium Lullii memoriter teneo, ût
& Tabulam suam Generalem, quam quemvis, puto, si ordinem observet, unius horae quadrante memoriae
impressum; nam usus continuus ea reddit facillima: adeóque non sum expertus hanc difficultatem, nec alios
experturos certus sum, si modò familiarem sibi faciant Literarum harum applicationem.”!
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was informed in terms of the political fantasies Llull had himself in works such as Blanquerna.
This Lullist retro-alimentation is indispensable to understand the importance of what Cisneros
thought of the Art. He saw it as a way to explore a new intellectual model in his university. This
model gave a discursive impulsive to the ambition of bringing Christianity to every territory of
the Mediterranean.
In return, Bovelles saw Cisneros as a peak in the political influence that Lullism could
have in the spheres of secular power. Never before in history had any Lullist access to such a
vast amount of monetary and human resources.120 Many other political figures would have had
an infatuation with the Art after the death of Ramon Llull, but Cisneros involved in the diffusion
of the Art and creating an institutional space for its study. This made him a Lullist and such a
thing was an anomaly in European history (also, of course, in Iberian history). This last feature
makes Iberian early modern Lullism arguably, the most important historical phase of Lullism
because of the political influence that the movement would have at this point. All the European
courts would receive visits from magicians, mathematicians, and various intellectuals of
unorthodox orientation from Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim to Giordano Bruno.
The fact that Spain has such a powerful man as Cisneros hearing the Art, buying manuscripts,
funding printings and a chair meant that the possibilities that it has of reaching a wider audience.
Soon enough, even a king will be seen at the Escorial with the Art under his arm. In spite of the
fact that the political endorsement will not save the Art of Ramon Llull from the attacks of its
enemies, the fact that the Art will inform important political and cultural projects during the early
modern period in the Iberian Peninsula is indisputable.
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The only precedent would be Queen Jeanne of France (1293-1349), named “Jeanne la boiteuse,” to whom
Thomas Le Myésier offered the manuscript of the Breviculum in 1325, today in the library of Karlsruhe. See
Bonner, “Raimundus Lullus-Thomas Le Myésier.”!
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Underneath Bovelles’s letter there is a hidden contradiction that needs to be explored to
understand the importance of Cisneros for the contemporary Parisian circle. That Cisneros held
some secular power seems obvious to any casual reader of early modern Iberian political history.
His power is not, however, like the power a king holds. The power of a king comes with a
narrative tied to his ancestors. Cisneros is a Franciscan and a Lullist. The narrative attached to
the power he holds is very different. Power is one of God’s dignities represented in the figure A
of the Art, the first of the four figures displayed in the ternary phase of the Art. If the world is
made as imitating the dignities of God, Ramon Llull is far from trying to build a monster of a
thousand heads representing a moment of suspension of free will for the subjects of the
kingdom.121 Rather than building what in the early modern period would eventually be called
sovereignty, Ramon Llull believes in an ideal form of power that does not perpetuate itself
becoming a subject, a power that reflects only God’s will. As Cisneros’s life, or even the Doctor
Illuminatus himself proves, translating God’s attributes into a political practice that would bring
a universal expansion of Christendom is easier said than done. The task of Cisneros would
remain unaccomplished the same way Ramon Llull spent most of his life chasing the support of
instances of temporal power. Nevertheless, the belief in a political praxis that would be an
extension of God's attributes could explain the only apparent contradiction between Cisneros’s
periods of reluctance to power and his inevitability as regent at the beginning of the Iberian
sixteenth century.
Unfortunately, the correspondence between Cisneros, Pacs, and Bovelles is more
revealing about institutional functioning that about practices of learning. In fact, there is not
much information about the teaching of the Art at San Ildefonso that potentially Nicolau de Pacs
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Agamben, Homo Sacer, 12: “The exception is that which cannot be subsumed; it defies general codification, but
it simultaneously reveals a specifically juridical formal element: the decision in absolute purity.”!
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could have revealed to an extent like the image of the Cardinal listening to the Llull’s works or
the preparation of the different editions are not enough proof of such practices, particularly
considering the fact that Llull pushed for a pedagogical revolution. As I will explain later,
Ramon Llull had trouble throughout his whole life and even after his death with making his
voice heard in academic spaces. It will be necessary, thus, to explore the way in which the Art
was adapted in order to be the vehicle of more basic and potentially more transforming practices
of teaching the Art. More ambition would, however, imply to negotiate between the
uncompromising appearance of the Art and its nature and the established teaching of the liberal
arts curriculum in Europe.
To extrapolate the Art to a curriculum dictated by its own logic would not only mean to
renouncing some of its principles, at least in appearance, but also adapting its visual apparatus to
new teaching contexts. The promise of the Art is to help establish new practices of teaching in
new territories and to help readers grasp the early modern shift of the map of disciplines of
knowledge. When facing a rapidly changing world with more to know, the promise of an allencompassing technique for learning seems increasingly appealing. New Lullist intellectuals will
have to think about the ways in which portability can be manipulated in order to reach a new
audience.
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ANNEX TABLE 1: ORIGINAL DISTRIBUTION OF RAMON LLULL’S BOOKS IN
THE SHELVES OF THE LIBRARY OF SAN ILDEFONSO
AHN Universidades
L. 1090

Physical place in the
library

Title in the catalogue

f. 39r

in quinto pluteo

arbor scientie
raimundi

f. 42r

in sexto pluteo

de questionibus
dubitatibus

f. 43v

in octavo pluteo

compendius artis
demonstrativae
generale

f. 44r

in octavo pluteo. pars
inferioris

de probatione
articulorum

f. 45r

in nono pluteo

f. 46r

in nono pluteo

f. 46r

in nono pluteo

de astrologia et
geometria
liber raimundi qui
dicitur de magno arti
tabula generalis
rraimundi cum aliis
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Correspondence

Arbor scientiae
(Barcelona: Pere
Posa, 1489)
Disputatio eremitae
et Raimundi super
aliquibus dubiis
quaestionibus
Sententiarum
Magistri Petri
Lombardi (Madrid,
BH MS 64)
Compendium seu
commentum Artis
demonstrativae
(Madrid, BH MS
107)
*lost manuscript copy
of the Ars ad
faciendum et
solvendum
quaestiones (RomaNapoli, 1294-5)

Ars generalis
(Madrid, BH MS
106)
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CHAPTER THREE
Learning by Wheels

Around 1590, the obscure translator Pedro Aguilón dedicates his translation of Ramon
Llull’s Arbre de filosofia d’amor to the infanta Isabel Clara Eugenia, King Philip II’s daughter,
with these words:
Pedro Aguilon el menor, humilde siervo del supremo amado, imitando la intencion del
pio y alumbrado doctor, pone esta traduccion en el amparo de su divina Magestad y la
offrece a la Serenissima Señora infanta doña Isabel de Austria, hija del Catholico
Rey Nuestro Señor don Felipe segundo, supplicando a su Alteza sea intercessora para que
su Magestad haga tambien multiplicar esta santa doctrina doctrina en sus estados […].
(91v)

This translation was never printed and its manuscript sits today at the library of the Biblioteca del
Real Monasterio San Lorenzo del Escorial.122 Rather than constituting an oddity, it constitutes a
piece of the understudied archive of the Lullist activity surrounding the court and the library of
El Escorial in the last decades of the sixteenth century. This interest on Ramon Llull focuses
mostly on his Art, placing it as a technique for the guidance of all the manifestations of reality, of
everything there is to know. At the beginning of the century, Cardinal Cisneros and his circle had
been more interested in the Art of Ramon Llull as a tool for conversion and as the basis for the
territorial expansion of Christianity. King Philip and his intellectual circle used the Art as a
master logic from which it would be able to learn any possible knowledge. Aguilón hoped the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Arbre de philosophia d’amor was written originally in Catalan in Paris in 1298. The manuscript translation I
quote from is shelved in El Escorial (d.III.23) and includes the date of 1590 in the colophon.
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infanta would multiply the influence of Llull’s doctrine as both the King and his daughters
fostered many intellectual initiatives that had Llull’s corpus at their center. Iberian intellectuals
close to King Philip II such as Pedro de Guevara (d. 1611), Dimas de Miguel (d. 1585), and Juan
de Herrera (1530-97) explored both the epistemological and pedagogical implications of Llull.
In this chapter, I will address the complexity and the institutional implications of trying to
build a pedagogical practice based on Llull’s writings. Llull’s pedagogical ideal is always
connected to a horizon of transformation of Christian doctrine stretching what conversion meant.
Even though Llull’s main concern was the formation of preachers and the conversion of infidels,
he shows in works such as the Doctrina pueril that the principles of his system of thought could
be applied to the process of basic learning of literacy and doctrine. In the first part of the chapter,
the Doctrina pueril will allow me to analyze how Llull intended to redefine family boundaries as
a cell of transformation of faith. According to Llull, children can be agents of a great reform of
learning inside of Christianity. I will theorize the pedagogical uses of Llull’s Art as a way to
change the understanding of faith, while, later, others such as the educator Pedro de Guevara
manipulated the geometrical figures of Llull’s Art in order to unleash their pedagogical potential.
In the second part of the chapter, I will describe the way Pedro de Guevara’s Nueva y
sutil invención, a game and exercise for learning Latin designed for Philip II’s daughters,
manipulates the fourth figure of the Art. The quarta figura [fourth figure] is the circular paper
device with rotating parts that readers use to perform the combination of single elements that
allow to find the truth. For followers of Llull, the fourth figure was the pocket calculator attached
to portability as a way to learn the Art by operating the combination of its principles. Pedro de
Guevara used this construction to teach Latin to the infantas, but at the same time, to prove the
point that Llull's Art could serve a purpose different than the one for which it had been designed.
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To an extent, Pedro de Guevara is trying to sneak the Art into a practice that would be less
suspicious than the education for conversion that Ramon Llull advocated for during his life.

3.1 Homeschooling, or an Art for Learning
Over centuries of arduous reading, Llull’s Art has been the object of complex
philosophical comment. What we today call Lullism is in part an attempt to wrestle with the
specific logic and argumentation of Llull. However, here I will talk about the pedagogic
adaptations of Llull’s system of thought, this is, about the way Llull became instrumental to the
teaching of disciplines other than the Art. This adaptation meant that readers more or less
engaged with the Art are going to borrow schemes and images more often than the conceptual
basis of the Art of Ramon Llull. The main goal of education in Lullist terms is the development
of the mind, composed of three branches in the Arbor scientiae (memory, will, intellect),123 and
ultimately arriving at the comprehension of God. Henceforth, the argumentative techniques in
Llull’s philosophy are ways through which Ramon Llull designed an educational path that would
lead any reader to conclusions that would make seem the foundations of his own philosophy as
inevitable. The instrumentality of Art for learning other disciplines is never fully separated from
its own goals. Even though it might seem when one reads what has been called early modern
Lullism that readers focused more on the recipient than on the continents, I will argue that the
visual representations are inseparable from the educational philosophy in Llull’s work.
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Llull, Arbor scientiae, 24, 201: “Brancae arboris humanalis spiritualis sunt tres, scilicet memoria, intellectus et
voluntas, quae sint tres potentiae, quae sunt de essentia animae rationalis.” [The human, or rational tree has three
spiritual branches, namely memory, the intellect and the will, which are three powers that are of the essence of the
rational soul.] The theorization of spirit (mens) as a composite of three elements (memoria, intellectus, voluntas) had
precedents that inspired Llull. In this regard, see also, Augustine, De trinitate, x, XI: “Haec igitur tria, memoria,
intellegentia, uoluntas, quoniam non sunt tres uitae sed una uita, nec tres mentes sed una mens, consequenter utique
nec tres substantiae sunt sed una substantia.” [Thus, these three memory, intellect, and will are not three lives but
one, not three minds but one, and consequently not three substances but one.]
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Llull was concerned with producing versions of the Christian doctrine translated to his
own system. Partially because the idea of his Art was to translate Christian dogma and to present
it as a conclusion of a set of logic rules. The Doctrina pueril124 answers the necessity of
presenting the commandments, the articles of faith, and a synthesis of the basic argumentative
elements of faith. This work is dedicated more than any other in Llull’s canon to the building of
a Christian ethics and to teaching how to behave according. Whilst many of the versions of the
works derived from the model of the Art are concerned with the knowledge of God and its
relation with the ways in which men see and study the world, the Doctrina pueril is concerned
with developing a behavior that will ultimately lead to the salvation of the soul. Moreover, the
Doctrina pueril targets a public of laymen, which makes this a work different from the Ars
inveniendi veritatem or Liber contemplationis, both present in the library of San Ildefonso that I
addressed in the previous chapter. The Art was a tool for converting religious educated men and
illuminating their path towards the only true God, thus, its technical nature. The Doctrina
christiana was less intellectually intricate than the Art, but it was not a mere enumeration of
rules and commandments. Actually, it appears as a treatise, as faith guides education and the
mastery of any intellectual subjects, and it goes on to include a section about nature and the
sciences. It is possible to see how Guevara’s method of Latin for the infantas and Llull’s
Doctrina pueril are trying to define a new kind of reader that is not quite the reader of the
expensive printed or manuscript editions of the Art. These educational efforts allow to expand
the possibilities of reaching a new audience without any academic training.
Ramon Llull’s Doctrina pueril is a take on the catechism as a form of indoctrination. This
book did not explain the reasons of doctrine in an argumentative fashion as the Art did because
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Originally written in Catalan circa 1274-6.!
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its main purpose was giving to its readers a set of formulas ready to memorize and apply.
Instead, it transmitted it in a digested fashion so an audience of readers not opposed to it, but not
academically trained, would be able to grasp it. The communicative situation it implies does not
imply the resistance to discourse necessarily present in text dedicated to preaching and
converting. Hence, the portability of the Art can be separated into books for the learned such as
the Art itself and books for a wider public such as the Doctrina pueril. This separation mirrors
the Christian ideal of expanding the limits of faith and bringing more souls to the flock of Jesus
while keeping unity within faith.125 Sixteenth-century Lullism in Iberian territories sees the
production of speculative esoteric texts that experiment with the Art and that are destined for the
purposes of establishing a dialogue between king Philip II, Juan de Herrera, and other adepts of
the works of the Doctor Illuminatus surrounding the Escorial, and the production of texts of
vernacular texts whose nature is to popularize the Art. However, the division between one and
the other happens inside every text. For example, Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invención is at the
same time a reduction of the complexity of the Art and an expansion of its logic. That this
cultural operation happened at the heart of the court and that their primary recipients were the
daughters of the king was a cultural anomaly.
Of course, the childhood to which Ramon Llull refers in the book is a fictional device that
creates a link between the reader and Christian doctrine. The book explains the discourse of
general things (doctrine) of the father (God) to the son (men) so he can depart from the general
things to the knowledge of the specific things of the world. Accordingly, the bigger part of the
book is the one dedicated to the explanation of the catechism and the articles of faith: “En lo
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Villacañas, Teología política, 549: “La voluntad de mal es muy anterior a la voluntad de bien, y la memoria del
mal oculta la memoria del bien que tanto usaba Plotino. La consuetudo es una fuerza que anima todavía más la caída
del alma, y es tanto más peligrosa por cuanto que experimenta la memoria del mal con más placer que cuando fue
cometido. Esta consuetudo lleva por sí misma la fuerza de su repetición.”!
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comensament cové que hom fassa apendre a son fill los x.[iiii. a]rticles de la santa fe catholic e
los deu mandaments que nostro senior Deus doná a Moysés en lo de[sert e] los .vii. sabra[me]nts
de santa Esgleya e los altres capitols conseguents.” (9) [In the beginning, it is convenient that one
makes his son learn the fourteen articles of Holy Faith Catholic and the Ten Commandments that
God our Lord gave Moses in the desert and the seven sacraments of Holy Church and the other
subsequent chapters.] Regardless of how Ramon Llull may have set up the genesis of the Art in
the Vita coetanea, this book reveals that he was well aware of the fact that it had the potential
value of not only converting infidels, but also of changing how children were introduced to
Christian faith. Even though Ramon Llull always emphasized the evangelical principles of the
Art, its possibilities went further than conversion. The reason is that making everything a means
to the end of conversion means rearranging the existing knowledge so its transmission would be
a priority.
When Johann Jakob Brucker called Ramon Llull in History of Philosophy (1723) “the
first reformer of philosophy,” he was referring to this ability to put forward his own conception
and funnel any existing body of knowledge through it.126 Speculating about the character of
Ramon Llull is a useless exercise, yet one can imagine only to a certain extent the amount of
drive that advocating for this reform might have taken. He was so eager to redefine Christian
terminology that we should not even read family bonds at face value in his works. The
opposition Ramon Llull seems to make between father and son is twofold. On the one hand the
book channels the voice of God teaching the unlearned about doctrine, so that God-discourse is
father to reader-child. On the other hand, the book affirms its quality of an introductory doctrine
manual through which fathers can channel the responsibility of teaching doctrine to their
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Brucker, Historia critica philosophiae, 9: “Primus philosophiae reformator Raymundus Lullius.” [Ramon Llull
was the first reformer of philosophy.]
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sons: “Convenient cosa [es] que hom a son fiyl l mostra a cogitar en la gloria de pareys e en les
penes internals en los capitols qui.s contenen en quest libre […].” (10) [It is a convenient thing
that every man shows to his son how to ponder on the glory of paradise and the infernal
punishments in the chapters this book contains.] Ultimately, the Art does not unfold its own
potential unless we rethink what we understand by conversion. If conversion is only the
preaching of doctrine of infidels, then it is impossible to limit the Art to a discourse of
conversion. Ramon Llull understood conversion as putting the Art in the center of a reinvention
of doctrine in which a new relationship between God and the soul is established. In the Art, God
illuminates the soul in the knowledge of the world.127
Redefining conversion is related to the all-encompassing nature of Ramon Llull’s
missionary project and his Art, to the idea that it is possible to rearrange the things that should be
learned wildly according to a new set of principles.128 I argue that Llull repurposes the relation
between father and son so it can be a vehicle of his own philosophy. The reason is that traditional
spaces of learning where associated to a set of principles different from the Art and never fully
opened their rooms to him. Furthermore, Ramon Llull never envisioned his Art to be exclusively
based only in a classroom, but to transform faith and the transmission of knowledge in many
different places. Thus, Ramon Llull is trying to inform and orient the education of children
through a guide to parents partially based in his own experiences. It was also based in the advice
he had already reflected on education through the one the parents Aloma and Evast had given
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Llull, Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus, 139: “[…] ut per credere posset intelligere, et sic credit, quod in
Deo sunt rationes siue dignitates reales et naturales, sine quibus Deus esse non potest.” [[…] so in order to believe,
he can understand, and therefore he will believe that God possesses reasons or real and natural dignities, without
which God could not be.]
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Llull, Selected Works, 602: “[The table of principles] is the subject in which the intellect becomes universal,
because by said table it understands and abstracts many particulars on all matters, with the principles surveying the
particulars objectively, and the rules subjectively.”!
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their son Blanquerna in the allegorical romance of the same name written on a period of seven
years between 1276 and 1283. Some of these principles include introducing children to the
articles of faith in vernacular language and eliminating many of the liberal arts (such as
arithmetic and astronomy) except for the emphasis on music. In fact, Ramon Llull is not against
the liberal arts, as he himself wrote books focusing on some of them. His idea of what an art was
and what it could be used for changed throughout his life as in the earlier stages of his thought he
saw as leading to philosophy and in the later he saw it as an Ur-discipline and method of
organization of knowledge.129
If Ramon Llull proposed through his pedagogical texts probably the most ambitious plan
for a reform of learning that a layman advocated during the Middle Ages, then doing it through a
fictional narrative written in vernacular makes sense in order to reach a wider audience. This
reform affected both the education of future preachers and laymen. However, the goal of this
educative program is the universalization of Christendom and its geographical expansion. The
only broad public this reform could have was a public of noblemen interested in educating their
sons according to a different model. In this sense, the pedagogical conglomerate of the Doctrina
pueril, Blanquerna, and Felix or Book of Wonders form transforms the idea of conversion, as it
was not intended only to bring Muslims and Jews into Christian faith, but also to change the
understanding Christians had about their own faith.130 The iterations of Llull’s corpus that
portability produces are the expression of that project of changing the understanding that
Christians have of their own faith. The articles of faith were the basis of this transformation of
the understanding of Christian doctrine, thus, Llull wants to decide to adapt them to his
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Llull, Doctrina pueril, 361: “Art és ordonament i establiment de conèixer la fi d’aquella cosa de la qual hom vol
haver coneixença.” [The Art is the organization and constitution of the ending of the operation of knowing, which
men desire to understanding.]
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See the introduction to the edited compilation by Lola Badia and Albert Soler, Pàgines pedagògiques, i-lxx.
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educational machine.131 Education would constitute the link between faith and understanding, as
faith can be an object of knowledge according to Llull’s dynamic epistemological model. The
articles of faith offered knowledge of a structure of transmission, explaining how God, the
human soul, and the worldly things shared a structure of categories that could in this be imported
to others.
The main goal of the Doctrina Pueril is to introduce missionary concepts into the
teaching model of catechism. A specialized religious education –elitist, in a way– becomes a
positive model of Christian life. The principle that dominates the work is twofold. On the one
hand, the Doctrina Pueril involves the private space of the home and the relationship between
the father and son, transforming it in a relationship modeled on the education of the preacher. On
the other hand, as often happens with Ramon Llull, this education within the family models the
idea of disciplines and the distribution of disciplines of knowledge. In Llull’s version of
catechism and doctrine, everything comes from the kernel of the bond between father and son.132
Family and gender bonds have a conceptual dimension as they have a linguistic manifestation in
portability. Although Ramon Llull addresses only the education of young boys in his books
reflecting on education, Thomas le Myésier prepared a first known edition of his works with a
large amount of technical texts for the king and a shorter selection of texts for the queen, named
respectively Electorium magnum and Breviculum electorium.133 The portability of the Art of
Ramon Llull is selective and sought different formats in order to target its evangelical message to
different publics: in classrooms as well as in private chambers.
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See Hilgarth, Ramon Lull and Lullism in Fourteenth-Century France, 331.
See Santanach i Suñol, “La Doctrina pueril de Ramon Llull i la catequesi medieval.”
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Preserved respectively in Paris (BNF lat. 15450) and Karlsruhe (BL St. Peter Perg. 92).
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Portability is inextricable to the technical nature of the Art, which is organized around
questions about faith. These questions are the basis of the learning process. If the Art aimed to
answer questions, the reader had to find the answers in the operative nature of the book.
However, like any method the Art does not provide only answers but also a set of values that
would affect the way questions themselves are formulated. Figures and the rules of combination
of the Art give answers to these questions.134 However, there is an attempt on behalf of Ramon
Llull addressed to many scholars of his time to show the availability of his Art to meet the
questions of scholars (as the way he engages with Tempier’s Condemnation of 1277, Petrus
Lombardus’s Sententiae, or even the direct interpellation of Thomas d’Arras).135 Questioning is
part of the way Ramon Llull envisioned his debate with wise men from other faiths. There are
one hundred and thirty-nine questions that followers of Ramon Llull can formulate on the basis
of the Art. Those questions cover all things that need explanation, from reality through which
preachers will demonstrate the universal truth of Christianity as Llull explained in the Ars brevis:
[...] quod artista faciat scolaribus questiones. ut ipsi de illis respondeant ei et dicat eis
quod multiplicent rationes ad vnam et eandem conclusionem. Et adhuc quod inueniat
loca: quorumratione sciant respondere et rationes multiplicare. Si vero scholares nesciant
respondere: neque rationes multiplicare: neque loca inuenire: tunc temporis artista siue
magister doceat scolares de predictis. (de xiii parte quae est de modo docendi hanc artem)
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Llull, Selected Works, 602: “And as a result the intellect realizes it has become completely general and artful,
over and above another intellect ignorant of this Art, who would reduce it to a multitude of inconsistencies and
impossibilities. The sophist will thus not be able to stand up to such an intellect as that of the artist of this Art, who
uses primary and natural conditions, as opposed to the sophist, who uses conditions that are secondary and
unnatural, as is explained in the Ars magna.”
135
Ramon Llull is torn between the image of eccentricity that his Art projected and the subsequent idea of him being
isolated from the academic context of his time (branding himself as Doctor Illuminatus was part of this strategy) and
his interventions on academic debates of his time, such as the aforementioned Declaratio Raimundi per modum
dialogi edita contra aliquorum philosophorum et eorum sequacium opiniones (1298), Disputatio eremitae et
Raimundi super aliquibus dubiis quaestionibus Sententiarum Magistri Petri Lombardi (1298), and Quaestiones
Attrebatenses (1299).
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[[…] the teacher must ask the students to solve the questions he puts to them. And he
must tell them to multiply many reasons for one and the same conclusion, and also to
identify the loci where the answers are found and where reasons are multiplied for the
answers. But as long as the students do not know how to give answers, multiply reasons,
or find loci, the Artist or teacher must show them how to do these things.]

Displaying the figures not entail the mechanization I am referring to, as this mechanization
happened inside the reader’s mind. The effectiveness of the Art depended on the reader’s ability
to produce discourse, and this had to be proven in the world. Hence, it is this device that Guevara
adapts in his learning experiment carried out with the daughters of the king.
The wheels Guevara invented did not spin as the wheels of the Art did, yet they served
the same purpose: to organize discrete elements and visually convey how they can be combined
to constitute discourse. The nature of both discourses differs insofar as Llull intended to form
preachers who had to produce oral discourse to convince others, while Pedro de Guevara
intended to form readers in a language different from the one they spoke in their everyday lives.
Since the Art presented itself as a process of engendering literacy for scholars and preachers in
which letters would stand for brand new concepts, existing as words but slightly reformulated as
related to the other concepts in Llull’s system, Guevara’s treatise on Latin grammar entitled
Nueua y sutil inuención built a different learning process upon existing materials.136
Any marriage between the Art of Ramon Llull and language leads to questioning the role
of Guevara’s small Latin method inside the genealogy of the search for the universal language.
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To an extent, it is possible to argue that for Llull grammar and logic are inseparable, that the point of Llull’s
mode of argumentation through the Art is to render logic through the acquisition of a new grammar. See Higuera
Rubio, “Aspectos lógico-gramaticales del léxico luliano.”
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Ramon Llull is always one of the first examples that goes mentioned when writing about this
pursuit.137 Although Guevara does not pretend he has found a grammar, nor does he invent a new
language that transmits theologically indisputable truths to existing conventional signs as Llull
did, it is fair to assume that through the Nueva y sutil invención en seis instrumentos Guevara
does something more complex than compose a method for teaching Latin to Isabel and Catalina.
He also makes it possible for the Llull’s Art to exist outside itself, to employ it for different
purposes than those originally intended. Guevara planned the Art to become one of the
disciplines of the trivium and thus to stay in the middle of the learning of the liberal arts, right
were dialectics used to be. Guevara was thinking of a way that would allow the Art to
functionally infiltrate the existent practices of education and change their curriculum from the
inside. Obviously, this statement does not lead to an affirmation of his success given the complex
nature of Latin grammar and the inherent difficulties of teaching through combination. However,
the importance of his small cartilla has rarely been stated when talking about Castilian Lullism
precisely because Lullist themselves saw little possibility of permeating outside their own
intellectual circles.
As Guevara had to adapt a method of Latin grammar to a context different from the
classrooms of Salamanca, he mixed Francisco de las Brozas’s conceptualization of grammar
with the visual components of Llull’s Art. The connection between these two components
(Minerva and the figurae) as main ingredients of Guevara’s Nueva y sutil yvencion deserves an
explanation since here it is possible to grasp the plasticity of portability. Llull invented a kind of
logic, thus forcing every new follower to learn a new academic language valid for everything.
Nevertheless, this language had to be learned not from scratch, but from the basis of an old
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acquired one. A user of the Art of Ramon Llull would know already what the word bonitas
meant in Latin, yet its position in relation to the other eight correlatives present in the Art would
modify this meaning. It is impossible not to take in consideration the other eight transitive
categories that define the subjects of the Art in the definition of each term. Guevara’s Invención
tries also to teach a language based on the basis of an existing one, yet without trying to displace
it.
Although treatises about so-called rational grammar, based on causae rather than
auctoritates, such as Francisco Sánchez de las Brozas’s Minerva were not new, they were not the
most popular up to that point; they would remain unpopular in Castile, where Antonio de
Nebrija’s more traditional Gramaticales Institutiones continued to be the most popular source,
while in the rest of Europe, where Francisco Sánchez de las Brozas was widely read.138 The
printing of the Nueva y sutil invención shows an undercurrent of debate about the optimization of
the teaching of grammar along with the discussion of conceptualization of the nature of
language.
As today in the field of second language acquisition, it is impossible to develop a method
of language teaching without a basis in a reflection on the way language works. Guevara seemed
to be stating that the best strategy to teach a language was to secure the student’s complete
understanding of its inner mechanism. Furthermore, choosing to base his method in this causal
grammar would provide him with a structure to organize his treatise and to establish rules of
combination to operate different wheels dedicated to different parts of the sentence. As with
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Llull’s Art, the art of grammar as understood in both the Minerva and the Invención mechanizes
the heuristic process—that is, it makes reason the consequence of a set of pre-learned rules.
Yet Guevara’s treatise is not about Llull, but about Latin. The art of grammar substitutes
the Art of Ramon Llull in the Invención. The organizing principles are the cases, unities singled
out in Latin grammar, instead of subiecta and dignitates. The object of comprehension is not
God, the world, and the soul, but simply grammar. Even though grammar contains the operative
rules of language, and language can contain the things of the world in theory, this was not
Guevara’s concern. His book is also very different from the Art’s goals and its use of letters as
logic simplifications. Sánchez de las Brozas’s Minerva and Guevara’s Invención addressed very
different publics. Whereas Minerva was a volume of pure explanation of the functioning of
language, the Invención was a volume that developed explanation into a pedagogical practice.
The genre was not unknown to early modern Iberian printing presses, as numerous small printed
books called cartillas were produced, particularly in the second half of the sixteenth century, and
designed to teach a wide public how to read, write, do basic arithmetic operations [cuentas], and
use the art of memory.139 Usually these cartillas prescribed reading and repetition exercises for
their users. The Nueva y sutil invención was printed among these, in a period in which cartillas
were common.140 In order to grasp the nature of this pedagogical practice it is necessary to
understand where it took place, in which language it was articulated, and how the relation
between Llull’s Art and grammar was articulated. Only by answering these questions will it
make sense that a manual for teaching Latin composes an important part of Llull’s early modern
portability.
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Transmitting the basic grammatical principles to the infantas meant to do it in the specific
space of the court. The daughters of the king had received their education inside the Spanish
Royal palace partly under the tutelage of Italian painter and humanist Sofonisba Anguissola.141
Anguissola had painted the king’s favorite portrait of them and had earned his absolute trust. In
order to facilitate their task of learning Latin, Pedro de Guevara referred to his book as “juego y
ejercicio” [game and exercise]. The tradition of playing chess, cards, and other games helped to
frame Guevara’s effort inside the space for the education of the infantas. Moreover, Anguissola
had painted just a few years before her arrival at the Spanish court a painting in which her sisters
(Minerva, Lucia, and Europa) appeared playing chess, at the time considered primarily a male
activity. The court was the only space where Guevara’s method of language learning could have
happened precisely because a method of teaching Latin addressed to young ladies would have
not worked were they not the daughters of the king. The court provided the space of an
exception, thus restricting the possibilities Guevara’s book might have had in a different context
with the same type of audience.
By their early teens, Isabel and Catalina already knew music, astronomy, and how to read
and write Italian. They were at the center of a revolution in education centered on women. And
not just learned women, but the daughters of the King.
Anguissola was a major agent in bringing this game to Isabel Clara Eugenia and Catalina
Micaela’s education, but also a firm believer in the role of the game in the education of women.
She never wrote a manifesto about the value of the game for education, but she did the next best
thing. She painted a painting of her own sisters, Minerva, Lucia, and Europa, playing chess with
their older guardian. During the middle ages and the early modern period, chess was considered
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a game but also a serious activity that was complementary to the education of a wise man, but
not a wise woman. Chess translated into strategy, war, politics, and other spheres of social life
that were fundamentally not intended for women. But Sofonisba Anguissola and Pedro de
Guevara are trying to educate wise women.

Sofonisba Anguissola, The Chess Game (1555), Muzeum Narodowe, Poznań

During several years, Sofonisba Anguissola was the favorite lady of company of Queen
Elisabeth of Valois. After her death in 1568 left Philip II devastated, Sofonisba remained in the
court where she was close in the company of the daughters of the King and supervised their
education.142 By this point, the painter was well-respected enough in the circles of the court that
she could have translated to practice the painting of her sisters learning through the game of
chess and quietly defying gender boundaries of education. The painting encloses an argument
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about the space of education that she had the opportunity to prove at the time she stayed in the
Spanish court. The effort was not only hers as King Philip was extremely close to his daughters
and he was always glad through the years to confide to the them about state affairs and to even
dictate correspondence to Isabel. Sofonisba’s painting shows an expanded pedagogical concept
that could have been sympathetic to Llull’s but not exclusive to a male environment. The court
had become the stage of an experiment in education.
Grammar, dialectics, and rhetoric lead to learning the Art of Ramon Llull, universal to all
sciencias. The Art then opens the door to the adaptation to more specific disciplines and
methodologies that will follow its suit. According only to the evidence the book offers, it seems
like Pedro de Guevara reacts to the historic academic rejection of the Art in a way similar to the
way the library of the Colegio de San Ildefonso presented it. Since the Art imagined itself
conceptually above any other book, placing it in the library was a way of forcing its reading as a
discipline among others. It was the only way to make it susceptible to being read in an academic
environment without it becoming the language of the entire institution. Guevara makes the Art
the endpoint of the classical model of education dedicated to the infanta: the trivium.143 If the
trivium was composed of the first three arts any scholar had to master, Guevara had the idea of
appropriating some of the elements of the Art in order to teach grammar (in the Nueva y sutil
invención) and then make the Art the final step of the comprehensive process of acquiring the
primeras letras.144 Thus, in the Escala del entendimiento he postulates the possibility of an
integration of the Art as a natural part of the process of learning in the court. In the prologue,
Guevara states a clear parallel between Llull’s ladder and his system of learning:
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Dedico, y ofrezco agora a vuestra Alteza esta Escala del Entendimiento, con estos quinze
escalones: para que subiendo desde el primero hasta el ultimo, y al contrario, del ultimo
al primero, suba y decienda al Entendimiento. Esta Escala del Entendimiento, tiene
quince escalones: con la qual se entenderán las tres artes de Gramatica, Invencion,
Disposición, y Elocucion, en modo Dialectico, y Retorico, que es la segunda arte: y la
tercera, la universal de todas las ciencias, recopilada de los libros del Doctor Reymundo
Lullio, por el Licenciado Pedro de Guevara, clérigo presbítero, autor de las tres artes
dichas. (3)

Details about the division of the program of learning in the prologue show how far Guevara went
in proposing a re-ordering of the trivium and the integration of the Art. Grammar remains first
among the disciplines. A conglomerate of dialectic and rhetoric is the second, in which the three
main stages of rhetoric (invention, disposition, elocution) become the main category of the whole
conglomerate.
The third is the Art that opens the door and gives form to any future or (retrospectively)
previous discipline a student has learned. The fifteen steps translate Llull’s conceptual image of
the ladder of intellect and transform primary education into a transcendent ascension. It is
uncertain if Guevara intended his books Nueva y sutil invención and Escala del entendimiento to
become educational models outside the Royal court. If he did, he did not state as much in any of
his books. Furthermore, the only proof of these books’ success with the infantas is a letter he
penned to a friend wherein, referring to the Nueva y sutil invención, he states that: “sus altezas se
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holgaron mucho con él” [their Highnesses were very pleased with it] and, thus, garnered favor
for him with important people in the court.145
Guevara’s manipulation of the Art is not incoherent with the original idea of the Art as an
instrument that conveys an educational agenda. Yet, the Art’s educational agenda is ultimately
subjected to the idea of conversion and to creating a tool for conveying the universal truth of
Christianity to people belonging to other faiths. Guevara’s manipulation of the Art is
not addressing soon to be converted infidels, but people who are already Christians, living in the
Spanish Royal court. In a way, Guevara explores an idea that the Art tends to ignore because of
the way Ramon Llull set his own goals. The Art addressed learned men, not children and not
women. Trying to reach other publics would perhaps mean to circumvent the circumstances that
made unpopular among learned men that did not give up the social capital that they had
accumulated through education. Also, even though Guevara establishes clearly a project of
primary learning in his Nueva y sutil invención, he addresses his book not to two children, but to
two grown up women in their twenties. So, primary education may not be addressing children
but uneducated adults or people with an education lacking in some or other aspect.146 Guevara
was, by expanding the kind of people that could be exposed to the Art, gendering it. This
expansion cannot be separated from Ramon Llull himself, as he wrote treatises of
primary learning of a Christian public. The set of universal principles of the Art guided treatises
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See Fernando Bouza’s edition of Philip II’s letters to his daughters: Felipe II, Cartas de Felipe II a sus hijas, 94.
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such as the Doctrina pueril, a book of exposition of doctrine written not as a method of
conversion but as a way of teaching the principles of the Art to a wide public. Furthermore, Llull
wanted to give his own twist to the genre of the catechism and show how his Art was compatible
with the structure of the articles of faith.

3.2 Latin for Princesses
Little is known about Pedro de Guevara,147 yet on account of his readings, he likely
achieved at least a bachiller de teología (first higher-education degree in theology), and his
dedication to the portability of Ramon Llull suggests that he was a student at Cisneros’s Colegio
de San Ildefonso. San Ildefonso was the main institutional source for knowledge about the Art in
Castile before Philip II’s reign. Aside from the Nueva y sutil invención, he was mainly known as
a translator of Llull’s Ars brevis entitled Arte general y breve (1584). He was the also the author
of a Lullist rhetorical treatise that I will discuss at the end of this section, Escala del
entendimiento (1593). Prior to being preceptor to the king’s daughters, Guevara had been the
chaplain for a chantry funded by Juan de Herrera’s mother in law.148 His intellectual activity was
closely related to the work of the latter at the Real Monasterio del Escorial. After the death of the
king and Juan de Herrera, all traces of his biography disappear, yet his versions of Ramon Llull
prevailed, in part through three editions of his translation, printed in Brussels during the
seventeenth century. This means that in the connecting network of early modern Iberian
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diffusion of Lullism, in the earthly constellation that Proaza describes, Pedro de Guevara
occupies a central place. However, unlike many of the Lullists that had come before him,
Guevara is using the Art to empower a new kind of subject.
Education and pedagogy are two faces of the same coin that pays for a stretch of time at
the same time unproductive and preparatory. In this case, I will deal with a particular case of
education conveyed by a book that is the result of a period of theorization about the ways in
which the Art of Ramon Llull can be incorporated to a process that originally was not designed
for. However, the Art implies a pedagogy that designs Pedro de Guevara’s agenda in using it, by
definition the agenda of the intellectual circle around Juan de Herrera. The experience of
teaching Latin to the infantas was an attempt of adaptation of a set of diagrams and visual
devices produced in the middle ages to a new educational situation, but also an attempt of
expansion of that same educational situation. If pedagogy is the theory of education, then Pedro
de Guevara composed a tool for education, making transparent his pedagogical approach. The
Art was, as we have seen, a way of understanding the education of the young Christian as a cell
of Llull’s own project of the universalization of Christian faith.
The subject Llull insisted in his Doctrina pueril was a male subject and the
intergenerational connection established in the book was between father and son. Pedro de
Guevara is building a Trojan horse to apply the teaching of the Art to teaching Latin, so the
daughters of the king will be the first subjects of the experiment. Pedagogically speaking, this is
an operation in which the future is at stake. Nothing would be more important than designing the
curriculum for this unproductive and preparatory time of education that determines the future.
Leading the infantas to the Art through Latin meant ultimately not experimenting with them, but
transforming the Art and making it truly inclusive. Guevara performs a revolution in the Art by
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making the infantas the subject zero of it. In the terms in which Guevara’s revolution was
conceived, the Art would affirm the presence of Philip II’s daughters as powerful subjects in the
world, as Latin was the language that would carry their words to an international stage.
One of the distinctive features of the student of the Art is how he or she operates the
figures. The study of the Art implies a mechanization of the heuristic process, and in these terms,
it constituted a unique and groundbreaking experience in medieval thought. This was the
ultimate reason why the fourth figure captivated the imagination of so many readers after Llull
“invented” it. The mechanization is obviously only one element of the complexity of the Art; the
other is the self-referential nature that many academics looked upon as a threat. Medieval and
early modern Aristotelians considered that the Llull’s Art tried to replace of Aristotle’s Topics
without presenting any advantage over them. It seems as if the Art forced advanced students to
take part in academic debate in order to be taught how to read again, to become proficient in the
new language of the Art. The scattered nature of Lullist textual tradition is a direct consequence
of the fact that very few institutions supported its teaching, and consequently there are very few
reliable repositories for the varied nature of Llull’s work.
Transforming Llull’s Art into an art of grammar by manipulating its visual devices is
what Guevara is trying to do. He borrows from contemporary debates about the theory of
language to create this new grammar, and particularly from the description of grammar advanced
in Francisco Sánchez de las Brozas’s Minerva parva (1562).149 One of the great innovations that
this book carried was its firm defense of a grammatical description based on its qualities as a
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system and not on tradition and literary examples, this is, based on causality rather than on
authority. Thus, the early modern transformation of Llull’s Art is linked to the fascination
scholars had for emerging forms of knowledge and their efforts to use these new forms to better
grasp a shifting and expanding disciplinary map. Guevara’s involvement in this transformation
takes place at two levels: he turns the Art into a pedagogical instrument for learning and
translates the Art for an academy of sciences (the Real Academia Mathematica). Philip II
approves this translation and Juan de Herrera renders it the center of the teaching of all scientific
disciplines in the academy of sciences.150 Intellectuals working around Philip II are thus
interested in the circulation of the Art as a new model for knowledge. Even though the idea of
religious conversion is not immediately present here, conversion had not disappeared from the
horizon of early modern Lullism as it had with other writers associated with Philip II, such as
Joan de Seguí and Lluís Joan Vileta. My argument is that Guevara and Herrera’s experiments
with the Art as a model for learning constitute only one aspect of Philip II’s Lullist agenda.
Guevara was certainly introduced to the Art after Cisneros’ death.151 At the time,
knowledge about Llull’s universal technique for finding truth came from private readings of
Castilian manuscripts of the Art and his other works. In Castile, most of these books were either
sent from the Mediterranean—as were those Cisneros received from the Juratis of Majorca—or
purchased for the libraries of curious and powerful men with an interest in the Art. The majority
of the manuscripts preserved at San Ildefonso and Salamanca were made of paper, which makes
remaining parchment manuscripts all the more remarkable. Only one is preserved today in
Cisneros’s library, a fourteenth-century copy of the Compendium seu commentum Artis
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demonstrativae.152 If he owned more parchment-based copies of Ramon Llull, they either
changed hands or were lost. This likely makes the copy of the Ars brevis preserved today at the
library of El Escorial as rare as any parchment-based manuscript of the Art in a Castilian library
during the fifteenth-century, when it probably would have at least been a collector’s item.153
According to the library at El Escorial, during the fifteenth-century the manuscript belonged to
Alonso de San Cibrián,154 about whom there is no further information and, later, to Gaspar de
Guzmán, the powerful Count-Duke of Olivares.
Reading some of those manuscripts must have left a vivid impression in Pedro de
Guevara’s mind, as they have an anticipatory quality. The book should not be the object of a
linear reading, but instead to function as a propaedeutic for an operation that the reader will
perform once the book is closed. The four visual mechanisms in the Art are the figurae artis
[figures of the Art] and they constitute the core operative principles of the Art.155 They perform
the logical operation that the Art was supposed to activate. During the medieval and early
modern eras, when the Lullist archive was formed through the copying and printing of
manuscripts, these visual mechanisms captivated the imaginations of readers of the Art and
pushed them to modify the wheels that composed the fourth figure of the Art for other purposes.
Guevara was one of these readers. Yet, in order to understand this modification, it is necessary to
understand the way the fourth figure worked and the technical challenge that its composition
inside manuscripts and printed books constituted. Its mechanism consisted of three concentric
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circles: the first one is static, either printed or drawn on the page, while the second and third are
moveable, cut from parchment or paper and attached to the page so they can move
independently, creating different combinations of the letters of the Art inscribed on the edges of
the circles.

San Lorenzo del Escorial, BRM f.IV.12, f. 7r

Llull’s Art is based on the idea that the three religions of the book share some
foundational truths, such as the existence of only one God who is infinitely good and great. He
knew that the medieval debates about faith were bound to end without a clear winner as every
champion of each faith spoke a different language and therefore there was no common ground
between them.156 The Art does not argue from the discursive principles of Christian faith, but
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turns them into abstract principles. The minimal elements composing the system are the nine
letters (from B to K, without counting J, as I and J are really the same letter)157 of the alphabetus
artis [alphabet of the Art] corresponding to nine subjects, correlatives or primary qualities of
subjects, modes of combination, questions, virtues, and vices. Every student of the Art has to
learn the alphabet by heart in order to operate it in the same way that every student of grammar
needs to learn the main components of the sentence.158 They combine through the wheels and
chambers of the Art. The idea behind the alphabet is the combinatory construction of meaning:
each letter can have different values according to the vector of combination we are using.
[ANNEX TABLE 2] The letter B in this system can be: goodness, difference, God, whether?,
justice, or, avarice.159 Contrary to other polemists, Ramon Llull does not try to accord a given
proposition to reality but rather highlights the lack of difference between the components of his
arguments and reality itself. In a nutshell, the categories that the Art uses in order to Ramon Llull
intended for his Art to teach students that there was no difference between the knowledge of the
world, the knowledge of the spirit, and the knowledge of God.
Displaying Llull’s Art in books was central to the idea of portability, particularly the
fourth figure. Although books are devices destined to convey texts, copies of the Art convey
something entirely different. The text of the Art is not as important as the operation the book
entails, this is the operation of finding out the truth. At the center of this operation is the
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combinatory device that the fourth figure160 represents. This device becomes the center of
portability, a device that allows to find discursive truth. Technologically, the articulation of its
wheels is the most definitive technical construction portability can offer. The fourth figure is the
one that has to contain moveable parts and it is also the part of the book that has to be physically
operated. The aforementioned copy of the Ars brevis preserved in El Escorial presents a
moveable piece made of paper over the parchment page, clearly sewed over another different
original that must have fallen off from use. Even if the difference between parchment and paper
is inconclusive in determining whether or not the paper wheels were originally on the page (as
many fourteenth-century manuscripts of the Art are made of paper), the difference of script
(spikier and more gothic over the parchment versus rounder and more humanistic and modern
over the moveable paper wheels), constitute conclusive evidence of the fact that they were added
in a later date. The manuscript was restored.
This is central to understand the uses that books conveying the Art require the peculiar
strategies of repair that certain examples of portability illustrate. To consider material culture as
a component of such an eccentric intellectual tradition as the one that Ramon Llull initiates leads
to a preliminary conclusion. There is no difference between the way medieval and early modern
readers manipulate, cut, paste, and repair the material aspects of the Art and the way they adapt
its ideas to new educational necessities. The Art becomes materially hybrid in the effort to
preserve the wheels as they represent in the most graphic manner the technical nature of the Art.
The wheels represent also the singular problems of portability with regard to making them work
(or not) in volumes of different size, shape, and quality. Ultimately, the construction of the
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Llull, Ars brevis, 208: “Quarta figura habet tres circulos. Quorum superior est immobilis, duo autel inferiores sunt
mobiles, ut in figura patet.” [The fourth figure has three circle. The bigger circle is still, the two smaller are
moveable so the figure can work.]!
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wheels constituted the way the Art was perceived. Not only Guevara, but also other known
Llull’s followers and commentators such as Giordano Bruno, manipulated the forms and
divisions of the wheels in order to serve their own purposes.161 The fact that the paper completes
a parchment manuscript is fitting here as a proof of early modern interest and subsequent
interventions in the portability of the Art. Paper is not only the basis for most of Llull’s early
modern popularity in the Iberian Peninsula, but its inclusion inside of a parchment manuscript
also shows the permeable nature of portability in terms of book technology.
Latin is the starting point of Guevara’s book, but its language of teaching is the
vernacular. The infantas had to set the wheels in motion to initiate the process of learning. Long
explanations and examples of words and expressions follow this motion. The explanations of the
Latin words and expressions are given in Spanish. This constitutional phenomenon of diglossia
is not unique,162 but the use of the operational logic of the Art set it apart from other grammatical
arts, methods, and cartillas. In a way, the space of learning the book makes possible is something
altogether different from the models on which it is based. Its goals are seemingly more modest
than those of the Art (as it is a method of learning Latin grammar). Guevara’s book is potentially
able to reach a wider audience than Sánchez de las Brozas’s (as it is a method of learning Latin
grammar written mostly in vernacular), yet the actual readers the book addresses constitute a
singularly small demography. Since in his prologue Guevara addresses the king and the fact that
he created the book for his daughters without making them its sole potential audience, it seems
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Yates, Art of Memory, 209: “His [Bruno’s] Lullian circle has more letters on it than in any genuine Lullian art,
and a few Greek and Hebrew letters, which are never used in genuine Lullism. His wheel is closer to those to be
seen in Pseudo-Lullian alchemical diagrams which also use some letters other than those of the Latin alphabet.”
162
Guevara’s cartilla for the infantas was not the first manual for teaching Latin from the vernacular. Francisco
Sánchez de las Brozas would produce himself a method for teaching Latin using the vernacular as a basis based on
his own Minerva entitled Arte para en breve saber latin included in his last revised edition of the Verae breuesque
grammatices latinae institutiones (1595). Moreover, manuscript treatises of grammar with vernacular glosses had
been used with teaching purposes at least from the fifteen century. For an extensive bibliography of the grammar
methods in Iberian territories until the end of the sixteenth century see Niederehe, Bibliografía cronológica.
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reasonable to think that Guevara hoped the book would have a bigger audience than it ultimately
had. In contrast to other books by Guevara, all of which were published in several editions, there
was only one edition of the Nueva y sutil invención, and there are no testimonies about its use.
Having explained the main differences between Llull’s Art, which seems to define the
epistemological horizon of the rest of Guevara’s books, and this particular book of Latin
instruction, I will now analyze its relation to Llull. The key element is the set of six instrumentos,
or circular figures, for teaching grammar.163 Even though Llull’s name is never used as an
explicit reference in this book, the mechanization of the process of learning language through
wheels in a book by a writer who reveals himself as a committed Lullist in the rest of his textual
production seems more than coincidental. However, this grammar is not taught through
repetition, but through the operation of wheels with grammatical categories (cases, tenses,
combinations) instead of the assigned values of the Art. The book is not organized as a series of
explanations about grammar cases and their functioning, but rather as a series of instructions to
practice with the images. Thus, the book does not teach grammar theory, but explains how its
readers should use the devices it contains. The art of grammar becomes a series of combinations,
and the only thing standing between art and artist is how to operate these combinations, how to
make them work.
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Llull, Ars generalis ultima, 41-2: “Instrumenta particularia sunt istud et illud et caetera cum quibus domificator
construit domum. Et sicut duae propositiones cum quibus sit conclusio; et sic de allis, suo modo. Aliud est
intrinsecum instrumentum, sicut intelligere, quod est de essentia intellectus. Aliud est extrinsecum, quod est
peregrinum, cum quo docens generat scientiam et sicut malleus, cum quo faber fabricat clavus.” [Instrumentality is
particular in this or that. It is that with which the builder makes the house. And that with which a conclusion is
reached from two propositions; and the same way in other cases. In some cases, it is an intrinsic instrument, like
understanding, that is the essence of intellect. In others, it is extrinsic and outlandish. That with which he who
teaches generates science and that with which the craftsman makes nails.]
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This book is an object containing objects that reorganize its content.164 It was assembled
for teaching purposes, and as such it is organized around the six visual instrumentos, which are
more important than the text it includes. The wheels were printed in folded bigger pages
interrupting the linear reading of the book. Since it is a guide to the use of the devices it includes,
Guevara’s Invención is not restricted to a linear reading. Reading here does not refer to the
activity of reading as in our contemporary casual linear reading. The kind of reading this volume
demands from the infantas is study and learning, yet at the time the book is conceived as a game,
like Guevara said. Even though the idea of game has a ludic component, its nature is to activate
the mechanism of the learning process, and the idea of exercise to which Guevara refers when
describing his Invención implies the repetition on which the mnemonic part of the learning
process is based.165 The ultimate paradox contained in the Nueva y sutil invención is that the
instruments are based on previously established theoretical content that is barely discussed in the
book. As Llull with the Art in some of its forms, Guevara is trying here to activate a learning
process the principles of which have been decided outside the book.
As the book does not define instruments, it is necessary to reconstruct how they could be
defined not only in terms of their ties with the Art but also the units of performance that give
sense to the book. Like the figures of the Art, instruments are circular devices that serve the
purpose of organizing linguistic unities that have a certain value in a system. This value is
symmetric in the perfect system that Ramon Llull created for the Art, but it cannot be so in Latin
language. Hence, the necessity a system of moveable parts into circular mnemonic devices
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Non-linear reading is not exclusively associated to the use of wheels, but to the use of books as models for
literacy even when conveying narrative content. For non-linear readings of the Bible and female literacy see
Brayman Hackel, Reading Material, 134-6.
165
Vives, Introductio, 49v: “Memoriam quotidie exerceat, ut nullus sit dies, in quo ipsa aliquid non ediscat.”
[Memory should be exercised regularly and nobody should spend a day letting memory go idle.]!
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defines the instrumentos and their insertion inside the book. In spite of the fact that instruments
is the name given to these devices in the cover and the introduction of the book, the instrumentos
are further given the name ruedas and their explanations are divided in different tablas in which
the Latin cases are parsed. The reason why the idea of the instrument does not materialize in a
stronger fashion in the rest of the book could not be out of sloppiness but a sharp distinction
between presentation and use. Whereas ruedas and tablas could be user-friendlier in terms of
organizing the book and the practice for students who are not versed in Latin and need to be
introduced in it from Spanish vernacular, instrumentos could be a better way to display upfront
the legitimacy of his new hybrid method for Latin learning.
Guevara’s instrumentos in the form of wheel are ordered in six sets of grammatical
problems. The model of the Art is here expanded to accommodate the grammatical complexity
of Latin. The first of the instrumentos contains six small wheels in which all the components of
the oration considered in Sánchez de las Brozas are explained. The elements are: name,
preposition, conjunction, verb, adverb, and participle.166 These six elements show all the separate
elements that make a phrase in Latin, so they constitute a first step in understanding how a
sentence works. The developing criteria are different and not unified for the entire set of wheels.
For instance, in the small one dedicated to the participles, in which only the possible categories
of parsing are enumerated (declension, tense, mode, gender, number, case), whereas for the
bigger wheel, corresponding to the adverbs, categories of meaning are applied in order to classify
single full adverbs. This organization of the material in terms of use and construction is highly
innovative, not only because it bases the process of learning on letting the student grasp the
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Guevara, Nueva y sutil invención, 4v: “En esta primera rueda grande ay seys ruedas, tres grandes, y tres
pequeñas, que tratan de las seys partes de la Oracion: porque en la del nombre, se incluye el pronombre, y en la del
adverbio la interjection. Las tres pequeñas tartan del nombre, y verbo, y participio: y las tres grandes de la
proposicion, adverbio […].”
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internal logic of grammar, but also because it progressively presents them in a conscious way
through their visual display. Nonetheless, the lack of uniformity in the categories displayed in the
wheels shows the limits of using the systematization of language to teach it. Every type of
linguistic unity needs a different set of principles for the reader of the book to understand how to
use it.

“Primer instrumento” in Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invención

Such lack of uniformity in construction is partially a reflection of the naturally
asymmetrical condition of any language. Yet it also evinces the effort to build a system of visual
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recurrence to help master Latin. If the sections of the wheels are unevenly distributed, each
instrumento is susceptible to division as well into irregular wheels creating discontinuous
patterns of combination. This uneven quality of the instrumentos displayed in the Nueva y sutil
invención constitutes a testament to Pedro de Guevara’s skill and effort. Guevara’s difficult task
is to adapt the tools Llull developed for his Art to an asymmetrical system. The art of grammar is
imperfect, since it is not the Art. The only possible consequence of this imperfection is a tension
present in the construction of the instrumentos, as they cannot completely be what they were
designed to be. As the figurae artis are the model of the instrumentos, they present a smaller
variety of elements and thus more efficiency as all the constitutive elements are consistently and
endlessly repeated. Llull’s Art conceptualizes reality in order to produce discourse, whereas
grammar describes language and establishes rules in order to produce more discourse according
to an existing pattern. In spite of the fact that, from a formal point of view, a finite number of
discrete elements form language as a system. The elements can behave combining in quite
unpredictable ways.167
From the second to the sixth wheel, the instrumentos parse in more detail the functioning
pieces of grammar already presented. Furthermore, wheels 2-6 take into account the specificity
of their own functioning and do not constitute a sequence inasmuch as they don’t add up to the
performance of a single operation. Readers had to learn how to operate each instrumento in its
own specificity and then later add all the parts together in order to produce a functioning reading
of Latin. The second and third wheels summarize the entire system of Latin cases for
substantives and adjectives, explaining thoroughly the value of each case and including a list of
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Platzeck, “La combinatoria luliana”, 155: “El lógico escolástico usa solamente definiciones ajustadas a la lógica
de las clases; en cambio, el raimundista admite sin reparo toda suerte de definiciones, con tal que se basen en las
relaciones de las cosas.”!
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words and common possible irregularities in declension. Since Guevara did not include a
vocabulary with equivalences between Latin and vernacular, one should assume that the use of
the instrumentos was often guided, and thus, a preceptor or teacher (most certainly Guevara
himself in the case of the infantas) provided Latin words and meanings. Since Latin was a
complement to the infantas’ primeras letras, the book represents also a historical shift. On the
one hand, the Invención is an effort to make women lettered (meaning competent in Latin).168 On
the other hand, education at the court appears to go from vernacular to Latin and to be not only
Latin-based as it had been previously.
As for the rest of the instrumentos, the fourth wheel is dedicated to verbal morphology,
the fifth to phonetics (to diphthongs and accents in particular), and the sixth to the intersections
between cases and figures of speech. This progression shows that matters of pronunciation and
articulation of reading a text aloud were less of a concern in the education of Philip II’s
daughters since most of the instrumentos are devoted to explaining morphological questions.
This makes sense, as the Invención seems to train mostly passive linguistic competencies and not
the active ones. Yet it also makes sense from an epistemological point of view since it would
mean that Llull’s Art is not restricted to its fourth figure and Guevara will recycle it into
grammar instruction. Moreover, as an experience, learning grammar is reframed from a Lullist
perspective; that is, grammar becomes a matter of combination. The complexity of the wheels is
related to its public. The readership of this book is made of those already in contact with the
vernacular that had to travel backwards to master Latin grammar, but did not have to relearn the
alphabet.
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See Cátedra and Rojo, Bibliotecas y lecturas.
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Using the term instrumento seems to be a result of the most defining conceptual shift in
the Invención: a strategy to extract the operative quality of the wheels of the Art from their
architecture. The use of the vernacular as vehicle in the book also defines the term instrumento,
as sticking to the term figura would be misleading to early modern readers since figura was
mostly meant as a figure of speech, part of the rhetorical tradition. Guevara himself had defined
the vernacular term figura in his rhetorical treatise Escala del entendimiento (1593): “Figura, es
manera de hablar pulida, inventada fuera del comun hablar: y es en dos maneras, una en las
sentencias, y otra en las palabras: la de sentencias, quando en oracion bien compuesta se añaden
particulas, quedando una misma sentencia y sentido.” (17r.) [Figure is a polished way of
speaking, invented outside common language: and it is made in two ways, one in the sayings and
the other in words, when in a well-composed oration particles are added, remaining the same
saying and sense.] Consequently, outside the Art, Guevara respects the term figura in its most
popular contemporary uses or transforms the concept, renaming it in a consequential fashion as
an instrumento. This renaming is only fitting as the figurae of the Art become instrumental to a
new operation of learning in Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invención. Lullist figurae have a particular
status as they serve the purpose of progressively completing the operations of the Art while
constituting the main reason why the Art deserves such a name and granting it certain uniqueness
in its medieval context from an intellectual standpoint. In other words, the Art is the Art and is
recognized as such because of the technical quality the figurae grant it. It is not strange for
Ramon Llull to call the geometrical patterns of combination as, not unlike rhetorical figures, they
are the ones enabling the making part of Art.169
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Auerbach, Scenes from the Drama of European Literature, 11: “Originally figura, from the same stem as fingere,
figulus, fictor, and effigies, meant “plastic form.””
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Turning to the title of the book in its entirety, which includes the definition of figure, may
reveal the place that the Invención occupied in a larger program for the organization of
knowledge. The full title is Escala del entendimiento, en la qual se declaran las tres artes del
licenciado Pedro de Guevara de gramática, dialéctica, retórica y la universal para todas las
sciencias, dedicada a la sereníssima infante de Castilla doña Ysabel Clara Eugenia de Austria.
Pedro Madrigal’s printing press170 issued the volume (in 1593), and as with the previous game
for learning Latin language, it was addressed to King Philip’s eldest and, according to all
accounts, most beloved daughter, Isabel. As Catalina was married and living in Italy, she was
understandably less concerned with the problems of education in the Spanish court. The title
seems to declare that borrowing the figurae of the Art and turning them into instrumentos had an
endgame after all. It is related to the conceptual progression present in Llull’s own ladder for the
ascensu et descensu intellectus, that I will discuss further on the next chapter, but it also points to
a progressive ascension from the study of the trivium (grammar, logic or dialectics, and rhetoric)
to Llull’s Art. Guevara’s Invención may have been something more ambitious—if
unaccomplished—than a manual for the study of Latin with vague Lullist inspirations. The
starting point for an integration of Llull’s Art in primary education at the court and, at the same
time, a way to naturalize the teaching of the Art to young pupils.
Visually, the diagrams and lists dominate Pedro de Guevara’s book in the same way that
they do for the Art of Ramon Llull. Even if Llull and Guevara failed as creators of arts, one to
find the truth and the other to dedicated to the more modest endeavor of learning Latin, they
would have been successful at creating forms that fascinate the readers due to their eccentricity.
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Madrigal would be also one of the witnesses for the noted Lullist Juan de Herrera. Pérez Pastor, Bibliografía
madrileña, XXVI: “El primero entre los testigos del testamento de Juan de Herrera, 6 de Diciembre de 1584, se
llama Pedro de Madrigal. Es probable que fuese nuestro impresor, porque el célebre arquitecto vivía en la parroquia
de Santiago, y en ésta radicaban también casi todas las imprentas que entonces había en Madrid.”!
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Arguably, making this eccentricity less eccentric would have been Guevara’s main purpose. This
is, if the use of wheels made the Art of Ramon Llull constituted an obscure artifact difficult to
operate, Guevara would try to revert that by making the same visual instruments of the Art be a
part of the primary process of learning among a general reading public. If teaching grammar was
the first step toward becoming a scholarly education, then to do it through wheels meant to
introduce the figures of the Art after changing their name in the very process that built
intellectual currency in early modern Europe. The Nueva y sutil invención challenged the
intellectual position of the Art by stretching the limits of portability. It would be possible to
argue that, by addressing the method to the infantas, Guevara thinks of an educated and restricted
group. However, on the contrary, the material form of the cartilla in small format does not
suggest a limitation for the audience of this new grammar method. The open-ended question here
is what went wrong, what kept Guevara from reaching the massive audiences that the book
seems to be aiming for. The answer is made of a single factor, but of a number of them that I will
explore in the fourth chapter. I will explain that the small Lullist revolutionary idea of teaching
Latin was part of methods designer by other readers of Ramon Llull to translate the Art to
different educational contexts in the Iberian territories and beyond.
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ANNEX TABLE 2: LLULL’S APHABETUS ARTIS171
!
letters
Fig. A
Fig. T
questions/
subject
virtues
vices
rules
B
goodness
difference
whether?
God
justice
avarice
C
greatness concordance
what?
angel
prudence
gluttony
D
eternity
contrariety
of what?
heaven
fortitude
lust
E
power
beginning
why?
man
temperance
pride
F
wisdom
middle
how
imaginative
faith
accidie
much?
G
will
end
of what
sensitive
hope
envy
kind?
H
virtue
majority
when?
vegetative
charity
ire
I
truth
equality
where?
elementatative
patience
lying
K
glory
minority
how? with
artifice
Pity
Inconsistency
what?
!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Bonner, Art and Logic, 123.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Trees of Knowledge

Llull’s Art contained images that bridged the distance between the reader and the system
of thought. This is why I contend that they are instrumental in the same way Pedro de Guevara
called the circular devices instruments. The instrumental quality of the images that the Art
contains in its different versions makes it unique as a form of learning not necessarily because it
presents images, but because the images are inseparable from the process of thought that
composes the practice of the Art. If the Art is thought in action formalized in logic language, the
images are instrumental to schematize the arguments that put thought in action.
In Llull’s system, the tree is a model of hierarchical and visual distribution of different
categories in a system that allows for a dynamic reading.172 The use of images provided the Art
with universality inasmuch as it made Llull’s system universally translatable. The images show
the relations between concepts in a synthetic way in opposition to the detailed explanations that
Llull provided in text. Also, as it had already happened in prior chapter with Guevara’s
Invención, images are malleable. Images can travel from book to book, and editors who assemble
books can adapt the images to purposes different from those for which they were designed. In the
case of the infantas, the wheels of the closed system of the Art adapt to Latin system. In other
cases, it helped to convey knowledge in different spaces of learning. Trees as support for visual
relations between concepts are not exclusive to Llull’s portability.173 In two images, one included
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Eco, La búsqueda, 50: “Ahora bien, estos principios elementales se insertan, según Llull, en un sistema cerrado y
predefinido, o sea un sistema ya rígidamente jerarquizado: el sistema de los Árboles de la Ciencia.”
173
For a perspective of the place of Lullist trees within the history of tree diagrams in allegorical thought see
Salonius and Worm, The Tree, 1-12.
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in a João de Barros’s moral game and another in Diego de Valadés’s Rhetorica christiana, the
tree is one of the ways of visualizing God at the top of an interrelated system of thought.
There is a link between this private bond and the attempt of reproduction of such a bond
João de Barros produced with his Dialogo de preceitos moráes cõ prática delles, em módo de
iogo (1540).174 This book combines the establishment of a moral agenda in a process of
education that happens inside the house –as in Llull’s Doctrina pueril– and involves playing a
game for didactic purposes –as in Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invención. João de Barros’s book is
staged as a dialogue in which he teaches his siblings about the virtuous life and about how the
virtue that he is teaching them about is neither political nor religious, but a private kind of virtue
that relates to the achievement of happiness. João de Barros did not expect his siblings to become
missionaries. His exposition of virtues using the diagram of the tree is clearly dominated by an
Aristotelian sense of balance instead of the design of Lullist virtues in the design of the arbor
moralis included in the original version of the Arbor scientiae.175 As Guevara, Barros takes a cue
from the Art of Ramon Llull in some of his works but without committing fully to it. Instead of
curating the portability of Ramon Llull like Cisneros did, Guevara, Barros, and other intellectuals
interested in the pedagogical adaptations of the Art manipulated portability to make it a factor
into different experiments.
Manuel Severim de Faria, one of Barros’s most authorized first biographers, pointed to
the fact that Barros never really had a traditional humanist (at a cathedral school or a university),
but a nobleman’s education shared with the siblings of King D. Manoel I (1469-1521) in his
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For an overview of Barros’s booklet see Friedlein, “L’atzar.”
The Arbor scientiae is a tree with sixteen branches. From each one of these branches another tree comes out: the
fifth of these braches is the arbor humanalis et moralis, concerning memory, intellect, and will, and the arts and
sciences that men have invented. About the structure of the Arbor scientiae and its schematic nature see FranklinBrown, Reading the World, 160-75.
175
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court. João de Barros would be linked throughout most of his life to Manoel’s son king João III
(1502-1557) and serve at his court and in different enterprises of the Portuguese empire during
most of his life.176 Even though it is not known if he had become familiar with the Art of Ramon
Llull in the court or through his own study, it is a fact that some of the teaching strategies in his
Dialogo de preceitos moráes developed from Lullism. Courts were spaces of intellectual
circulation and the case of the Portuguese court had a history of Lullist influences, to be found
particularly in the figure of D. Duarte I (1391-1438), who owned several books by Llull, such as
a copy of the Liber de prima et secunda intentione, pseudo-Lullist compilations, and the
vernacular miscellaneous treatises such as the Livro da Corte Imperial and the Boosco deleitoso
that show influences of the works of Ramon Llull among others, showing that their circulation
happened at several different levels of assimilation in different modalities of portability.177
Probably Barros knew these models. Even though he decided not to follow the
evangelical message of the Art and its epistemological model filled with idiosyncrasies, he
noticed its way of presenting information through changing and combining active images. These
active images are not exclusively linked to the Art, but they are plausibly borrowed from it, as
other places in the works of Barros point to connections with Ramon Llull. Moreover, they point
to the existence of a Portuguese Lullist tradition that king Philip II might have known during his
journey to be crowned in Lisbon (1580), when, according to the Majorcan priest Joan Seguí,
Philip read Blanquerna and asked him to write a biography of the Doctor Illuminatus.178 This
Portuguese presence of Ramon Llull remains understudied, but it was an element in the
formation of Barros’s pedagogical ideas. They led him to develop, before the well-known
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Faria, Vida de João de Barros, vi-x.
Díaz Marcilla, “Estudio sobre la bibliografía del lulismo de Portugal en los siglos XIV y XV.”
178
Seguí, Vida y hechos, 3v-4v.
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Décadas da Ásia (1552-63) for which he is remembered, books such as his Dialogo de preceitos
moráes and his Gramatica da língua portuguesa displaying visual and moveable elements in
order to transmit knowledge. Also, through the display of the images he includes in his books he
changes the organization of the nature he is displaying.
A plot of Lullist coincidences seems to thicken here: Barros’s game for learning the
moral precepts is destined to the young infanta Maria of Portugal (1525-47), who later will be
married –if briefly (1543-5) since she died less than two years after the wedding– to the Lullist
king who built the Escorial, that is, Philip II. The fact that the primary reader and also the
receptor of a learning practice is a member of the Royal Family allows establishing another
parallel with another powerful learned woman of the Spanish court to whom several Lullist texts
were dedicated, Philip II’s daughter Isabel Clara Eugenia. João de Barros summoned his own
daughter (Caterina) to be attentive to this learning, as she will be the go-between her father and
the infanta.179 The first visual device the book uses a mnemonic tree showing the system of moral
virtues distributed in three Aristotelian branches, excess (left), virtue (center), and defect (right).
The theological virtues [fides, charitas, spes] and the goal of human happiness [Foelicitas
humana] sit above the tree. The tree lists 36 moral qualities: 24 sins and 12 central virtues that
the infanta has to learn before to actually access the practice of the book. The value of the image
is laying the theoretical foreground for the game to be practiced [ANNEX TABLE 3]
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Barros, Dialogo de preceitos moráes, 2v: “E que nam sejã de mão tam douta como a de Cebetes, sejam como
huma arte memorativa de boõs costumes pera que tu & Antonio teu irmão tenhaes alguma noticia deste nome
virtude A qual arte & jogo, tu Caterina ás de apresentar á iffante dona Maria nossa senhora pera que quando for
desocupada da verdadera filosofia Christiaã perque estuda, que sam os autos & obras da Raynha sua madre, como
por passatempo mande ante si jugar este jógo.” [Even if it is not from such a learned hand as Cebes’s, they will be
an art of memory for good behavior so you and Antonio, your brother, will have some knowledge of this kind of
virtue. This art and game, you Caterina, will present to the infanta Maria our lady so when she is not busy from the
true Christian philosophy because she is studying the actions and deeds of her mother the Queen, as a pastime, she
will order that this game will be played in front of her.]
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Tree of moral principles from João de Barros’s Dialogo de preceitos moraes
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In the context of the Dialogo, Barros establishes a distinction between the understanding
of the moral precepts in theoretical terms and their practice through the game. Each one of the
virtues is later helped remember through a poem, and each one of the thirty-six vices and virtues
are represented on a circle with numeric inscriptions. The thirty-six figures serve the purpose of
being the pieces in a board game of complex nature that helps remembering the virtues. The
details of this game are very complex –so much so that they seem to defy the pedagogical nature
of the game to our eyes. In order to play it, each one of the two players has 24 pieces
corresponding to 24 vices (12 two-sided pieces) and virtues (12 one-sided pieces) trying to reach
the top of the tree where happiness resides. One of the players plays with the white pieces,
representing the active nature of the human soul, and the other plays with black ones,
representing its contemplative nature.180 This duality is also representative of the way the game
helps structuring concepts in the mind of the player rather than establishing a true sense of
competition.
Victory depends only on a chance fact as the players use a wheel-like turning device with
a needle to determine the extent of their movements in the tree and the score according to the
value assigned to each piece. Winning is clearly not the point of this game, but the learning and
the practicing of the rules. The fact that the game is dominated not primarily by strategy, but by
pure chance signs that, according to Barros design, ultimately the learning of virtues is not
imbricated with the rules of the game, but with the familiarity of the players with it. As it
happened in the prior chapter with the grammar game for the infantas, the booklet is just a way
of achieving knowledge through repetition and practice. The private space of leisure at the court
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Barros, Dialogo de preceitos moráes, 20v: “E estas tauoas tem a côr conforme aos jogadores: as brancas
compętem ao contemplatiuo, & as pretas ao autiuo.” [These table have colors according to the players: whites
according to the active and black according to the contemplative.]!
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was the space given to this form of education.
Lullist combinatory had a purpose and responded to a carefully planned design, whereas
for João de Barros combinatory is only a part of the sense of chance that rules the game. What
matters in terms of the former is the combination of a set values that will produce conversion;
what matters for the latter is helping memorize a set of values. However, Ramon Llull plays a
role in the establishment of these values, even if he does so in this case through the influence on
the treatise of the French humanist and Lullist editor Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples, mentioned in the
prior chapter as somebody who had a major impact in Cardinal Cisneros’s version of the
portability of the Art.181 Barros mentions him as a source to his own son in the dialogue, though
more as a reference destined to the reader:
Peró por nã ficardes sen algũ conhecimento de seus preçeitos poerey aqui algũns notádos
de muitos autores qui achey recolegidos per Fabro tratando esta matęria de virtude. E por
sua magestáde vam em latim: por que tenháes gráças & ditos moráes pera dizer ao mudar
das pęças ẽ a pratica do iogo, ao módo dos que iógã as távoas: os primeiros sam da
virtude em gęnero & os outros sęguem sua própria virtude.
[So you will not stay without any knowledge of their precepts, I will include here some
collected from multiple authors that I found assembled in Fabro concerning this matter of
virtue. And because of its majesty, they go in Latin: so that you should have the graces
and the moral sayings to say when the pieces change in the practice of the game, like
those who play jacks. The former is on the genre virtue and the latter follow their own
virtue.]
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Apart from the visual model of the tree and the fourth figure, João de Barros mentions the importance of the
Tabula cebetis as a model for his moral game for the Portuguese princess. The Tabula cebetis was written by the
Helenistic philospher Cebes (430-350 BCE), and it became popular thanks to an edition accompanied by designs by
artist Hans Holbein and to its frequent editions accompanying Epictetus’s Enchyridion.
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Two conclusions can be drawn from this mention: first is the fact that João de Barros was
aware of the existence of Lullism as an intellectual tradition, and second is the fact that João de
Barros’s game is an intervention that consciously, as well as Guevara will do, manipulates the
images of the Art, in this case the tree, in order to create a new educational artifact. If connected
with Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invencion, then the interest in the Art as an instrument to change
education to a small scale does not seem isolated. It seems as if certain intellectuals formed in
humanist contexts tentatively propose forms of reformation of educational practices in an Iberian
context. The fact that Barros does propose this in the context of the court comes from the fact
that the court was where he had been raised and it constituted his major place of political
influence, whereas Guevara’s Lullian reformation plan was more ambitious and introducing it to
the court was a first step in order to gain ultimately more reach.
An ideal of learning based on a strong division between theory and practice was
important for the establishment of early modern portability of the Art of Ramon Llull. Many
authors will perform interventions in the idea of the Art of Ramon Llull destined to different
spaces of circulation and to different modes of writing. Clearly, Guevara and Barros are thinking
about modes of practice of the Art, even though only for the former the process of discussing and
manipulating the Art of Ramon Llull is a concern. This distinction will be of great importance
when talking about the Lullist intellectual circle working at the Royal Monastery of El Escorial
in the next chapter. Belonging to this circle, Guevara borrowed elements from the Art as a means
to build a new ideal of primary education that fused the trivium with Llull’s Art. The Nueva
y sutil invencion would be the first step in this new educational path he is designing in
accordance to the debates at the Escorial.
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There is a natural affinity between Ramon Llull’s idea of conversion and Guevara’s book
for Latin grammar that comes from a shared strategy of social communication, both appeal
primary to very restricted groups. For Ramon Llull, religious discussions about faith should be
performed between well-trained missionaries debating with Islamic religious wise men.182
According to him, such wise men are more aware of the errors of their own faith and more
susceptible to be converted through the use of reason. They are building tools susceptible to be
adapted to a larger public. The goal of conversion of infidels in Ramon Llull is inseparable from
the model of theological and epistemological discourse developed in the Art, as the former is
reachable only through the argumentation of the inherent truths of Christian faith that the later
proves. In both cases, targeting an elite allows creating new advocates that would help promoting
not only the content of what has been taught but also its vehicle. Llull intended to convert people
to Christian faith as much as he intended to turn them to the Art; Guevara probably intended to
teach Latin to the infantas as much as he intended to turn them to the Art as well.
Furthermore, Ramon Llull intended to create a new structure of centers of learning that
would have come with this project of reform in education. These institutional structures were
supposed to be at the same time the main repositories of the legacy of the Art and the kernel of a
new kind of education that went beyond the establishment of those centers. Ramon Llull asked
both James II of Majorca and Frederick III of Sicily183 to fund monasteries so young preachers
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The idea of converting an elite of powerful figures and wise men related to the origins of Christianism and linked
Ramon Llull to Ramon Martí’s evangelical strategy. Fidora, “Ramon Marti”, 377: “The Liber de acquisitione Terrae
sanctae and the Liber de convenientia, quam habent fides et intellectus in obiecto add yet another important biogeographical element: this friar, who also knew Hebrew, often disputed with a learned Jew of Barcelona, possibly
Salomon Ibn Adret, with whom, Llull says, he himself was in direct contact during the same period;14 moreover,
Llull even claims that he had personally met the missionary friar and his companions after their failed mission to
Tunis.” See also Introduction, note 2.!
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King Frederick III of Sicily (1272-1337) was the possessor of an important manuscript of Lullist texts today
shelved at the Bayerische Staasbibliothek in Munich (München SB, Hisp. 52 (596)). About the relationship between
King Frederick III and Llull see Hilgarth, Ramon Llull and Lullism, 129-32.
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could learn both the Arabic language and the Art and then go preach in the North Africa. This
preaching is ultimately linked to the ecumenical ideal according to which all the people in the
world should have only one religion as it is explained in the prologue to the Llibre del gentil i els
tres savis,184 a discussion about faith between wise men:
¡E con gran benauyrança seria aquesta, si per aquests arbres podiem esser en una lig e en
una creença tots los homens qui som; e que la rancor e la mala volentat no fos en los
homens, qui ahiren los vns los altres per desuariacio e per contrarietat de creenses e de
sectes; e que enaxi com es vn Deus tan solament, pare e creador e senyor de tot quant es,
que enaxi tots los pobles qui son se vnissen en esser un poble tan solament, e que aquells
fossen en via de salut, e que tuyt ensemps haguessen vna fe, e vna lig, e donassen gloria e
lahor de nostre senyer Deus! (11)
[Ah! What a great good fortune it would be if, by means of these trees, we could all –
every man on earth– be under one religion and belief, so there would be no more rancor
or ill will among men, who hate each other because of diversity and contrariness of
beliefs and of sects! And just as there is only one God, Father, Creator, and Lord of
everything that exists, so all peoples could unite and become one people, and that people
be on the path to salvation, under one faith and one religion, giving glory and praise to
our Lord God.185]

Beyond the royal palace and the education of the infantas, the Art inspires ideas about education
that are linked with the ideas of expansion of Christianity that Cisneros discussed with the
Parisian Lullists from Cardinal Lemoine, such as Charles de Bovelles in the letters addressed in
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Llull, Selected Works, I, 116.
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the second chapter. Hence, the Art of Ramon Llull inspires new models of education not only in
terms of an adaptation of its visual devices, but also in its universalist ambition. This
universalism implies the necessity of using visual devices in order to circumvent terminological
gaps and aims of the progressive conversion of large masses of population. It turns out that the
connection between the Art of Ramon Llull and the conquest of Oran had continuity in the
possibility of adapting the Art to models of knowledge in the New World.
Diego de Valadés’s (1533-82) Rhetorica Christiana is one of the most ambitious
pedagogical texts associated with the Iberian early modern expansion. Valadés composed the
book in Italy, making most of the research for it in Rome, publishing it in Perugia in 1579.186 In
this book Valadés quotes of length from books he had read in Rome such as the anonymous
Lullist compilation In rhetoricam Isagoge (1532) and several printed artes memoriae.
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to reduce Valadés’s work to the sources quoted more or less
extensively in the book. Rather they help understand Valadés intellectual process of formation
and the range of the kind of information he was including into his text. The Rhetorica Christiana
is a fusion of known sources and theories in order to react to a new educational context for which
Valadés was laying down the most accomplished written version. Moreover, the Rhetorica
Christiana is not just a compilation of sources, but also partly a sum of the educational
experiences that Valadés had gone himself through as a mestizo studying under Pedro de Gante
and the first generation of Franciscan friars that preached in the New World.187 In a way, the idea
behind the Rhetorica is laying out a summa of religious discourse, the organization of a new
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Jeanne, “Mexico-Madrid-Rome”, 311: “La nature universelle de l'Église de Rome lui fait compiler des
documents sur le monde entier, et la secrétairerie d'État au xvie siècle assure ce relais entre le pape et le monde : les
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society, and the pedagogical model at the same time corresponding to these models and shaping
them.
The importance of Valadés’s Rhetorica Christiana in confrontation with Pedro de
Guevara’s Nueva y sutil invención lies in the fact that, while they are both pieces towards
building a model of learning, they come from different places. Not only different places in terms
of where the learning happens, but also different places in terms of their sphere of action. Pedro
de Guevara writes at the court, Diego de Valadés from Perurgia. Pedro de Guevara tries to create
a model to expand in order to alphabetize large amounts of population; Diego de Valadés tries to
summarize several pedagogical models in order to create a definitive model for alphabetization
in the New World. In the Rhetorica Christiana, the book and its use are for the teacher a center
of expansion of a Christian culture in a Pagan territory. Guevara's book develops a model that is
functional in a small and cloistered space. This is the space of the court, where education is
administered only to social elites. The other difference is that the space of the Rhetorica
Christiana is a space that has to enclose the transformation of the world, whereas the Nueva y
sutil invención has enclose to the intellectual key to knowledge for its users and only the
transformation of the world secondarily.
It would be a mistake to see Valadés’s as a Franciscan following Dominican artes
memoriae, or for that matter to him in the position of somebody who elaborates exclusively on
the artes memoriae.188 Obviously, he does so with a deep knowledge of the traditions he is
manipulating in order to answer to a context vastly different from the one in which they were
created. Preachers learned by the tool of the artes memoriae in classrooms and cloisters. Valadés
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In the account of his life, Ramon Llull argues that since the Dominicans have their own arts for learning and
producing discourse, his proximity to the Franciscan order could be strategically more advantageous for the
diffusion and promotion of the Art. For the relationship between Llull and the Franciscan order see Ch. 1, note 23.
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condenses a great amount of knowledge of which such arts are a part, but he does this so
memory has a purpose other than learning in itself. He elaborates on different existing practices
in order to at the same time create a collage of existing modes of information management. In
order to do this, Valadés does not consider a problem including alphabets of memory present in
some of his models, creating hybrid alphabets of memory on the basis of Aztec visual
pictograms.189 He also includes representations of Aristotelian soul in a picture of a human head
and Porphyrian trees. While doing so, he creates something new that represents the possibility of
reuniting intellectual life and artisanal life in the same place, in an organization of space where
the Franciscan mission is at the same time the center of the diffusion of doctrine and of the
practice of the mechanical arts. He is thinking of eliminating the frontier between knowing and
making in order to design a society in which theology generates epistemological discourse and
artisanship without a clear distinction between the two.
By the sixteenth century the Art of Ramon Llull was not a discipline in itself. The lack of
academic status was partially responsible for this situation. Even though the Art had been
unsuccessful in its task of displacing traditional ideas about knowledge, it had been successful in
being considered a technique of organizing information. This dragged people into the ideals of
the Art while forming in the minds of those who stayed outside of its study, that the Art served a
greater purpose that exceeded its own definition. Particularly important for this purpose were the
different agent images that the Art was organized around. Guevara took inspiration from the
wheels of the Art, while Valadés took it from the tree of knowledge. Such connections fit into a
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pattern of use of mental maps for young students so they could have a whole vision of complex
models of text and learning practice built through time in a simplified way. The same way young
scholars memorized the books of the Old Testament through memory palaces and temples, the
tree of disciplines could be used to teach how truth works in discourse.
As surrounded by emerging new religious practices in the New World it is possible to
tentatively describe the way in which Valadés, trying to give an education as universal as
possible to preachers destined to preach in New Spain, had to rearrange a large body of
knowledge that comes from the tools used in preaching, according to the observations of
Franciscans in the New World, and the already traditional humanist canon.190 It is possible to
observe how the engraving included in the Rhetorica christiana that placed theology over all the
liberal arts, transformed the books of such liberal arts in the highest branches of the tree of
knowledge, above which there is only a Franciscan friar with the help of divine inspiration (as
Llull himself had been) and surrounded by angels.191 Not only the structure of the tree here is
important, but also its reservation of the highest place for theology, without even showing
astrology, medicine, or law. The important element is not the distribution of knowledge inside
the tree, but the connection between the tree and divine inspiration made by sacred theology. The
fact that he is not interested in showing the tree of knowledge but rather in showing its
connection with the holy trinity ultimately confirms the instrumental idea that Valadés has about
the scholarly disciplines and their teaching during the early modern period.
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There is an important underlying thesis in the uses Valadés makes of Llull and the
Dominican artes memoriae,192 which is the fact that he is not in the position of observing
traditions. He does not see himself in the position of having to defend the former against the
latter. If the Art of Ramon Llull influences the organization of the categories on which
knowledge is divided, Valadés does not adopt the use of the Art’s corresponding figures that are
not present in his whole book. Certainly, Valadés’s approach to Ramon Llull was very different
from Philip II’s collaborators. He did not want to focus on the Art of Ramon Llull, transforming
it into a prima philosophia of Christianity, but to borrow from it without being bound to it.
Valadés discards the images of the wheel, which Guevara, João de Barros, and others such as
Giordano Bruno used in order to teach the combinations of letters and grammatical cases
respectively. The reason of this division is the fact that the learning of the basic skills of
Christianity and European culture necessarily implies learning the Latin alphabet; simple images
to associate this alphabet with are a more suitable and quicker way to learn how to draw and
decipher the letters. Unlike what happens with the ars memoriae, the letters do not trigger any
ulterior discursive values. Valadés creatively adapts all the rhetorical devices he uses in the
Rhetorica Christiana to solve different sets of problems, such as how to teach the vernacular and
how the vernacular should be integrated in the teaching of Christian doctrine.
Although Valadés is a clear contemporary of Guevara and the rest of the Lullists of the
Escorial, and desspite the fact that he has an interest in the Art of Ramon Llull, he does not use
the Art as a tool for alphabetization. In the Rhetorica Christiana, the Art of Ramon Llull
provides a model for the organization of all the branches in the tree of knowledge. Valadés’s
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effort can be considered close to what we today would call an encyclopedia based both on modes
of preaching and the adaptation of preaching to the indigenous experience. Yet, this is an
encyclopedia not merely put together in terms of acquiring knowledge, but also an encyclopedia
put together to be used as a model for transforming information into a new model of learning for
large amounts of people, and an encyclopedia about how an old body of knowledge can be
adapted into a new experience. Valadés is simultaneously designing at the same time the living
order of a new society, its religious and educative values, and a theory of discourse so the first
two can become a reality. Placing rhetoric in the disciplinary center of his project Valadés makes
a gesture coherent with his humanist approach to culture and with his residence in Italy by the
end of his life, where he researched for and published his magnum opus. The Rhetorica was at
the center of a personal journey that goes from the Franciscan missions of the New Spain to
Italian libraries, but its lasting area of impact was the same as where it came from.
One of Valadés’s greatest and earliest inspirations, Fray Pedro de Gante, was in charge of
teaching crafts to the Indians.193 Through such crafts they should be useful to society, but also,
they would learn to build bridges between their society and ways of expression and the catholic
faith principles they are also learning. So, he is the one who appears on top of the image Valadés
designed for the Rhetorica Christiana schematizing the functioning of the Franciscan mission.
The role of Pedro de Gante is not explained as an actor until later because his is a liminal place
between the community of the mission, its outside, and the political necessities of the Iberian
Expansion as a political endeavor. In the Rhetorica, Valadés problematizes the relation between
knowledge and technique in an analogous way as Ramon Llull. Both Valadés and Llull theorize
techniques as basic elements of social construction and founders of epistemological views. The
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Art of Ramon Llull is a technique that reorganizes disciplines promising the construction of a
new Christian empire in the Mediterranean area, the mechanical arts are integrated in the life of
the Franciscan mission and were entwined with the teaching of Christian doctrine in New Spain.
Revisiting Augustine during the sixteenth century suggests that everything there is to
know is already within the mind, so the method would be a way to unlock such potential
knowledge.194 As theology was the key of every scientific search, it is consequential that
theology not only be at the top of the tree of sciences, but also that theology act as the guide of
introspection and acquisition of study in all the other sciences.195 If all knowledge of the world
leads to God, then he has placed all the knowledge of the world already in the soul:
Præter Physicas disciplinas, altior scientia homini in ignorantiæ tenebras lapso
pernecessaria fuit, ut Deum factorem suum agnosceret quam Theologiam proprio nomine
appellant fideles. Ad hoc enim (ut D. August. ait) proponitur nobis intuenda, ut, Deus qui
nos creavit, & illam inspiravit, quæratur, cognoscatur & diligatur. Quo fit, ut Deum
tamquam subiectum primum, sub aliqua ratione spetiali contempletur. (14)
[Beyond the physical disciplines, it was very necessary to men –fallen in the darkness of
ignorance– a science higher than themselven so they would know God their creator. This
science has its own name and it is called theology. Indeed, this science considers that
God created us and he inspired it so we would search for him, know him, and love him.
Therefore, God is contemplated, under some special reason, as the first subject.]
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Valadés comes up with a distinction that operates at different levels: on the one hand, there are
physical disciplines that help men interpret the signs of God in nature; on the other, there are
sciences to which theology belongs. The difference between theology and every other mode of
production of discourse seems to be its revealed nature by virtue of which is possible to know
God. It is also, differently from the other possibilities of discourse for knowledge, above the
believers. Theology is a science, but a revealed one. As in the model of Llull’s Art, the model of
diffusion of knowledge needs the figure of the preacher to access the knowledge of God.
Theology is the trace that God has left so men can learn about him.

Diego de Valadés, Rhetorica christiana, 14
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Conversion is a matter of place and transforming learning from private spaces seems to
be a part of conversion for Ramon Llull. Insofar as conversion constitutes the main purpose of
the Art. Either one could assume that Ramon Llull invented the Art for conversion in the
beginning and then came up with more instances where the Art should be applied to other
domains of knowledge, or he had a broad idea of what conversion could be. In the former case,
this would mean that Llull’s intellectual agenda shifted during the course of his life and that the
passage of the Vita coetanea about conversion being the be all and end all of the Art was an
afterthought; in the latter, this would mean that what he intended conversion as transforming
faith practices not only in the case of infidels, but for all Christianity. The two premises are
perfectly possible, maybe his idea about his own Art changed and at the same time his idea about
conversion changed as well. Thus, the geographic expansion of Christianity and the missionary
ideal of the Art are impossible without a transformation of faith in terms of the kinds of meaning
it can convey and its capability of being the instrument that helps men to reach knowledge. As I
have mentioned before, a renovated set of terms of education constitutes the foundational stone
of Llull’s ideal, so they would introduce his new model right from the formation of young
Catholics. Of course, the final goal of this education is ideally preaching among infidels, as he
had already stated in the Doctrina pueril:
On, aquets an molts de bones custulmes, e per so con son ten prop a la fe catholica serien
leugers a enduir a la Esgleya romana, si era qui aprezés lur languatge e lur letra, e que
agués tanta de devoció que no duptás a pendra mort per honrar Deu, e que anás prey car
entre eyls la excellent vertut que.l fil divinal a en donar proceció al Sant Sperit. (187)
[They have many good habits and so that they respect catholic faith and would be happy
to join it, you must learn their language and writing, and you must have so much devotion
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that you should not hesitate to accept death to honor God, and so that you will go preach
among them the excellent virtue that the divine son gave us about coming of the Holy
Ghost.]

Ramon Llull’s doctrine dictates to educate one’s own son mirroring the relationship between the
Father and the Son. As God sent his own son Christ to preach among men, the Christian father
must send his own son to preach among infidels and to expand the domains of territory of
Roman Church. Even though Ramon Llull was not expecting everybody to become a preacher,
he expected that his message about the necessity of conversion of infidels would reach a wider
public.
In this chapter I have shown different pedagogic adaptations of the Art of Ramon Llull,
which do not relate to the Art in the same fashion. Pedro de Guevara has studied thoroughly the
Llull’s Art from repositories whose founders were concerned with building a discerning
portability. Part of Guevara’s program is to use the Art in order to teach basic skills in order to
naturalize its pedagogical potential. By adapting the Art to the study of Latin via Castilian,
Guevara was trying to water down the Art, to show that it could be useful for practical
educational purposes, and at the same making the learning of the Art a natural step for young
students in the court. Diego de Valadés uses Ramon Llull for the purpose of laying down the
basis for a learned discourse of a new society. He is less committed to Lullism than Guevara.
Actually, his knowledge came from the study of a Lullist compendium and not of the original
texts primarily.196
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Ultimately, the conceptual and physical space of the Art of Ramon Llull in early modern
Iberia seems to be necessarily linked to the Escorial. The relation between the Escorial and the
Art is complex and it remains yet to define, not only in terms of stylistic traces of the visual
features of the Art on the building itself, but also in terms of the traces of Lullism in the
manifestations of Philip II’s cultural personality. There is a question to which the Escorial is an
answer and that question has gone unasked so far in historiography. Ramon Llull has a role on its
formulation. The autonomous decision of building the Escorial puts under a religious tradition
politics and knowledge. If Cisneros had not succeeded in making San Ildefonso the great center
he wanted it to be, it is precisely because he could not conciliate political power and cultural
transmission in himself. Cisneros was constantly pulled away from San Ildefonso by king
Ferdinand and the political affairs of the state. Consequently, San Ildefonso was always behind
in his day-to-day schedule in spite of his passion for the institution. Having Cisneros as a model
and making use of his power, Philip decided to represent himself as the Solomon of his own
great temple that would be at the same time a political theater for the affairs of the state, the
greatest library in Castile, a think tank, and an offer to God so he can see from heaven how the
king of Spain has offered a monument to his glory. The apparition of the Escorial represents not
a rupture point in the norm or an exceptional decision inasmuch as it is a way of integrating the
legal order inside the religious order, but a religious order that provoked a short circuit in the
spaces of power and thus sought to create a center of the world able to rival Rome itself.
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ANNEX TABLE 3: DISPOSITION OF THE VIRTUES AND VICES IN THE TREE
INCLUDED IN JOÃO DE BARROS’S DIALOGO DE PRECEITOS MORAES
!
Excess
Happiness
Defect
Malice
Cruelty
Audacity
Intemperance
Extravagance
Roughness
Presumptuousness
Ambition
Wrath
Arrogance
Adulation
Coarseness

Prudence
Justice
Strength
Temperance
Generosity
Magnificence
Magnanimity
Modesty
Docility
Truthfulness
Affability
Politeness

Simplicity
Weakness
Timidity
Insensibility
Greed
Pettiness
Pusillanimity
Without honor
Without wrath
Dissimulation
Containment
Rusticity

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER FIVE
Center of the World

Medium te mundi posui, ut circumspiceres inde commodius
quicquid est in mundo.
[I have placed you at the very center of the world, so that from
that vantage point you may with greater ease glance round
about you on all that the world contains.]
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Even hundreds of years after its construction started, the Royal Monastery of the Escorial
still sparks controversy among historians about the intellectual debates behind its design. Taking
in account the paintings in the walls of the library and the numerous occultist books that it still
shelves, some have painted a superstitious king fascinated by magic, astrology, and alchemy.
Aided by Pedro de Guevara, Dimas de Miguel, and Juan de Herrera, conveniently appointed as
architect for the construction, the building would be the most complete expression of the Philip
II’s real intellectual and religious agenda. Such agenda would have been silenced by the
traditional accounts of the prudent king mostly identified with the movement of the
Counterreformation and the spirit of Trent. This battle about the historical legacy of Philip II’s
reign holds the Escorial as one of the main evidence to shed light on the religious, political, and
cultural features of early modern Iberian history. Fray José de Sigüenza, librarian of the
monastery, close collaborator of the King, and author of a History of the Order of Saint Jerome
published in 1605, is considered one of the most fervent advocates for the alignment of the King
with the orthodoxy of the Church.197 Sigüenza does not deny the presence of what he calls
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See Taylor, Arquitectura y magia, 66-7.
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secular and gentile representations; however he argues that they were purposefully placed in the
library and not anywhere else for a reason:
Algunos han querido reprehender que en esta librería hay mucho de eso poético y gentil,
y paréceles que en librería no sólo cristiana, mas aun de convento de religiosos y
jerónimos, no había de haber nada de esto ni oler a cosa profana: todo había de ser figuras
e imágenes de santos, historias del Viejo y Nuevo Testamento, sin mezclar sacra
prophanis. Razón es de gente ignorante o hipócrita. A cada cosa se ha de guardar su
decoro; eso es para el claustro, sacristía, capítulos, coro y otras piezas propias del estado
y de la observancia. Las librerías son apotecas y tiendas comunes para toda suerte de
hombres y de ingenios; los libros lo son, y así lo han de ser las figuras. Y si están aquí y
en todas las bibliotecas del mundo los libros de tan insignes ingenios, que muestran la
hermosura o el rostro de lo que tenían dentro, y se les leen las almas, ¿por qué quieren no
estén los retratos del rostro? Esta librería es real, y han de hallar todos los gustos como en
mesa real lo que les asienta, y aun si bien se advierte aun para los muy religiosos hay en
esto que llaman profano y gentílico, buenos sujetos y ocasiones para loores divinos, y
motivos de santa meditación, y los santos muy enseñados del cielo estimaron en mucho
esto de que algunos hacen tantos ascos y dieron reglas para que se sacase mucho fruto de
ellos. (87)

If a library is royal, it has to be faithful to the nature of the king not as an individual, but as an
institution. Thus, a royal library shall be multiple and all-encompassing. Even though the
argument about the separation between religious and cultural spaces reads like a weak defense,
the idea of the king reflecting a multiplicity of sensibilities is a much more solid one. Historians
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debating about the personality of Philip II through his institutions are trying to build a portrait
where such a portrait is not needed. In this chapter, I argue that the institutional spaces that Philip
II granted to Llull’s portability are related to a question that goes beyond the specific
manifestations of these institutions: both a monastery and an academy to the learning of sciences.
They collect, circulate, and teach portability in order to place it at the center of a new idea of
conversion related not only to religion, but also to politics and epistemology. The Escorial and
the Academia Real Mathematica are the places where Llull’s Art as a universal key for the
unlocking of everything there is to know is put in practice.

5.1 Divine Cube
Readers of the Art of Ramon Llull experienced a great fascination for the fourth figure
and for its geometrically symbolic nature. I will focus on the most geometrically oriented of the
works about the Doctor Illuminatus produced in the Escorial, Juan de Herrera’s manuscript
entitled Declaración de las figuras que es neçesario penetrar y entender para introduçión del
cubo.198 As I have argued before this point, the fourth figure of the Art captivated the imagination
of most of its readers, both avid and casual. However, if up to here I have focused more on the
operative nature of said figure, here I will talk more about its symbolic nature, this is, about the
type of readings spawned by its sheer form. The fourth figure is the one that allows the
combinatory practice of the Art and therefore the one that displays its mechanic nature in a more
eloquent way. It makes sense that when the figures of the Art are repurposed as new tools
applied to different bodies of knowledge. Combination here is at the center of this intellectual
process, as it happened with the construction of methods such as Pedro de Guevara’s Nueva y
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Preserved in two different copies in the library of El Escorial: d.III.25 (along with other geometrical treatises) and
g.IV.39 (along with a method for learning Italian composed by Benito Arias Montano).
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sutil invención. Obviously, the discussion about the Art at the Escorial cannot be sliced in this
neat dichotomy between operative nature and geometrical nature. Yet, as a polar opposite to the
pedagogical side of the debate that I have explored in the previous chapter, Juan de Herrera
explored the possibilities of the Art in combination with the Euclidean geometrical model in
order to develop a form in which any element of nature can be contained. The architect is
looking for a universal form so the body of Philip II can be placed at the center of it and develops
a discipline of technical nature based upon it. Most of all, Herrera’s intervention on the Art is an
attempt to propose the basis for a new speculative geometry based on it.
Speculative geometry had been developed in the Middle Ages as the furthest theoretical
edge of the discipline that studies the size and shape of figures. Speculative geometry allowed
that theology and ethics could be proven as based through spatial arguments instead of being
proven through doctrine. Ramon Llull wrote his New Geometry199 when he had the opportunity
to read Euclid’s Elements of Geometry in the version prepared by Adelard of Bath and revised by
Campanus of Novara (1254),200 popular in academic circles at the time. He thought that his Art
would produce a better understanding of geometry than Euclid, hence the adjective of new in the
title. Its speculative nature comes from the fact that for Ramon Llull the figures correspond to
values already established in the Art: the sides of the triangle was a diagram for the Augustinian
theory of the three potencies (understanding, memory, and will) and the sides of the square were
the four elements of nature (earth, fire, wind, and water). The master figure [figura principalis]
of his geometry is the one in which three superposed squares of increasing measure and a circle
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Copied in Paris in 1299, originally in Latin.!
Badia, “Ramón Llull y la cuadratura del círculo”, 303.
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inside them –one in which a circle is inscribed, one that inscribes the same circle, and a third one
in-between– are theorized as solving the problem of squaring the circle.201

Master figure from the Nova et compendiosa geometria

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Llull, Geometria nova, : “This part includes a figure called the master figure, and we call it the master figure
because we will use it to investigate the truths of the other figures. It is composed of three squares and one circle, as
shown.”!
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Ramon Llull followed in his geometrical treatise his common modus operandi of
translate the principles of his own Art to an already established body of knowledge. The problem
of squaring the circle was for Llull not the solution of an impossible puzzle that would open the
door to secret knowledge. However, the nature of this endeavor was somewhat paradoxical, as
the Art is composed itself of geometrical figures. Consequently, the New Geometry would serve
as further proof that the figures of the Art possessed an aesthetic quality that translated perfectly
from its values to its operative figures.
Speculative geometry here means thinking an intellectual object at the center of the
conditions of possibility of the construction of the Escorial.202 The speculation is a result of the
manuscript terms of the conversation in which Herrera chooses to express himself. The
manuscript form of this text proves that its readers probably form a rather close circle. Herrera
and his closest collaborators were going to discuss about the nature of Llull’s Art. Partially, the
speculation comes from the boldness of putting an intellectual object –a mechanical heuristic
device such as the Art– as the center of this construction of a new form of centrality. If Philip II
embodied a new form of power and the Escorial was its name, then Juan de Herrera is trying to
come up with the form for this power. His exercise in speculative geometry was based on the
idea that if Ramon Llull had come up with a mental practice based on the equivalence between a
number of figures and his own system of values, he was going to find an equivalence between a
new figure –the cube– and this new form of power. This form of power goes unnamed on the
treatise, but it is the Escorial. I contend that the Escorial is not a symbol of power. It is not there
as if it was power, it is the physical materialization of the geometrical expression of Philip II's
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Albertson, Mathematical Theology, 88: “Likewise the medieval discipline of geometry had two faces.
Speculative geometry included fragments from Euclid’s Elements (before its full Latin translation in the twelfth
century and first full commentaries in the thirteenth), an assortment of sub-Euclidean traditions from late antique
Roman sources, and early medieval pseudo-Boethian treatises of variable quality.”
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power. Herrera's trick is to place the cube as an intermediary between the set of values of the Art
and the Escorial.
Llull’s geometry is a purely abstract discipline.203 Instead, Herrera writes his treatise in
order to inscribe again the geometry of the Art in space, to make it applicable to actual problems
he was dealing with as the architect of the Escorial. That is certainly the reason why the treatise
is preserved in 40 folia of parchment manuscript with other writings about mathematics and
geometry. In a sense, Herrera’s escurialense intervention on the Art is not different from Nicolau
de Pacs’s collaboration with Cisneros. Both printed books and manuscripts put the Art in
conversation with other disciplines, make it reflect on current political projects, and defend its
legitimacy: “[…] entiendo haber hecho particulares servicios en haber desengañado de muchas
máquinas, que algunas personas no fundadas en ellas han traido á estos reinos y á S.M.,
ofresciendo con ellas cosas imposibles y no concedidas de la natura.” (167) By denying the
legitimacy of alchemy and the use of impossible ingenios, Herrera states the legitimacy of the
Art. Juan de Herrera may have known, as he was the one who had studied the Art for a longer
period in the circle of Philip II, that the alchemical works of Ramon Llull were apocryphal.204
Furthermore, he felt like a part of his scientific expertise had to be devoted to promote good
technological options instead of bad and unproductive ones. Inside this role, there is an
underlying question of what it means to study nature, what are its boundaries, and why the Art
captures its ruling principle. The battle that he seems to have conducted most of his life is one for
education and technical knowledge. That seems to point to two different things: he does not
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Bonner, Art and Logic, 277: “What I mean is that Llull presents no theoretical justification, as he does when he is
recycling, for instance, Aristotle’s Topics or Posterior Analytics. Nor should we be misled by Llull’s ventures into
geometry, which are much more Pythagorean in the sense of being symbolic and numerological.”
204
Nonetheless, Philip II tried to elaborate quintessence following the rules the instructions of the Pseudolullist
Testamentum alchemicum. See Rey Bueno, “Los Destiladores Reales de los Austrias Españoles”, 115.
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come from an understanding of the Art as an instrument of conversion anymore, but from a
mainly technical understanding of the Art. In other words, Juan de Herrera represents the
historical and epistemological point where the fracture between the Cisnerian complutenses and
the Philippine escurialenses occurs.
By writing of the Discurso de la figura cubica, Juan de Herrera attempts to solve the
logical puzzle of finding a geometrical development for the Art of Ramon Llull. In order to
perform this adaptation Herrera needs to know both the Art and Euclidean geometry.
Furthermore, he needs to be able to understand their logic and to find out which pieces forming
the mechanic of Llull’s logic machine can become a way of explaining geometry. Herrera
chooses the tridimensional figure of the cube because of its perfection and because it describes a
perfectly self-contained portion of space defined by a square angle formed by three equally
measuring lines. The three defining lines of the cube coincide with the three possible vectors that
decline every subject present in reality according to Ramon Llull; these three vectors have a
grammatical nature since the Art is meant to create discourse parsing all of its subjects. Herrera
reduces the correlatives to a number of three: –tivum [noun], –bile [adjective], and –are [verb].
The cube articulates a way of understanding reality geometrically the same way the Art
articulates it discoursively:
[…] i entonçes ay en el cubo relaçion ternal que es el tivum. bile y Are de Raymundo los
cuales son de la essiençia. y natura del mismo cubo, en el qual ay plenitud y
cumplimiento total de diferençias plenitudinales, sin falta ni sobra y totalidad de
mixtiones i de perfiçiones. (87-8)
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In other words, if according to Llull there are nine subjects, according to Herrera the cube
contains them all as it develops in three axes that coincide with the three possible states of
being.205 Therefore, by showing that the Art of Ramon Llull and the Euclidean cube are
compatible, Herrera states that they share a common principle. A principle that both reveal but
that at the same is exterior to both.
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Llull, Liber correlativorum innatorum, 143: “Dicimus autem Patrem unam personam, filium autem aliam, et
Spiritum sanctum aliam, quia differunt sicut tria correlativa rationum praedicatarum. Et istae tres personae sunt una
bonitas, una magnitudo, etc. una natura et substantia et essentia indivisa, eo quia –tiva praedicatarum rationum
constituunt personam Patris et earum –bilia personam Filii; et ipsa –are, scilicet bonificare, magnificare, etc.
constituunt personam Spiritus sancti.” [We also say that the Father is one person, the son other, and the Holy Ghost
the other, since they are differentiated as the three correlatives of the reasons they predicate. And these three persons
are one goodness, one nature, one substance, and one indivisible essence. Henceforth, the –tiva that are predicated
from these reasons constitute the person of the Father, and the three –bilia the person of the Son; and the –are like
bonificare, magnificare, etc., constitute the person of the Holy Ghost.]
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Figure of the cube represented in a manuscript version of Herrera’s Discurso

Creating a way to parse said principle is the nature of the Art as Herrera contemplates it,
whereas the cube constitutes its purest form. God is the principle behind the Art and the cube.
The dignities and the lines defining the cube are important as they made both the logic system
and the universal form resemble the defining principles of the divinity, as Nicholas of Cusa once
put it. Both the Art and the cube are dynamic inasmuch as they can encompass any aspect of
reality and both imitate the way in which each manifestation of reality is a manifestation of the
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creator. Herrera was probably drawn to the study of Ramon Llull as his Art presented a dynamic
quality that no other medieval ontological model. This dynamic quality goes beyond the paper
machine of the quarta figura and its problem when translating it to the physical form of the
book. The three correlatives and their combination with the subjects constituted this dynamic
ontology as it conceived the world like a scene made of moveable pieces that could change their
value in function of three predetermined qualities.206 It is difficult to determine what was the
Ramon Llull that Juan de Herrera had read although it is not identified through one treatise. It is
certainly an Art that has been simplified and extrapolated to a different context. Herrera’s
appropriation of the Art is a strategic reading of what Lola Badia and Anthony Bonner have
called its ternary phase,207 but also one that is clearly filtered through the idea of the scala
intellectus included in the Alonso de Proaza version printed in València in 1512 that I mentioned
in the first chapter.
According to Herrera, the Art and the cube represent conceptual forms of articulate
wholeness. Both represent the development of a series of principles that ultimately build a
theoretically unchallengeable system. Since its inception, the Escorial is designed so it will
become the place that can gather all the books, all the maps, and all the objects coming from
innovation, expeditions, and embassies.208 The relation between the central, self-contained nature
of the Escorial and imperial power might seem too obvious to even lose time articulating to
whomever would be interested in revisiting the building today. However, Juan de Herrera’s idea
of combining geometry and the Art constitutes one of the ways this relation is articulated. The
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For a schematic representation of the correlatives see Gayà, La teoría luliana de los correlativos, 194.
This phase of Llull’s thought characterized by the structuring presence of three fundamental principles and axes
upon which discourse is built; see Badia and Bonner, Ramon Llull, 88-98.
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Kamen, The Escorial, 116: “Spain lacked the interest, the publishing expertise and the likely readership. The
Escorial stood out as a solitary, isolated repository of the wisdom of the universe that a testy but conscientious king
had spent years in accumulating and storing.”!
207
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fact that Herrera’s effort is not seen as a part of the discussion of how the Escorial is an
extension of imperial power is a product of two mistakes. One is that when people talk about the
Escorial, they mean the Escorial as a finished building and not as an intellectual operation. The
other is that when people talk about power, they mean a subject exercising power and not a
group of relations that define the ever-changing subjects they bound. The mechanization of the
heuristic process in the Art provide that the subjects and the way the relate can change at any
point in discourse. Putting Ramon Llull back in the picture of the conversation that lead to the
form of the Escorial is a way to consider the Escorial as a result of a process.
Fittingly since its inception, the Art of Ramon Llull had proved to adapt better to
informal environments of learning than to academic ones. Even though the Escorial is an
institution created partially to pursue academic endeavors, its structure is very different from that
of a university, inasmuch as it was not built based on a stable curriculum, but on a conversation
that had Philip II as a center. Two are arguably the reasons why Philip II decided to build the
Escorial as a place of intellectual conversation instead of a university, like Cisneros had done
with the Colegio de San Ildefonso. The first is that the Escorial allowed Philip II to not be bound
to a place where the business of the state happen, separately from the intellectual discussions he
wanted to promote. If the Escorial was an extension of Philip II, then it had to encompass all the
facets of his personality without contradiction; at the same time, all the discussions happening
inside the Escorial –including the ones about the Art of Ramon Llull– constitute its personality.
The second is that university is an institution where the major intellectual agency is outside the
king’s influence. In terms of intellectual discussion, building the Escorial might have been the
most enduringly forward-thinking move Philip II ever made. Instead of fighting against the
universities controlled by the religious establishment, he creates a different place allowing a
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different conversation to happen. The Univeristy of Paris banned teaching the Art for more than
a century and the constitutions of the University of Sevilla banned teaching the Art from its
inception, as I have already explained in the introduction, The Escorial was a place for teaching
the Art, a place where the Art was discussed. Nevertheless, it was not an academic institution.
The discussion about the Art started from the inception of the Escorial. Before the
building was finished under the direction of Juan de Herrera, lessons were had in the site
conducted by the future teachers of the Colegio de San Lorenzo el Real, set up in the monastery
for the edification and education of the friars.209 According to a chronicle written in 1575, one of
the guest speakers for these lessons destined to the king and his secretaries was Isidro Caja, who
later reappears in Juan Herrera’s penultimate will (dictated four years later). Caja did not offered
the lesson at the Escorial since he was absent from the court at that time. However, Herrera
bequested part of his money to a memoria in his native place of Valdáliga (Cantabria), where
Caja would teach the doctrine of Ramon Llull.210 It is not possible to know whether or not this
Doctor Isidro Caja corresponds to Isidro Caja de la Jara, who was chair of theology of the
Colegio de San Lorenzo el Real between 1583-93, after which the king named him bishop of
Mondoñedo. In any case, the documentation concerned to him proves that there is an interest in
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Salvá and Sainz de Baranda, Documentos inéditos, 150-1: “Comenzáronse las liciones en primero dia del mes
de octubre del dicho año de 1575, y se halló S. M. del Rey nuestro Señor con sus caballeros en las dichas
primeras liciones con el secretario Gracian y otras personas eclesiásticas. Leyó a las ocho horas de la mañana el
doctor Sebastian Perez catedrático de prima de teologia, y a las nueves horas leyó el doctor Astorga catedrático de
artes, y entramos á dos dieron mucho contentamiento en sus liciones. Y no leyó el doctor Caxa á la
tarde porque no había venido de su tierra. Tambien se halló S. M. á la licion de gramática que leyó el Licenciado
Sanchez, por honralos á todos.” (150-1)!
210
Herrera, “Segundo testamento” quoted by Wilkinson-Zerner, Juan de Herrera, 186: “y es mi voluntad que la
dicha memoria se haga en mi tierra, en valle de Valdalliga, a donde mejor pareçiere estar, la qual dicha memoria sea
de cosa que los del dicho valle se puedan aprovechar en doctrina y saber que con ello conozcan y entiendan de ser
cristianos y como se a servir y loar nuestro Señor que por falta de enseñador de esto biven en toda esta muy brutal y
ignorantemente, de que es de tener mucha lastima y compasión, y pido y encargo al señor doctor Isidro Caxa que si
tal que de ella se pueda sacar algún fruto que sea en servicio de nuestro Señor que dé orden como de la dicha mi
hazienda se constituya y ordene alguna lectura del a la dicha doctrina, porque e sido afiçionadissimo al dicho autor
Raymundo por la piedad y bueno çelo que en él e conosçido, de que todos sean grandes siervos de el Señor [….].”
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the Art of Ramon Llull and that this interest was a part of the discussions shaping the Escorial
even before the whole building was finished. Such an argument allows to prove that the Escorial
was something entirely different from San Ildefonso. It was less a university and more an
intellectual circle placed at the elite of the kingdom that served according to the interests of the
king. The king would in return use his power promote Lullists around the Escorial such as Dimas
de Miguel, Juan de Herrera, and perhaps even Isidro Caja to important positions in Castile.
Herrera had studied liberal arts and humanities in Valladolid, but whose interests largely
exceeded his academic training. Along with magic, mathematics, and astronomy, the Art counts
among these interests. Many of them did not have a place in orthodoxy, let alone in academia.
This institutional alienation had lead the Art to be, on the one hand, an obscure and isolated
intellectual object and, on the other, the object of numerous mostly autodidactic approaches.
Ramon Llull based its logic on a constant set of principles that the student must use in order to
apply to any possible form of knowledge, so it seems to an extent consequential to think that the
practice of the Art is a self-taught one. It is the student responsibility to apply it to his mental
operations. Most of the great early modern Lullists from Heinrich Agrippa von Nettesheim to
Juan de Herrera himself were self-taught to an extent. Herrera was put in charge of the works of
the Escorial for last decade of its construction without being really an architect since that
professional category would not exist until centuries later. So the Art developed a strange
position in the Escorial: it was one of the intellectual components that fueled the intellectual
work of Herrera when he was planning the building, while at the same time the idea of the
construction became a receptacle for the discussion of the Art or at least for the discussion of
non-sanctioned practices of knowledge like the Art. In this sense, King Philip II and Juan de
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Herrera are trying to achieve what Cardinal Cisneros had started: centralizing the private
circulations and practices existent in Castile.
On these forms of private circulation and practice of the Art, a cosmological
interpretation is happening. Such interpretation extricates its figures and extrapolates to a new
understanding of the world. This understanding comes from the expansion of the horizons of the
world. However, the transition towards this newly acquired consciousness of a vast universe is
not without consequence, as it entails a dramatic loss of epistemological perspective. If humans
are expelled to the edge of their own universe from the center, then trying to read the space and
inscribe it inside the logic of the Art of Ramon Llull makes sense as an attempt to find
orientation in space. Orientation is a product of the perception of asymmetry, yet the Art is a
machine of transforming any possible asymmetry in the world into a product of its own
functioning logic. Evidence of this cosmological interpretation infiltrating the portability appears
in a printed apocryphal treatise entitled De auditu kabbalistico (1516) about the combination of
Lullism and Christian Kabbalah written by Piero Mainardi, who taught surgery at the University
of Padova.211 The treatise includes a detailed explanation of the Art according to its simplified
version of the Ars brevis, combining it with magic symbols and proving its character of universal
key to knowledge. It serves as evidence of the porosity of the portability including approaches to
the Art that are eccentric in relation to its tradition and, at the same time, of the indistinguishable
way it includes original and apocryphal works.
Among the images that repurpose the figure of the Art in De auditu kabbalistico, the first
represents the three main geometrical components used in Llull’s: circle, square, and triangle.
The circle is divided in three equal sections in which it is written: “Figura totum./
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See Batllori, Ramon Llull i el lul·lisme, 374-5; Carreras y Artau, “Inautenticidad luliana”; Zambelli, “Il «De
auditu kabbalistico».”
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Reprehesentans/creatum.” [This figure represents all the creation.] Between the circle above and
the square and the triangle below there is a line of text: “Totum creatum est corpus sphaericum
extra quod nihil est.” [All the creation is a spherical body outside of which there is nothing.] The
geometrical interpretation of the Art of Ramon Llull did not start with Juan de Herrera, but was
developed in Lullist apocryphal writings already at least as soon as the beginning of the
sixteenth-century. Such interpretation contains a curious paradox. Geometrical figures are the
stuff the Art is made off, yet extricating the figures out of the terms of the combinatory was not
what Ramon Llull intended to become its intellectual practice.212 Nonetheless, this literal
application of the combinatory mechanisms of the Art to the world seems only a logical
consequence of one of the most common criticism the works of Ramon Llull faced throughout
the centuries: its impenetrable nature.213 Superposing the two-dimensional figures of the Art of
Ramon Llull upon the world meant also making them three-dimensional, so the defining
combinatory circle of the fourth figure becomes spherical as a way of adapting to the
consciousness of a vast universe.
Mainardi’s speculative move, this is, transforming the circle of the fourth figure into a
tridimensional sphere, is only a consequence of the all-encompassing nature of the Art. Herrera’s
speculative geometry based on the Art is more complex since it tries to solve in a tridimensional
way an enigma that is only tangentially related to Ramon Llull, the squaring of the circle. The
value of the symbol of squaring the circle in alchemy was related to the philosopher’s stone and
the finding of a substance capable of transforming any metal in gold, but this was very far from
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Compagno, “La scienza geometrica nell’ars lulliana”, 24: “Con lo studio dell’Ars generalis, dell’Arbor scientiae,
dell’Ars naturalis intelligendi, del Tractatus novus de Astronomia, della Geometria nova e del Liber de
triangulatura et quadratura circuli il discepolo può inoltre comprendere la differenza tra aritmetica particolare ed
universale e tra geometria particolare ed universale.”
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Kircher, quoted by MOL, I, 187: “Quartus Deffectus: objicitur imbecilitas memoriae ad tam multa sinè
confusione retinenda.” [Fourth defect: provides weakness to the memory to retain many things without confusion.]!
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what Ramon Llull had been interested in as he completely opposed the practice of alchemy. The
Doctor Illuminatus was interested in proving the inherent superiority of the Art over Euclid’s
geometry, while at the same time displaying the Art in a spatial way. For Herrera, the operation
of finding a universal form for the Art of Ramon Llull in tridimensional space is different as he
wants to prove, like Guevara, that it can be applied to a body of knowledge different from itself.
Furthermore, he wants to find a form that will serve as basis for containing all the things that can
fit inside the idea of nature and that can reflect visually. Like the Art in the writings of Llull, the
cube according to Herrera is not a thing in the world, but an operation through which things
come into being in the world. The cube constitutes a dynamic ontological model, this is, a system
generating different types of beings: “por la operaçion cubica la natura construie los entes en el
ser que ha cada uno le conbiene y como por la mesma operaçion cubica los conserba en su ser
natural […].” (70) At the same time self-contained and all-encompassing, the cube is the ur-form
that contains and generates all the beings in nature.
If the Escorial is at the same time a monastery, a library, and a palace, the reason is that
all those things are integrated in the king’s personality. The place of the cult and the place of the
politics and the place of science are one of the same, the Escorial makes sense only if the king is
in it, so the Escorial is the place is an extension of the king. It points to the paradise and contains
the globe metaphorically. So, the Escorial is not only Ramon Llull. The Art of Ramon Llull is
responsible for the form of the Escorial, but the Escorial is included in a discourse about the
theological sense of history and points to its wholeness, to its ending. The Escorial establishes a
paradox of embodying as a form the place where the body of the king can rest and at the same
time be inside the theater of power, religion, and knowledge. Behind the Escorial is the idea that
the Spanish Empire is a transhistorical subject subject that God chooses and to honor said choice.
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The Escorial is at the same time an arrow pointing to the mystical destiny of Spain and its
receptacle: a window that is open to the edge of the world where salvation resides and to the
center where the specifics of the expansion of the Empire is planned. Its position as incarnation
of the particularities of history and its transcendence is the foundational paradox of the
building.
In his designs of the floor of the building, quadrangular figures are a projection of the
formula with which Juan de Herrera had come up, the problem of the squaring of the circle
becomes architectural and, thus, now it is about fitting the sphere of the world inside the form of
the Escorial.214 What does it mean that the Escorial represent a succession of cubes that are
intended to represent power over the sphere? Its form is the conceptual basis for the Escorial and
its message about power, faith, and knowledge. By solving this problem, Herrera’s statement is
that the Spanish empire has being able to fit the globe into the cube of its own structural agency.
Solving the problem means to reproduce the intelligence of the creator precisely because the
ladder of knowledge allowed to access such intelligence. The form of the cube is a result of
having developed a formula that harmonizes the Art of Ramon Llull with Euclidean geometry.
The design of the Escorial is a peek inside the divine form and the reason why the fábrica aimed
to be the symbolic center of the Iberian Empire. The Escorial constituted the answer to the
question what is the form that power should have for a global empire. Furthermore, a display of
power was to answer the question that nobody had before. The cube subsumes and absorbs the
cross in these designs becoming the beginning and the end of every form and every structure.
The Escorial is the alpha and the omega of the empire.
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5.2 New School
While considering the works of Ramon Llull, epistemology and pedagogy are inseparable
because they are both determined by the technicity that is consubstantial to the Art. This
technical nature resides in the logic machines included in the books and the unique
mechanization of the heuristic process the Art entails. Both the philosophical system that is a
consequence of the Art and the institutional planning (schools, missionaries, college
professorships) Ramon Llull advocated for all his life are inseparable and related to the mechanic
roots of the Art. The division between theory and practice does not apply here because both are
determined by a God-inspired mechanism that produces language and, therefore, all
argumentative discourse is a consequence of the way this mechanism works. In the world of
Lullism, there is no difference at all between interpreting the world and transforming it because
the same tool is used for both operations. If the educational project of Llull is a direct
consequence of his revealed logical mechanism, this is also partially dictated by the personal
commitment he felt towards the origin of the Art. Llull modeled his pious life as a missionary
and this was his main activity. Writing and advocating for the Art functioned as way to engage
more future missionaries that would study the Art, Arabic, and follow his path in order to convert
Muslim wise men.215 In this sense, the fact that a community of humanists traded on reading and
discussing the Art was exactly the opposite of his plan, which was not to alter the intellectual
structure of his method, but to put it to work because to perform such a method in the would be
the only reason of its existence.
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On the ideas that Llull drew from Arabic logic to defeat the same scholars that have been trained in it, see Garcías
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In the same way, Ramon Llull conceived his Art as a means to an end, Juan de Herrera
and his collaborators considered its epistemological attached to the pedagogical ones. The Art
always had a purpose outside its own interpretive power, and, as said when talking about
Guevara’s method of Latin for the infantas, its pedagogical outcome ultimately can only be
directed to promote its goals of universal preaching and expansion as the basis for all academic
language. In other words, the Escorial was a place of political and scientific experimentation,
where Ramon Llull was not only discussed among a close circle but pushed to the position of
creating new institutions.
This is the case of the Academia Real Mathematica, created in 1582 by Juan de Herrera,
author of the Discurso de la figura cubica that proposed a universal geometrical figure based on
Euclides and Ramon Llull, about which I will speak with more detail on the third part of this
chapter, and sponsored by king Philip II. The program of study for this institution of knowledge
was also written by Juan de Herrera and printed at the press owned by Guillermo Douy two years
after the creation of the academy, in 1584.216 It points to a whole program of study of a certain
number of disciplines (mathematics, geometry, mechanics, astrology, gnomonical projections,
cosmography, perspective, music, architecture, painting, fortification, canalization of water, and
artillery) and their corresponding reading foundational texts.217 The same year of 1584 Pedro de
Guevara authors the first printed Castilian translation of the Art of Ramon Llull, dedicated to
king Philip II, and entitled Arte general y breve, en dos instrumentos, para todas las sciencias,
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Bibliographer José Simón Díaz discovered in the Bibliothèque Mazarine in Paris the only existing copy of this
small volume.
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Portuondo, Secret Science, 84: “In keeping with these principles, Herrera envisioned a curriculum that taught the
fundamental elements of mathematics, arithmetic, and geometry as the basis for preparing students for a number of
professions: arithmeticians, geometricians and surveyors, mechanics, astrologers, experts in gnomics,
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recopilada del arte magna y Arbor scientiae del doctor Raimundo Lulio. In this part of the
chapter, I argue that the same intellectuals who debated the works of Ramon Llull in the Escorial
are building a new educational institution where the Art would organize and be the basis of
learning of the new sciences.
A time framework for the Real Academia Mathematica is a slippery thing to delimitate,
because there are several starts and stops for the institution as it still exists today under the name
of Real Academia de Ciencias Exactas, Físicas y Naturales. Naturally, neither the project today
nor its curriculum look anything like they did when Juan de Herrera planned them.218 Tracing a
continuity between the circulation and portability of the Art of Ramon Llull in the Escorial and
the present is not my goal, but to point to the Art of Ramon Llull as an interruption in the history
of teaching of practices that reveal, in spite of its lack of actuality as an intellectual discipline,
the conjoined theological, political, and epistemological nature of the Escorial. Instead having to
have to split himself between pressing political matters and those of the spirit, it made sense to
intensify the dialogue on a model that integrated everything that he and his collaborators were
pouring into the Escorial. Philip II’s interest and investment in Lullism must not be seen as a
hobby or as a curious historical oddity. From the perspective of the portability of the Art of
Ramon Llull, this is the moment in which arguably the most powerful Western political figure is
invested in its reading and advocacy. More importantly, from the perspective of early modern
Iberian culture, an expanding political enterprise proposes an intellectual model allowing to keep
God in the center of the map of disciplines. The Academia Real Mathematica was one of the
clear public steps to make the discussions inside the Escorial that I have explored in the previous
parts of this chapter an educational reality.
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Chairs of mathematics existed in Seville, Alcalá, and Zaragoza among other places by
1584, when Juan de Herrera’s Institución de la Academia Real Mathematica was printed.
However, the aposentador real, one of the closest collaborators of king Philip II, had seen how
he himself had to build out of his background as a humanist a library filled with mathematical
and other scientific books. As far as the scientific disciplines were concerned, specialists were
mostly educated abroad, like the Aragonese mathematician Pedro Ciruelo who studied in Paris,
or had to be imported, like João Batista Lavanha, who taught at the Escola do Paço de Ribeira in
Lisbon and was a disciple of the mathematician Pedro Nunes.219 The idea behind the Academia
Real Mathematica was to serve the interest of the Iberian Empire by educating young noblemen
in a program of disciplines that would be of its service. All the disciplines that should be taught
at the newly created school had mathematics as a common language, as a common way of
expression. It would be tempting using the adjective “scientific” to describe the type of
knowledge that the Academia Real Mathematica is trying to produce. The problematic nature of
the adjective scientific applied to this context is not constrained to its anachronistic quality, but
more importantly the expression omnia scientia accompanies representations of the Art in
several of the manuscripts at the Escorial.220 Hence, I will state that the Art of Ramon Llull
shapes a different idea of what it is scientific and this idea lies at the core of the Academia Real
Mathematica.
Any mention of the Escola do Paço de Ribeira should lead to the problem of Lullism in
Portugal, that I have pointed at while discussing João de Barros’s Dialogo de preceitos moraes.
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Paradoxically and due to the lack of availability of scientific studies in Coimbra by the beginning of sixteenthcentury, Pedro Nunes had studied primarily in Salamanca and Alcalá prior to returning to Lisbon after failing to find
a teaching position after earning his degree of bachiller. See Leitão, “Para uma biografia de Pero Nunes”, 61-8.
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See particularly the copy of the Ars demonstrativa (written in Montpellier in 1283) preserved in the first pages of
the volume &.IV.6 in the library of El Escorial.!
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Between the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries there were copies of
the works of Ramon Llull in the Castilian and Portuguese courts and, moreover, the reading of
these works was a part of an education predominantly acquired at the court, like it was for João
de Barros. Not being abundant per se, as for the rest they never are, the testimonies of the
circulation of the works of Ramon Llull insinuate contexts of reading, both inside the book and
outside, that did not isolate the Art from other references. If João de Barros had read any copies
of the Art available at court, maybe João Baptista Lavanha had done the same.
Hence, here is necessary to ask the question of whether or not João Baptista Lavanha was
already versed in the Art of Ramon Llull before he travelled to Madrid. Thinking that he must
have been implies that the Art of Ramon Llull was a reference among mathematicians and
cartographers in Portugal and that not only the moral and spiritual facets of Lullism were
available to Portuguese readers. In this sense, places like the Monastery of Alcobaça or the
Monastery of San Bento da Saúde (Lisboa) preserved in their libraries works focusing on the
technical aspects of the Art.221 Some of the interest in these non-academic readers of the Art was
due to the fame of Ramon Llull himself and, thus, to their own interest in collecting his books.
However, some of those Portuguese readers seemed to perceive echoes of sixteenth-century
Lullism developed in Paris and Castile, as some of the works acquired come from the Parisian or
Complutensian editors. It is consistent with the natural incompatibility between the Art and most
established academic environments that the Portuguese Court and powerful monasteries would
foster a sense of curiosity about the Art, while no copies are preserved at Coimbra. When
accounts of the Real Academia Mathematica remember João Baptista Lavanha, they point his
teaching of the Art of Ramon Llull as one of his main interests. The fact that we cannot know to
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which extent the Art was a part of his intellectual background in Portugal is coherent if we
consider the fact that he never wrote a single line about the Art that has survived to us. Such is
the mysterious nature of the Art of Ramon Llull. It appears in the libraries of many and many
discuss it privately, but less dare to write about it or to defend it publicly. More than two
centuries after his death, Llull's name stirred still controversy.
Making such a connection means to circumvent a major problem: the same Juan de
Herrera who writes the Discurso de la figura cubica trying to combine the geometrically
speculative figure of the Art of Ramon Llull and Euclid’s geometry of the cube does not include
any mention of the Art in the Academia Real Mathematica. This is puzzling, but only in
appearance. When Pedro de Guevara transformed the figures of the Art in a method for learning
Latin through a combination of simple elements, as explored in the previous chapter, he did not
mention Ramon Llull in his method. Not even once. Considering the divisive nature of what the
name of Ramon Llull, the inclusion of some of his works in the Index Librorum Prohibitorum,
and the number of heretical propositions from Llull’s philosophy that Nicolau Eimeric included
in his Directorium Inquisitorum, about which I will discuss further in the next chapter. This did
not mean to create a public silence over the figure of Ramon Llull, but to be carefully strategical
about the places where his name will be displayed as a reference. As it happened to many
Lullists before him, Philip II and the surrounding humanists had learned from the previous
experience of Cardinal Cisneros’s endorsement of the Art. Copies of the works of Ramon Llull
with Cisneros’s shield printed on the cover did not normalize his academic circulation. Not
mentioning him in the program of the Academia Real Mathematica does not mean that the works
of Ramon Llull were not going to have an importance in its program, but really meant keeping
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his name out of a presentation meant to be judged by academics out of Herrera’s circle that will
probably receive any mention to the Art with suspicion.
Even though the Herrera-penned text for the program of studies of the Academia Real
Mathematica does not address Ramon Llull, it does address one of the main questions that lead
escurialenses to reading his works in the first place: how a geometrical form can encompass all
there is to know, all possible knowledge? As Herrera is trying to project this form into an
institution, he associates it with the Ancient discursive tradition of the encyclopedia, this is, to a
pedagogical form encompassing everything there is to know.222 However, for Herrera, what the
Greeks called Encyclopedia is not a genre of writing, but a conceptual form that is susceptible to
being described in visual terms. Herrera gives it the form of three intersecting circles forming
two vesicae piscis inscribed inside a bigger circle.223 The three-intersecting circle represent
philosophy, moral, and dialectics, and the bigger circle those three are inscribed in represents
theology. Herrera’s see these disciplines as the ground upon which the Academia Real
Mathematica has to be built. Thus, he did not conceive the Academia as a space of secularization
of knowledge as opposed to scholastic universities, but as an institution that would ultimately
help reconceive the central place of theology in learning. Obviously, theology had already a
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central position in learning. The Academia will keep theology a center of the reconfiguration of
knowledge occurring during the early modern period.
These grounding disciplines constitute more than the sum of their discursive modes. The
pedagogical basis of the program of studies for Academia Real Mathematica is not expressed
alone in its curriculum planned and written by Juan de Herrera, but in the pedagogical
adaptations of the Art to Latin grammar and rhetoric prepared by Pedro de Guevara. During the
sixteenth century the map of disciplines has shifted rapidly and the Academia is a way of
acknowledging this while giving a new institutional place for new disciplines. Even though not
explicitly quoted in the curricular text for the institution, the Art of Ramon Llull is a way of
keeping theology in a discursive center as the ultimate source of knowledge. Herrera uses a
geometric combination of circles placing theology as the master discipline before defining and
establishing a reading list for every form of scientific discourse:
Para que assi como por beneficio y merced de Dios en estos Reynos los naturales dellos
florecen en Christiandad, armas, y letras diuinas y humanas, no careciendo destas Artes
salga en las demas, mas perfectos y eminentes: pues las sciencias todas como las virtudes
se ayudan y fauorecen juntas, por el vinculo, y conexion que entre si tienen: De donde los
Griegos llamaron el curso de todas ellas Encyclopedia, que quiere dezir circulo de
disciplinas: y ansi los antiguos Ægypcios figurauan esta trauazó de sciencias por vn
circulo gráde significador de la Theologia en cuyo céntro se tocauán dos pequeños
tocándo cada qual dllos el mismo gránde q comprehendia a todos por la parte de dentro,
vno de los quales representaua la philosophia, y el otro la moral, y el centro del grande
comun y contacto de los dos pequeños lo era tambien de otro circulo, q con su
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circunferencia passaua por los céntros de los pequeños al qual llamauan Dialéctica. (f. 3r4r)

It is possible to trace a genealogy of thought for this geometry without knowing its exact source.
By virtue of this geometrical description, Herrera creates an image equivalent to the scholar
Dimas de Miguel’s argument that linked the Art of Ramon Llull to a body of knowledge that
belongs inside academia to traditions that have been developed outside of it. The form is
described as a travazon [assemblage] of traditional disciplines that becomes unconventional
when considered as a whole. The all-encompassing form here is not the Art, but the description
of a geometrical figure that, once described, opens a referential door to classical mathematicians
such the aforementioned Pythagoras, Euclides, and Iamblichus. Furthermore, the idea that
geometrical figures can allow students a synthetic approach to an epistemological model is of
course a grounding concept of the Art of Ramon Llull, which makes its absence in Herrera’s
Institución de la Academia Real Mathematica all the more puzzling.
Even though in his commentary to the text the historian of architecture Luis Cervera Vera
qualifies the description of the figure as thought with Lullist roots,224 Herrera is reaching for a
universal geometrical form. This may seem paradoxical as one of the selling points of the Art of
Ramon Llull for almost every early modern intellectual interested in it is its universality. My
hypothesis here is that by the time of the creation of the Academia Real Mathematica Lullism is
considered as something that would inscribe the institution inside such tradition by virtue of
having a following tradition that has gone on for several centuries. Moreover, Herrera chooses
not to relate the reading program of the institution and his image of the assemblage of sciences to
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the vernacular prose of authors such as Pedro Mejía (Silva de varia lección) or Cristóbal Suárez
de Figueroa (Plaza universal de todas las ciencias), today studied as commonplace books of
encyclopedic nature.225 According to his humanistic training at Alcalá, Herrera mostly studied
Latin and Italian versions of the authors he quotes.226 However, the idea that he is aiming for
with his assemblage of sciences is not only a universal form that contains an epistemological
formulation, but also a universal form that is not expressed through duration. Contrasting with
any text in prose, and not unlike his theorization about the cube, Herrera wants to find an image
that can convey in an immediate way what books have to tell through duration. As the most
important Lullists before and after him, Juan de Herrera seems to follow this narrative: falling
under the spell of the Art, manipulating it in order to come up with the version of it he wants to
create, and ultimately trying to build an independent system with equivalent premises.
Nevertheless, a connection between Ramon Llull and the Academia Real Mathematica
would be harder to argue without the existence of the first printed translation of the Art to the
Castilian vernacular. This translation was printed in the same year of Herrera’s Institución and its
role in ways the same and different as other pedagogical adaptations of the Art I have explored in
the prior chapter. The book was entitled Arte general y breve, en dos instrumentos, para todas
las ciencias. Recopilada del Arte magna, y Arbor scientiae, del Doctor Raimundo Lulio and not
unlike the other adaptations of the Art that Pedro de Guevara prepared it was a volume in octavo
destined to introduce it to an audience unable to read the Latin versions. However, this version is
different from his Latin teaching method for the infantas or his redefinition of the trivium. The
textuality of the Art and its constitutive figures are not being manipulated and adapted to the
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teaching of any other discipline or order of disciplines. Instead, the Art is reaching its potential as
a key to organizing of knowledge. Guevara’s translation is of course more than a mere transplant
from Latin to the vernacular. Things are always more complicated with the Art of Ramon Llull.
Guevara’s volume is a compilation of two works: Ars generalis ultima and Arbor scientiae, the
former an exposition of the Art in discursive terms and the latter a model for the organization of
disciplines based on the principles of the former.
Guevara’s operation goes beyond translation not only in terms of creating a Lullist mashup of two works, but also repurposes the Art of Ramon by placing it in a new context and
attaching it to a new institution.227 In this sense, the re-circulation of the Art to which Guevara
points in the prologue to his translation is linked to its usage in the Academia Real Mathematica.
There is a parallel between the way Proaza and Pacs edited and repackaged the Art around the
establishment of the Colegio de San Ildefonso and the way Guevara attaches it to Herrera’s new
academic project. However, Guevara’s operation seems to aim to a deeper transformation of the
Art in contrast with Cisneros’s take on the portability of Ramon Llull. San Ildefonso made space
in its library for the Art and divide the works of Ramon Llull into different disciplinary
categories, whereas the Academia Real Mathematica makes it permanently shift from an
instrument of preaching to a form of universal logic:
Mayormente auiendo V.M. en sus felicisimos dias hecho vna merced tan señalada en
establecer en esta corte, vna Academia donde se leã todas las Mathematicas y
Philosophia, poniẽdo para ello maestros tan eminentes, y de tanta erudicion y
experiencia. Puselo en nuestra lengua castellana por se la voluntad de V.M. que en
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vuestra Academia se lean todas las sciencias en esta lengua, para que tanto bien sea de
todos mas facilmente aprendido con el favor de Dios y de V.M. (f. viiiv)

Many printed books included a dedication to king Philip II in 1584, thus claiming a strong form
of support from the king in the translation of the works of Ramon Llull. However, in this case,
Guevara’s closeness with the daughters of the king and also Philip II’s implication with the
foundation of the Academia Real Mathematica, allows us to establish a strong connection
between the king and the support of early modern Castilian Lullism. The fact that the Academia
was created to teach mathematics and its related disciplines proves that he deemed these
disciplines important for betterment of his territories. Importing people like the aforementioned
Lavanha to the court was by the point a necessity, not only so they could teach mathematics,
geometry, and astronomy, among others, but also so they could transform the Iberian Peninsula
into a hub for research. The Art of Ramon Llull was designed to be the universal key that would
at the same organize disciplines and allow communication between experts.
Unfortunately, the information existing regarding the Academia Real Mathematica during
its first years is very fragmentary. From the actual beginning of the teaching activity of the
institution in 1583 until his death, Herrera was trusted with intellectual and logistic control over
the Academia, naming Lavanha who lectured once every morning in a house located on the
today inexistent Puerta de Balnadú in Madrid, where the Teatro Real currently stands.228 The
aposentador real never saw his plan spawning across several disciplines fully accomplished.
Apparently, Lavanha’s teaching focused mostly on cosmography and navigation –for which he
followed his own treatises Tratado de arte de navegar and Tratado de arquitectura naval.229
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After a year, the classes became so popular that a second afternoon lecture delivered by Pedro
Ambrosio de Onderiz had to be added to the morning one, attendance growing to the extent that
lectures had to be held outside the house where the Academia was located.230 Herrera’s
curriculum worked as an inspiration for the Academia rather than as closely followed program.
Furthermore, it was not focused in administrating diplomas because its lectures were destined
mostly to young noblemen that would not have needed them. Lectures were held only in Spanish
and part of the duties of Lavanha’s assistant were to translate the main texts from Euclid to
Ptolemy from Latin versions commonly read at universities to the vernacular so they would be
available to the students of the Academia.
As far as early modern Castilian Lullism goes, there is no testimony about the ways the
Art was learned in San Ildefonso or about the use of Art-based methods of learning in private
spaces during, apart from the self-promoting ones given by supporters of Lullism. However, the
Academia Real Mathematica is different insofar as it provides us with a student insight on the
teaching activities from somebody who attended Lavanha’s lectures and whose opinion is
significant, even though he ended up not being devoted to any scientific endeavor, as he would
with time become one of the most important seventeenth-century poets and writers for the stage.
At the age of 22, after having studied for a period at Alcalá and back from fighting at the battle
of Island Terceira (1582), Lope de Vega attends the lectures about cosmography and navigation
at the Academia. His memory of this lessons is not different from the criticism the Art of Ramon
Llull gets from its detractors as being something so complex that it entangles the understanding
of the matter that it should help to clarify. Moreover, in this case, the idea of the Art is added to a
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kind of knowledge that it goes against the foundations of the predominant model of education at
the time in Castile, where mathematical disciplines constituted a highly-specialized subject of
study. This subject was confronted only after learning grammar, rhetoric, and logic and moreover
not all the academic institutions were able to teach mathematics.
Lope might have thought than learning to use the Art of Ramon Llull was more difficult
than writing his famous play Fuenteovejuna, but there is more to the depiction of his experience
as a student of the Academia Real Mathematica than a dismissal of his own capacity for
scientific disciplines. In an autobiographical passage included in an epistle in verse included in
the Filomena, he refers to the Academia, to Lavanha, and the Art of Ramon Llull. The fact that
one of the most popular writers in the siglo de oro criticizes the Art for being complicated and
willfully obscure means also that it had crossed over as a reference that could be included in
semi-popular texts thanks to its vernacularization. Even though Lope remembers his teacher
Lavanha with fondness, he considers that the Art was an obstacle to his lack of constancy in
studying. For him, the Art was a laberinto and rémora to learning:
Aquí luego engañó mi pensamiento
Raimundo Lulio, laberinto grave,
rémora de mi corto entendimiento.
Quien por sus cursos estudiar no sabe,
no se fíe de cifras, aunque alguno
de lo infuso de Adán su ingenio alabe. (fol. 146v: 97-102)

Of course, Lope does not think that his intelligence is in short supply, though he allows in a
preceding moment of the text his own lack of discipline while talking about the magic arts and
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his lack of commitment to them. Importantly here, the Art of Ramon Llull counts as a magic art
for Lope. So, in Lope’s terms, ingenio is not enough in order to conquer the Art of Ramon Llull
and the rest of the knowledge that Lavanha is trying to convey to him. Indirectly, Lope describes
a page of the history Iberian scientific education in which Ramon Llull is only catalyst for an
intellectual network, for a political concept, and for the expression of a form that can encompass
this political concept. The failure of these three things and of role of the Art of Ramon Llull in its
construction is that they are not able to make it permeate to a larger cultural discussion as they
are able to introduce discussions about navigation and astronomy. Lope points to the difficulty to
the Art and instead of fully dismissing it, he talks about how the Art is understandable only from
the perspective of a God-infused intellectual capacity. Lope seems to try another way of
absorbing the Art of Ramon Llull that closes the circle of the Art of Ramon Llull becoming
vernacular.231 On the one hand, that confirms Cisneros’s Parisian style approach to the Art; on
the other, that calls back to the foundational moment of the Art being a product of God’s
inspiration to Ramon himself. Lope would seem to say that Art is an artifact ultimately destined
to intellectual solipsism.
If the Academia Real Mathematica exists today under the name of Real Academia de
Ciencias Exactas, Físicas y Naturales, its intellectual project is very different from the one Juan
de Herrera designed. This project was related to geography, cosmography, navigation, and the
expansion of the Iberian Empire, while at the same time to the conceptualization of the question
that the Escorial was answering. This question was related to the necessity of a universal form
that combined a political will, an epistemological order, and, at its center, a model for the
understanding of God. The Academia Real Mathematica would have a Lullist as a main
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professor at least until 1595, when the King removes Juan Arias de Loyola,232 about whom I will
discuss in the next chapter, as he was sent to Vatican by the king to take the works of Ramon
Llull out of the Index Librorum Prohibitorum. After the death of the king, the Academia moved
to Valladolid with the court and was discontinued from 1601-7. Returning to Madrid, the
Academia was taken over by the Consejo de Indias and would discontinuously remain active for
a century and a half.233 However, the death of Philip II marks the peak of the Royal court
financing Lullist activities that had characterized the first decades of the Escorial’s intellectual
agenda. One of the ways of modernity, the one that projects a totalizing view of knowledge, has
been opened and that dream will outlive the Austrian monarchy.
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CHAPTER SIX
Archive of an Impossible Saint

Being a unique medieval experiment in the organization of knowledge, capable of
producing an original discourse about theology and all the other disciplines, the Art of Ramon
Llull was set to spread controversy from the beginning. Controversy led to more or less vitriolic
take downs of the Art and, in answer, to more or less passionate treatises in defense of it. A
history of Lullism is partially a history of the treatises written for and against the Art of Ramon
Llull –sometimes by the same people. However, my aim here is talking about the impact of the
Art at an odd point in history. When Cisneros starts ordering Lullist books for the library of San
Ildefonso it is more than two centuries past the invention of the Art, when Philip II finishes the
Escorial it is more than three. The early modern shift in the use of the Art is only half of the
result of the evolution of the Art over the prolific works of Ramon. The other half are the attacks
of religious men, philosophers, and pedagogues. Furthermore, since the boundaries between
original and apocrypha are so blurry in the history of the portability of the Art of Ramon Llull,
the argumentation defending it not only eloquently goes after its detractors but also clarifies its
boundaries. Ultimately, such arguments became a filter through which the Art was interpreted.
Cisneros and Philip II were interested in Ramon Llull in a more visible way during the
last two decades of their lives and translated their interest for the Art into deeds and institutions,
not written works. Still, the narrative of how any Lullist became a Lullist is important, because it
plays a role into determining the aspects of the Art they become more attuned to and, ultimately,
what their stake in the Art is. Cisneros probably became interested in the Art after meeting the
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preacher and confessor Pere Dagui234 in the court and his interest in the evangelical dimensions
of the Art played into the correspondence he exchanged with French Lullists. Whenever Llull’s
Art is mentioned in reference to Philip II, Juan de Herrera is part of his interest in some way.
There is no trace of Llull in the King’s first formative years.235 As it happened with João de
Barros in the second chapter, the king was educated in a court that probably had the Art as a
reference among others, partially because of the importance that the Art had for Cisneros,
partially because the Art had its own Castilian tradition of circulation and reading. This included
copies owned by royal subjects. The King’s interest in Llull is not only evangelical, but it
identifies the main question the Escorial was addressing, which is, what new kind of King would
Philip be while facing an expanding world filled with expanding ideas. The Art could become a
possibility of keeping the Christian God a center of these expanding world.
Theological battles are, however, rarely just a matter of dispute between different visions
of faith. They are political battlegrounds where different clash over political hegemony. Thus,
Ramon Llull became more than a doctrine. As I explored in the previous section, Ramon Llull
was as much a political signifier as he was the one who had provided humanity with the Art.
This political appropriation of the figure was a result of Llull’s own life. He travelled during his
whole life trying to sell his reform in courts, classrooms, and public spaces. As he had gathered
powerful enemies who would oppose his Art, his followers understood that the only way to keep
it relevant as an object was to gain powerful advocates that would make its promotion a part of
their agendas. This is particularly in the case of princes trying to build forms of power that did
not require the legitimacy of Rome. The same way the Kings of Aragon had protected the
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See Ch. 2, note 71.
There is almost no register of Lullist activities in the court during Charles V’s reign, apart from his protection of
canonist and bishop Arnau Albertí (1480-1545). See Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 257.
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teaching of the Art in València, Barcelona, and Majorca during the fourteenth and fifteenth
century, Philip II wanted to provide his Empire with his own religious ideas, which meant at the
same time to keep control over the expansion of Christianity and curb the political influence of
Rome. While reading the ways in which Blanquerna articulates a form of political theology in
the second chapter, I argued that the movement of expansion of Christianity was formed by a
network of Cardinals who reported to the authority of the Pope. This is a Pope who would retire
after having completed his mission.236 Identifying Ramon Llull with Philip II’s ideal of Empire
meant for him a fulfillment of the promise present in Llull’s works, particularly in Blanquerna.

6.1 Raimundus Hispanus
A movement to make a Spanish figure out of Ramon Llull had started before the
inception of the Escorial and it could be traced back to the Cisnerian interest in the figure of
Ramon Llull and his work. Such an interest had precedents, such as the Castilian translation of
the Llibre de meravelles Queen Isabel I of Castile owned and that today seats in the shelves of
the library of the Escorial in San Lorenzo.237 This copy is the first Castilian translation existent
until the eighteenth century of this work, a great miscellaneous work with narrative, allegorical,
and dialogical passages devoted to explain Llull’s worldview.238 In the cover first folio of the
copy, above the beginning of the index, and in a type of cursive added later than the main writing
on the page, the following words can be read: “catholica/no esta hasta agora vedado.” Readers of
the works of Ramon Llull were obviously very aware of their occasional danger as several of
these works constituted controversial references and would be made a part of the Index Librorum
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Prohibitorum by the Apostolical Inquisition.239 This example is only one of the many possible of
the presence of works of Ramon Llull in important Castilian private libraries. Such presence
implies that Castilian readers interested in the works of Ramon Llull predated Cardinal Cisneros
and King Philip. However, Cardinal Cisneros and King Philip were the ones with enough
resources to pursuit the collection of a wide collection of the works of Ramon Llull at the same
time seeking for its translation into an institutional practice. This is reason why, even though
remarkable manuscripts are present in Castilian libraries before San Ildefonso, Cisneros is the
turning point in the history of portability.
Ultimately, a good argument in favor of the all-around importance of Ramon Llull was
the proliferation of different versions of his name and denominations for him. Anybody who has
dipped her or his toe for books about Lullism has wrestled with the quantity of variations of a
single, if peculiar, surname: Llull, Lull, Lulio, Lúlio, Lullo, Lulle, Lullus, and Lulius are among
the most common variations that can found.240 Furthermore, the epithets that used to qualify
Ramon Llull are important since they identify the doctrine with the man and create a sort of
image of him that ultimately helps building the cult of Ramon Llull as well as the iconography
produced around him. Also, anyone who identifies Ramon Llull either as 'Doctor illuminatus’, or
‘Raymundus phantasticus’, or ‘sapientissimus’ chooses this denomination in terms of relating to
a history of the character. After all, Ramon Llull had an eventful life that he transformed in a
way to present his Art: he had decided on his own, he had invented a filled with combinatory
figures, and presented himself as somebody who could discuss of any subject.241 By using these
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epithets, they acknowledge the fact that there is a multifaceted history of the character and they
are addressing it. As they are directly linked to portability Lullists are apologists, in virtue of
their being copyist, editors, or collectors of the works of Ramon Llull. Surnames and epithets
have a political value and his reference is mentioned and traded (or not) in such terms.
Consequently, there is a great symbolic value in addressing Ramon Llull as Spanish author and
to adopt him as his books were being collected in Castilian libraries and his ideas were being
discussed in Castilian institutions.
Jumping from Spanish to Iberian, and then to Castilian is not seamless and certainly it is
not my goal here to solve big questions about the political identity of the Iberian Peninsula.
However, the Spanish character of Ramon Llull that Cisneros and Philip vindicate is very
different from the references made by those who knew him to be a Spanish author during the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The later see Ramon Llull as somebody coming from a
territory within the boundaries of the Ancient Roman Empire (Hispania) and therefore to the
Latinitas, the former see his Spanish identity as hierarchically opposed to his European fame.242
It is not possible to know if the British, German, or Italian fame of Ramon Llull does not mean
fame as a magician and alchemist. Centering the portability of the works of the Doctor
Illuminatus in Castilian institutions during the sixteenth century would mean also to produce an
institutional effort to expurgate all the elements external to the textual tradition of the Art, at
least as far as printing and producing a perception of him among Iberian scholars. Before
Cisneros, the afterlife of Ramon Llull had been mostly French, German, and Italian and it had
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produced a very porous portability. After Cisneros, there is a clear intent of making him a
Castilian product.
In the catalogue of the works of Ramon Llull that Dimas de Miguel prepared for King
Philip he addresses the necessity to make sense of his multifaceted personality as his
multifaceted body of work. As any reader of the modern idea of author knows, every author
encompasses many authors in her or his output. Ramon Llull is not a modern author and
probably he is not even an author, as his output is not dominated for his will to leave behind a
textual output. His textual output has survived to remind us that what we call writing constitutes
the traces of a much more complex activity of intellectual advocacy.243 The paradox is that,
differently from Arthur Rimbaud, Fernando Pessoa, or Marguerite Yourcenar, Ramon Llull did
not try to be the vehicle of different voices. Ramon Llull developed so many variations of one
single idea that he ended up developing a mysterious identity that made him difficult to pin
down. As he stood always behind his works, to describe him and catalogue them meant to be
able to know how all his names relate. In the colophon of Dimas’s aforementioned Apologia,244
the multiplicity of personalities of Ramon Llull as a historical character and the different
meaning he held for different institutional instances:
Raymundus lullus Doctor supra dictus hisce titulus diversimodi adversis laudabilis
appellatus est. prout apparet hodie in quodam auctentico epytaphio in edibus publices
Maioricensis Senatus publice affixi.//A Parisiensibus dictus est homo novus scientia nova
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Johnston, The Evangelica Rhetoric of Ramon Llull, 8-9: “The Vita suggests that he also solicited support from
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Doctor barbatus in suis artibus et scientiis aprobatus.//A catolicis Aragonum Regibus ille
magnus in philosophia. et sacra theologia magister mirandorum artium et scientiarum
Auctor.//A serenissimus Francorum Rege Philipo Organum Sancti scripset et doctor
divinitus illustratus.//Ab Anglicis, ille magnus philosophus catalanus./Ab Italis, auctor
artis generalis ad omnia scibilia contra bibilis.//A quibusdam dicit radus mundi
lucidens//Ab aliis, minerva//Ab aliis, publice utilitatis preservator.//Ab aliis, illustrator
tenebrarum mundi.//Hodie vero doctor illuminatus vulgo dicitur: sed a Reverendissimo
hyspaniorum Cardinali litteratorum hominiis facitore illuminatissimus doctor semper
vocitatur. (280r)
[Say in a different way the name of the aforementioned Doctor Ramon Llull is called to
respectable enemies. Just as it appears today publicly display in that authentic epitaph the
Senate of Majorca made built in a public place. Parisians called him new man, new
science, Bearded Doctor approved in his arts and sciences. The Catholic kings of Aragon
called him he who is great in philosophy, master of sacred theology and author of
wondrous arts and sciences. Most serene Philip of the French [Philip V, the Tall] called
him the instrument of the Holy Ghost and doctor illuminated by divine inspiration. The
English called him that great Catalan philosopher. Italians called him author of general
Art to know everything against […]. Some people called him the shining ray of light of
the world. Others Minerva. Others preserver of public utility. Others illuminator of the
darkness of the world. Today people call him doctor illuminatus; however, the most
respected of the Spanish Cardinals and maker of men of letters called him the most
illuminated doctor.]
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Most importantly of the epithets is the one referring to the way the Cardinal Cisneros allegedly
spoke about Llull: “illuminatissimus doctor.”245 The “illuminatissimus doctor” serves as an
instrument of legitimacy for Ramon Llull, the Cardinal, and the newly created circle of the
Escorial. This circle was aware of the Cardinal’s faithful attachment to the Art of Ramon Llull as
well as to the problematic reception of it as an intellectual object. Legitimacy is important for the
three of them. If Philip II wants to give an impulse to a new Spanish centric canon, he needs to
erase traces of theological errors in the Lullist tradition and at the same time link its origin to
Spain and not to the Mediterranean exclusively. If Philip II wants to make his interest in the Art
of Ramon Llull historically legitimate, he may use such an unimpeachable figure as the Cardinal.
Furthermore, if Philip II wants to create a relevant tradition of Spanish theology, he can use such
a strong link between two leading figures in order to invent a tradition.
Emphasis in the way Philip II is due as early modern Iberian Lullism does not exactly
describe a progression. The place that the prudent king gives to the Art is more prominent that
the place Cisneros gave it by stamping its own shield in the front of the books he sponsored.
Philip II puts a Lullist in charge of giving shape to the Escorial, his answer to how and where he
was going to inhabit his own power. Like the father of the Doctrina pueril, the king rearranges
old devotional forms in order to sneak in the Art of Ramon Llull and convert a whole nation to
Lullist principles surreptitiously.246 Cisneros saw the Art as a model for the political expansion
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The name is given to him by his first followers at Randa, after he had the revelation leading to the composition of
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and evangelization of Christian faith over the Mediterranean, Guevara saw it as a way of
rethinking education, and Herrera saw it as a way to reinvent the comprehension of reality
through a model of speculative geometry that would be exportable anywhere. King Philip
encompassed all these interests. The only way to elevate Ramon Llull as a victory of Iberian
faith in a context of imperial expansion would be to support his canonization in Rome. The King
will persevere in this endeavor during the last two decades of his life. It has been long argued
that Ramon Llull disappear after the scientific revolution. This premise is true only if we accept
as true that actually the main premise of the Art that is that all manifestations of reality are
subject ultimately to one principle –for Llull, God– and that this principle is a universal set of
rules. If the Art lives in a sublimated way in Leibniz compositional mathematics, it survives in
the principles that inspired the Escorial as a political signifier.
Revelations and journeys are important for any history associated to the portability of the
Art as the Art is made of an original revelation and successive travels that iterate it in different
contexts. Furthermore, endorsements of the Art have always a component of identification
between the reader and Ramon Llull. The story of the King’s identification with the Doctor
Illuminatus is narrated in Juan Seguí’s Vida y hechos del admirable dotor y mártyr Ramon Lull
(1606), an important document for the narrative Philip II ultimately created around him.247 Seguí
was one of the representative of the court in the cause for the canonization of Ramon Llull and in
charge of the Lullist college in Majorca. In the introduction of his biography, Seguí explain the
way in which the King became enchanted with the ideas of the Art through his reading in a way
not different from what had happened to Cisneros before him. The necessity of this introduction
hides the fact that the Art is not immediately accessible as an intellectual object. It came to
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Ramon Llull as a revelation and it comes to others as an object of hard study, which is why many
tended to think that the amount of work put in its study was unreasonable. Philip II’s
introduction was the priest who accompanied him to Portugal and read to him both extracts of
Llull’s books and accompanying him in his travel to be crowned in Portugal. As Cisneros before
him, the King does not study Ramon Llull but listens, leaving the imaginary of his works
impregnate his political and cultural imagination. Seguí indicates that the king’s favorite is
Blanquerna which reinforces the idea of place of retreat from the world that the Escorial
displays.248
Blanquerna is again the preferred amongst Llull’s works as it depicts a figure of
meditative and reluctant power.249 Like the character, after his political life, the King sought
retirement. Philip is interested also in the way the narration offers an idea of power circulating
seamlessly from the city of God to the world and destined to perpetuate the order of the former in
the later. The King’s travel to Lisbon is not only physical, but a metaphorical one also as he
deepens more into the Art. He seems to have been fully introduced to Lullism by his return to the
court. The great hole that exist in Ramon Llull’s Lullism and his discovery of the Art is his
collaboration and trust in Juan de Herrera that predates the journey to be crowned in Lisbon. Not
unlike the account of Cisneros’s secretaries about his love of listening to the Art, Seguí seems to
stage a little carefully the story of Philip convinced by Lullism as he incarnates the one crowned
head ruling over the whole of the Iberian Peninsula. Convincing a king does not only make him a
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Lullist, it makes him an advocate of the Lullist cause in Rome.250 The development of the
Escorial accompanies the development of Lullist ideas in the court as parallel that shapes one
another. The theorization and use of the figure of the cube in the palace is linked to the Lullist
ideas pervading everything as a master-logic that allows to make science and religion
undistinguishable. The Expansion of Iberian power transitions from a Mediterranean horizon
predominant in Cisneros’s ideal to a global one in predominant in Philip’s ideal. The Escorial is
the spiritual and ideological center of this Expansion, its laboratory of sorts, and the Art of
Ramon Llull is one of its fueling principles.
Philip II would in a way complete Cisneros’s Lullism. The most important of them is
making Ramon Llull a Spanish thinker. The life of Ramon Llull describes mostly a
Mediterranean arc: Majorca, Valencia, Barcelona, Paris, Toulouse, Montpellier, Pavia, Siena,
Rome, and Tunisia are the main stops of his pilgrimage dedicated to preaching and writing.
Many of Cisneros’s editions and interlocutors came from outside Iberian territories, while Philip
not only gathered a number of Iberian specialists on the Art but also looked to popularize a
version of it in the Castilian vernacular as I have already pointed in the previous chapters.
However, for the King, (re)making Ramon Llull meant adapting its horizons to those of the
Spanish Empire. Dialogues between the three religions of the book shape the idea Llull develops
of conversion and saving infidels’ souls. Philip II’s geographic horizon is much wider. It
comprehends the four parts of the world (Europe, Asia, Africa, and America) and subsequently it
encompasses religions with cultural roots very different from Catholicism.251 Indeed, Seguí states
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the necessity of educating young scholars about: “la mayor parte del Oriente, la Persa y Malaca;
para la Gentilidad de Guinea, la de Angola y Congo; para las Indias Occidentales, la Brasilia,
Araucana, y del Peru.” (38v) The shift does not alter the geographic horizon present in the
account of the life of Ramon Llull written by Juan Seguí, but it becomes a model to be adapted to
the context of the Austrian monarchy. The spiritual conquest of the Mediterranean for Ramon
Llull becomes the spiritual conquest of the four parts of the world in the case of Philip II. The
fact that Philip II appropriates the account of the life of Ramon Llull and its Mediterranean
impact in benefit of his own political agenda unveils an important difference between both
historic characters: Ramon Llull was advocating for military action allowing evangelical
initiatives, whereas Philip was looking for a narrative that would allow him to inhabit the power
he already had as a Christian King.
Philip II has inherited a geographically vast empire with an extension that spreads over
the four parts of the world and it is not advocating for the necessity of its religious homogeneity,
this necessity is a given. From the times of his father, Emperor Charles V, Franciscans have
traveled to America while Jesuits travelled to Asia in missions since the order is created.252 While
the King and his institutions are adapting their political and cultural models to a new context, the
Art appears as the perfect tool for preaching in this world of expanding horizons. The inherent
universalism of the Art allows for thinking an evangelical mission in any possible context as the
Art supplies the missionary with the tool of a universal language and with a set of visual models
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theology).”
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ready to be translated to any new context, at least in theory. Ultimately, Llull’s context is one of
the possibilities he tries to state in his advocacy and Philip’s context is one of real difficulties
born of the management of a more heterogeneous territory than any other Christian monarch had
ever had under his hand:
Y pues con tan acérrimo defensor esta la Iglesia tan quieta, y los hereges y todo genero de
infieles temblando, incline V. Magestad, buelva sus piadosos ojos, aviendo lastima a esta
miserable gente, que por no tener quien les predique y desengañe, por ventura estan
perseverando en sus errores, los quales, mediante Dios y buenas letras, dexarian, si les
predicasen. Y esto no se haze, porque nadie es embijado: pero si V.M. alarga su liberal
mano, y manda poner en execucion lo que este santo pedia, y es, que se hiziessen algunos
Collegios para enseñar las lenguas de los infieles, y el proceder desta su maravillosa Arte,
no faltarian hombres deseosos de servir a Dios, y de morro por su Fe santa, que las
estudiarian; y con el orden decido pasarían a predicar a los infieles, y procurarian que
Dios fuese conocido. (37v)

In the last chapter of the biography, Seguí offers a reflection encompassing three different
subjects: the universal monarchy, teaching languages, and Evangelization. These arguments are
presented in a circular fashion. The universal monarchy is at the same time Seguí’s main cause
and political horizon. The universal monarchy imposes militarily and requires a radically new
form of government. This government tries to eradicate religious differences and to accumulate
all possible data about the cultural habits and customs of a new culture. The learning of
languages does not appear here directly linked to the Art. Nevertheless, apart from the fact that
these statements are used in a biography of Ramon Llull, Seguí says that both teachers for the
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languages of those non-Christians and teachers for the Art should be hired in all the colleges
present in the King’s territories. There is enough background to the history of the Art of Ramon
Llull and particularly to Pedro de Guevara’s writing to understand that there is a link between
teaching languages, the evangelization, and the Art of Ramon Llull.
Style is a matter of adequacy. Speech does not have to be pretty; it has to be adequate.
Juan Seguí justifies tackling the subject of the Art and of Ramon Llull with his humble and
imperfect style: “[…] indiscreción mia en dirigir cosas puestas en tan bajo stylo como el mio.”
(Dedicatoria) Obviously, he does not compare himself to Jesus, but he states his example: the
height of the mission justifies the use of a faulty language. The imperfection of the language
would mean here two different things. Firstly, the use of the vernacular for a subject with a
history of development and conceptual debate in Latin. Seguí’s language is not that of the
scholars that have debated about the Art, but the one of those who are expected to practice it or
to be convinced by it. Secondly, the use of the vernacular for a subject of such a complicated
history of books in support of the Art, books against the Art, and books that manipulate the Art is
the production of a conceptually clear version. Also, a version in which the reader will not be
subject to multiple confusions and mystifications. Seguí produced a literary portrait of Ramon
Llull for Philip II, hence, he produces the image of Ramon Llull that the king wanted for the
Doctor Illuminatus. Indirectly, the book aims to create a wider appreciation of the saint and
though there is no reason to claim that this little world is a document attached to the process of
canonization, it seems obvious that the biography intended to create a new popular image of the
saint. The creation of this image was for Seguí and for the king ultimately a matter of style.
A discussion about pedagogy and the expansion of Christian faith through the Art has an
obvious linguistic uniting undercurrent. The Art of Ramon Llull is among other things a theory
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of language. The process of learning the Art could be defined as a process of re-alphabetization
in which visual diagrams helped combine elements using the letters in order to produce a new
kind of discourse. The Art was an intellectual device showing a combinatory practice while at
the same time displaying arguing the unimpeachable theological value of this practice. Philip II’s
Lullism goes a step further. Instead of having to learn the code, Guevara wants to show that the
principles of the Art as universal that they are inextricable of any possible aspect of human life
and hence the learning of the rules of language could be learned in an optimized way through the
Art. Seguí argues that the Austrian monarchy should adopt Llull’s original idea of combining his
Art with the teaching of the languages of the other faiths as a way of expanding the territory of
Christian faith. As I pointed out while talking about the Doctrina Christiana, every volume
belonging to the portability of the Art embeds the promise of changing the worldview of each
reader.253 Every Lullist book aims to turn the reader into a Lullist and to get them to advocate for
Llull’s Art once they have put their books down. Obviously, the success of Lullist books in
turning every reader into a follower of Llull was limited, but one should take in account that the
circulation of Lullist books was limited as well until the first edition by Lazarus Zetzner in
1598.254 In the next section, I will explain the problems of circulation of Llull’s books related to
the different ecclesiastic periods of censorship that his works went through.
Seguí follows Llull’s ideas of rhetoric as an evangelical tool. Following the Augustinian
principles of discourse,255 persuasion is an important asset in order to attain his goals of
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Seguí, Vida y hechos, 32v-33: “Suplico pues humilmente al lector devoto, que estos nuestros borrones, quales
ellos son, los mire y remire; y vistos ayude a dar noticia al mundo desde Santo y su doctrina, movido de Christiano
celo y caridad. Merezca, si quiera, este santo, que teniendo cuenta con su martirio, y caridad que tuvo al pueblo
Christiano, merezca que le ayuden a aprovechar a la república Christiana, y extender su verdad por todas las partes
del mundo, que tan borrachas estan del vicio de la ignorancia, y tanto perjudican a la santa Apostolica Sede Romana.
No quiero que me creas lector sabio, mira y remira sus libros por tus ojos, y veras cuan cortamente te he informado.
Quien creera la piedad con que escribe, sino es el mismo testigo de vista.”
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See Sturlese, “Lazar Zetzner.”
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See Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 290-1.!
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promoting and advocating the Art. This advocacy had an open-ended public as opposed to the
capacity that King Philip had had to translate his interest in concrete institutional efforts such as
the Academia Real Mathematica and his support for the process of canonization. Spreading the
biographical account will ultimately do for Ramon Llull what he himself had accomplished
through his life, example, and memory in Majorca at the second half of the thirteenth century,
this is, initiate a popular cult. Had he lived longer and not been faced by powerful anti-Lullist
educators and men of the Church, the King’s institutional interest in the Art would have bridged
the gap between its epistemological and evangelical sides. The Art is the intellectual model and
the Ur-discipline upon which Herrera, Guevara, and Seguí intend to base the knowledge
necessary to perform the universalization of the monarchy.
The idea of a universal catholic monarchy is not only a consequence of Philip II’s view of
the world, or even a matter of the possibility of eternal salvation for all its subjects, but an issue
of political theology. A multi-faith empire is unconceivable and impossible to administrate by
definition. Religious uniformity is the only way of making the empire possible as it allows to
outsource the ideological control over the population to religious orders. Ramon Llull came
handy to Philip II since it provided with a model that combined political expansion and religious
universalization of Christian faith and it was to same extent easy to vindicate as a Spanish
precedent for many of the things the Austrian monarchy was trying to attempt. The early modern
shift in the use of the Art is only half of the result of the evolution of the Art over the prolific
works of Ramon. The other half are the attacks of religious men, philosophers, and pedagogues.
Furthermore, since the boundaries between original and apocrypha are so blurry in the history of
the portability of the Art of Ramon Llull, the argumentation defending it is not only eloquently
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going after its detractors but also clarifying its boundaries. Ultimately, such arguments became a
filter through which the Art was interpreted.
Making Ramon Llull a saint, a Spanish saint in particular, would be a victory for the
King. On the one hand, it would assert his power showing that the supposed alignment of the
Austrian with the Apostolical Inquisition is a major historical reduction. Picturing the Austrian
monarchy as aligning with the interests of the Inquisition constitutes, particularly in cases like
the circulation of Llull’s works, a reduction of Iberian history of ideas. Consequently, on the
other hand, canonizing Ramon Llull would have meant a positive sanction making his reputation
unimpeachable once for all. That the King’s effort was not successful is not the proof of a defeat,
nor the canonization of Ramon Llull would have been exactly the proof of a victory. Campaigns
for the canonization of Ramon Llull preceded the birth of Philip II and would outlive him, the
Court’s institutional involvement and the King’s personal interest in a thirteenth-century Art for
universal conversion proves that the picture historians of ideas paint of early modern Spain is
outdated. Moreover, it proves that considering such history of ideas idealistically detached from
the making of the Spanish Empire would be reductive. The Empire and the Art as a theory of
universal power are intricately related. This relation is a political, religious, and cultural
experiment that could reconstitute the way we see ideas about universalization in early modern
Europe. Thanks to this process, a medieval tool for conversion was transformed into a universal
model for the acquisition of knowledge and shaped modernity.

6.2 Process and Portability
Writing about Ramon Llull is notoriously difficult given the multifaceted nature of his
written output, the difficulty of understanding how his Art worked, and the apparent self-
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referential nature of his philosophical system. The fact that the nature of many of his writings is
evangelical, as opposed to merely expositive, asks for a specific kind of suspicion from the
scholarly reader. Since the advocacy for his Art is his main reason of existence, he is not the
advocate of an ideological agenda only in hindsight as anybody can say of any philosopher.
Pushing his agenda to the front and center of any political stage he was invited to was why he
wrote. Moreover, perpetuating his evangelical presence is a consequence of any writing about
him. Sainthood was a result of Llull’s life and his devotion to convert people from other faiths,
but also the only inevitable consequence of his intellectual project. The consecution of sainthood
is also a reason of the diffusion of portability and a given in the writings of the advocates of the
Art. Probably until the nineteenth century nobody had a uniquely scientific interest in Llull’s Art.
Until then, most Lullists write as advocates of Llull, the Art, and his sainthood. That is the reason
why throughout this work, I have continued to link portability and the writings of the followers
of Ramon Llull to their institutional outlets. Testimonies about the importance of the Art need to
be balanced with records of existing practices around it: whether such records are catalogues of
books and accounts of lectures. The story of the effort for Llull’s canonization is even today an
unfinished one. Many of those who have written about the Art or dedicated a period of writing to
Ramon Llull from a scholarly perspective have felt compelled to defend it against its aggressors.
While I have made clear that the Art of Ramon Llull takes part in a technical revolution
associated to the making of the Spanish Empire, in this chapter I have showed the way in which
canonization is the ultimate proof of the existence of a dialectical movement between the Art and
its institutional expressions. Only institutions can support the canonization of Ramon Llull, but
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the canonization is a consequence of Llull’s writings. Becoming a saint is the accomplishment of
his vision and also the only possible outcome of accepting the principles of the Art.256
Affirming that the Art of Ramon Llull was legitimate in its pursuits was not only a notion
fought in the academic front with epistemological, but also, and more importantly, in the front of
theological discourse. He himself thought many sectors within the Church of his time would
have problems with the Art and that two of its components would be fiercely opposed. On the
one hand, there is an odd technology on which the Art relies. On the other, the fact that similar
technologies existed already and were a part of the educational system of religious orders.
However, differently from the Art, the other technicities help the production of religious of
discourse, but in the Art the technicity is ingrained in the discourse in a deeper way. Without
combination, there is no discourse. Doxa and episteme in Ramon Llull are not as much opposed
as stages of knowledge, as a fight between nature and technique within human soul.257 If opinion
is a natural tendency, science is opposed to opinion as science has to be learned. Human minds
have to rise to science. Science develops different sets of principles around each subject, which
is unpractical in terms of overcoming the mind’s natural tendency to opinion. Hence, Ramon
Llull comes up with the Art as a way to universalize the technique of science, this is, to make
every science play by the same set of rules in spite of the fact that they deal with different
phenomena. So, the structure that Ramon Llull is parsing is that opinion, being opposed to
science, is a natural state leading only to error. The same way opinion leads to error, science
leads to a multiplicity impossible to encompass to the human mind. The only way to fight the
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The process is connected to a shift in the hagiographic genre to the post-Tridentine and anti-Protestant
abandoning the model of the Legenda aurea for new compilations of lives of saints. See Aragüés Aldaz, “El santoral
castellano”, 349-65.
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About the shifts of meaning of both terms in different texts by Plato see Annas, An Introduction to Plato’s
Republic, 190-217 and Szaif, “Doxa and Epistêmê”, 254-6.
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confusing multiplicity that the science natural tendency to specificity produces would be the Art,
even in terms of it being the principle of an evangelical and appealing discourse.258
That the map of scientific disciplines is multifaceted and impossible to boil down to a
single set of principles is the main argument that the humanist Pedro Ciruelo uses against
Lullism in his small treatise “De Arte Lulliana,” included in Paradoxae quaestiones decem.
Abandoning the terms of philosophical debate that Ciruelo used to fight the trappings of the Art,
it would be possible to extrapolate Ciruelo’s critique as a reaction of fear to an interdisciplinary
model. Precisely since Ciruelo represented a model of academic respectability,
an interdisciplinary model promising knowledge in three months sounded chaotic to him, but
probably appealing to many. The general set of principles helps the mind. Nonetheless, the
principle that Ramon Llull is establishing feels counterintuitive, as it subjects different sciences
to an Art. The quid to the principle of everything there is to know in the Art of Ramon Llull is
that Art here is elevated from a technique to a higher epistemological status, but at the same time
preserving the idea of a mechanical display as a founding principle. This would lead me to
assume that there is something in the Art that taps into a universal form that precedes it. The
pieces through which the Art works are a constitutive part of its universality and are the
conditions of possibility of such universal Art. Examples of this are the three main figures that
constitute the visual epistemology of the Art: the circle, the tree, and the ladder.259 All of them
exist independently from their role as elements in the Art of Ramon Llull and had featured
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Llull, Rhetorica Nova, 22: “Cum verbum sit medium et instrumentum per quod loquentes et audientes in unum
finem conveniunt, consequitur ut quanto verba fuerint amplius ordinata magisque ornate, tanto ampliori
pulchritudine venustentur quantoque verba fuerint pulchriora, tanto etiam audientibus placibiliora reddantur.” [Since
speech is the medium and instrument through which speakers and listeners come together for one end, it follows that
when speech is more ornamented and more orderly, it will display more beauty, and when speech is more beautiful,
it also becomes more pleasing to the listeners.]
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For an integrated analysis of the three schematic visual models in comparison with the Kabbalistic forms of
representation of relations between ideas see Hames, The Art of Conversion, 118-189.!
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manuscripts before the Doctor Illuminatus was compelled to write the best book in the world.
The fact that there were visual instruments of universality accompanying philosophical systems
of argumentation suggests that the problem that Church authorities might have with the Art was
different not only from Ciruelo’s, but also not based on the visual eccentricity of the Art.
Nevertheless, it is difficult for readers to separate Ramon Llull from the visual elements
and the universality of his Art. The reason is that these elements constitute the more eccentric
components of the Art and seem to follow it everywhere. The Art of Ramon Llull, whenever
mentioned, has to tirelessly argue for the battle of his own orthodoxy. Lullists like Dimes de
Miquel producing writings in defense of the Art were not an exception but the majority. Many
Lullists have argued that the beginning of problems for Ramon Llull come right after his death
and that they are a part of a fight within the Church between the Franciscan order that had
considered Ramon Llull and Duns Scotus its main theologians and the Dominican order
dominated by the intellectual heritage of Aquinas and in charge of the powerful Inquisition. In
this context, the role of a powerful Catalan Dominican is crucial for understanding the case
against the theological heritage of Ramon Llull, Nicolau Eimeric.260 Even though the arguments
and works of the Doctor Illuminatus would be seen with suspicion by many, Eimeric would
prove to be the most relentless supplier of anti-Lullism from a theological standpoint. Taking
advantage of his importance within the Dominican Order and his closeness to Rome, Eimeric
would inform several Popes of the dangers the Art. More famously, Eimeric obtained a bull in
1371 from Pope Gregory XI that attacked of the errors of the doctrine of Ramon Llull and
condemned the reading of some of his works.261 Not only the arguments Eimeric develops
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There is abundant bibliography about Eimeric’s polemical writings against the Art. For a comprehensive read of
most of the texts in chronological order see Muzzi, Da Raimondo Lullo a Nicola Eimeric.
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Printed for the first time in an edition of the Directorium Inquisitorum issued in Barcelona in 1503.
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deserve to be examined as starting an important discursive offensive Llull, but also they are
historically important because they will be reprinted when King Philip II sends his emissaries to
the Papal Court trying to push the cause for the canonization of the Doctor Illuminatus.
Eimeric argued against what he considered to be the main logical flaw in Llull’s
theology: the superiority of reason over faith. The importance of logical argumentation in the
theological views that Ramon Llull is impossible to understate. For him, faith was necessary to
the religious practice to the lower social layers, while educated men would arrive to the
conviction of the incontrovertible truth of Christian doctrine easily if exposed to the Art.
Furthermore, the use of argumentative logic was directly related to the desire for the conversion
of Muslims, Jews, and Schismatic Christians. However, the difference between Eimeric and Llull
is never limited to theological debate as it implies a legend about the collaboration between the
latter and Arnau de Vilanova in Paris and, thus, the popular idea that Ramon Llull was an
alchemist.262 Ultimately, this is the way in which the Inquisitor sees the Doctor Illuminatus: as a
dangerous alchemist that intends to prove the articles of faith. As I have already claimed, the
theological position of Ramon Llull is closer to trying to bridge the gap between philosophy and
theology rather than to prove the mystery of the Holy Trinity and the articles of faith. After
having read many of the foundational texts of Arabic logic, he had understood that bridging the
existent gap between philosophy and theology meant to be able to communicate the truth of
Christianity to a broader public of wise men.263 According to Jaume Puig i Oliver, Eimeric
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See Pereira, “Il santo alchimista”, 499-502.
Several authors have pointed that Ramon Llull not only incorporated influences from Arabic logic, but also from
Sufi tendencies in the importance that the notion of contemplation had in the practice of Art. As is explained in
Gayà, “Els exemples lul·lians”, 209: “Es podrien precisar més les característiques d'aquest recurs diguent que la
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en un tema tan important en el pensament islàmic com es ara el del raonament per analogia. Un raonament que tant
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remains faithful to Aquinas in his disapproval of Ramon Llull.264 Ramon Llull considers that
reason can prove to other men the truth of Christianity, while Aquinas and Eimeric consider that
reason can serve the purpose of defending faith but never proving it, for faith can only be
revealed.
Two political conflicts mark Eimeric’s trajectory and, more importantly, the
circumstances of the afterlife of his anti-Lullist arguments. The first is the conflict about the
virginal conception of Mary, the mother of Christ, that hid the struggle for power within the
Church between Dominicans and Franciscans. Notably Albertus Magnus and Aquinas sustained
that Mary was stained by original sin, whereas Llull and Scotus argued decisively, particularly
the latter, in favor of her immaculate conception. This debate traced also a line separating
Parisian theologians (Magnus and Aquinas) from Oxonians (Scotus).265 Not only Ramon Llull
was identified with the Franciscan Order even though he never became a Franciscan himself, but
also somebody who had argued in favor a kind of academic debate that did not fit the model of
Parisian scholastics. In this debate, the Kings of Aragon protected Franciscans and the Art of
Ramon Llull and tried to disrupt Eimeric’s institutional activity as Inquisitor. The second is the
Western Schism (1378-1417) in which Eimeric came out in favor of Avignon, whereas very
important Lullists such as Pere Rossell sought refuge in Rome. Clearly, this set of historical
circumstances conduced to a situation of turmoil that affected disputes over the authenticity over
Gregory XI’s bull and the legitimacy over Eimeric’s anti-Lullist arguments. However, these
arguments found supporters during the sixteenth century, a long way from this conflicted history
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of theological debates, partially because they were able to channel religious suspicions about the
effects of the Art in its readers that would not die with the Inquisitor Nicolau Eimeric.
Lullism faced different conflicts during the second half of the sixteenth century when
Pope Paul IV’s version of the Index Librorum Prohibitorum including a ban of several of the
books by Ramon Llull: “Raimundi Lulli, opera per Gregorium XI damnata.” (255) [Ramon Llull,
whose works were banned by Gregory XI] Whatever the bull’s authenticity, the text was a
powerful weapon in the hands of the Inquisition, who still fought the Doctor Illuminatus and a
Pope who had been giving an increasing free hand in the exercise of censorship to the general
inquisitor Fernando de Valdés. The Lullist theologian and philosopher Joan Lluís Vileta traveled
to Trent accompanying the delegation of bishop of Barcelona Guillem Caçador, he was in charge
of the mission of arguing for the orthodoxy of the works of Ramon Llull and thus the incongruity
of their adding to the Index.266 Though Vileta was successful in his endeavor and even received
compensation for it, this partial victory neither ended the suspicions that the name of Ramon
Llull aroused in Rome nor the animosity the Dominicans felt against his doctrine. In 1575, the
Spanish Jurist Francisco Peña, being in charge of a new edition of Eimeric’s Directorium
Inquisitorum, reprinted it including Gregory XI’s bull and this lead to inquiries from Rome about
the lack of official bans of the teaching of the Art of Ramon Llull in Castile and Aragon.
According to Peña himself, he was not moved by a particular conviction about the unorthodoxy
of the Art, but by a zeal of fidelity to the original text.267 Whatever his reason might have been,
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several printings of the Directorium led to writings in defense of Ramon Llull from several
intellectuals close to King Philip II such as the one by Dimas de Miguel.268
There are two subsequent parallel fronts of action for Lullism in the last decades of the
reign of Philip II. The first is Rome and the constitution of the so-called causa pia lulliana [the
pious cause of Llull], the cause for the canonization of Ramon Llull. During several centuries,
the bishop and the Council of Majorca will keep this process opened and push for its progress,
even today when its main goal has not yet been achieved. However, by the end of the sixteenth
century, King Philip II supported this process as well and considered it a part of his agenda. He
saw it as being linked to the promotion of Lullism in the territories of the Iberian Peninsula,
which is the second front. Arguing against the incertitude that Eimeric had started would help his
cause of making the Art of Ramon Llull a part of the intellectual life of his own empire.
Furthermore, conquering the theological legitimacy for Ramon Llull and his works would also
serve the purpose of vindicating a Hispanic religious figure as Seguí had put in his biography of
the Doctor Illuminatus. Therefore, the cause for the beatification becomes a part of the agenda of
establishment of power. A movement advocating for the cause of Ramon Llull in Rome
constitutes an attempt to widen Iberian political influence. In an analogue manner to Parisian
Lullists asking Cisneros to conquer the Mediterranean, to Valadés adopting Lullist models of
knowledge for his Rhetorica, and to Seguí writing about global preaching, Ramon Llull is at the
same time a theorizer of a form of expanding religious influence and political power and a
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signifier of such expansion. Rome was nevertheless concerned about the increasing importance
of the teaching of the Art in the Iberian Peninsula.
In a letter to King Philip II dated on 1581, Cardinal Gaspar de Quiroga, General
Inquisitor,269 shows that he is unable to make up his mind about the Art and that he perceives it to
be a rather confusing matter. Not unlike Benito Jerónimo Feijoo will do centuries later,270
Quiroga lists arguments pro and against the Art and notices that for its supporters it will undo all
the world’s troubles, while those who argue against the Art seem to think that it constitutes an
instrument of the devil himself. Even during his life, the Crown of Aragon favored Ramon Llull
and later Cardinal Cisneros and Charles V, father of Philip II, promoted the diffusion of his
works. However, a bull from the Pope and the Eimeric’s arguments attacked the Art. That is the
reason the mediation of the Spanish Inquisitorial hierarchy recommended the detained study of
Ramon Llull to determinate including the Art as a discipline in educational institutions and its
position regarding the dogmas of faith and Christian theology:
Todo esto sirve para entender que no se debe proceder arrebatadamente para condenar
ahora todas las obras de Raimundo que están en esta buena fe, sino que se debe hacer
primero diligencia a inquirir la autoridad que tiene aquella bula de Gregorio XI o en ver
el proceso de Barcelona o en examinar de nuevo las muchas obras de Raimundo Lulio.
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Even though Gaspar de Quiroga is not a known owner of copies of Llull’s works or a participant in the
intellectual circle around Juan de Herrera and the discussions about the Art that he and the king fostered, Dimas de
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Therefore, the cause of Ramon Llull in Rome becomes a way to solve this great entanglement
that Quiroga points to and that ultimately makes so hard for him to develop an opinion on
Ramon Llull that he would be able to transmit to the king in the form of an advice. His caution
was certainly motivated by the fact that he was no stranger to the king’s interest in the Art.
However, there was more to his point. The central idea of his letter is that the problem around the
legitimacy of the Art has longstanding needed to be solved conclusively. This problem is
simultaneously related to portability and the subsequent necessity of authenticize the prolific
output of Ramon Llull, a problem of the authenticity of a certain legal document, and, ultimately,
a problem of theology. The risk for the legacy of Ramon Llull is that the arguments of the
enemies of his Art will be reprinted in this moment of reshaping of theological orthodoxy after
the Council of Trent.271 King Philip II and his secretaries want to avoid that the arguments
against the Art become a part of the new writing of orthodoxy.
There is no way to consider the epistemological and the theological debates around the
Art separately. Even if they happen in different spheres of debate, they affect each other and end
up integrating the portability of the works of Ramon Llull. In this vein, the document issued by
Juan de Herrera asking the officials in charge of archives in his kingdom to send to Rome in the
name of the court any important documentation for the process marks a peak in the involvement
of the Spanish court in the process.272 Moreover, if indirectly involves the people in charge of
libraries and archives in the process in a way that mirrors the correspondence between Cisneros
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Skinner, The Foundations of Early Modern Political Thought, 144: “The strongest defence of this contention is
contained in the official Decree concerning the canonical Scriptures promulgated by the Council of Trent in 1546.
The scriptures reveal, it is argued, that the Church was founded as a visible institution by Christ himself, and
embodies a set of traditions relating ‘to faith and to morals’ which –‘the Holy Ghosts dictating’– have been received
from Christ and the Apostles, have been ‘preserved in the Catholic Church in unbroken succession’, and have in this
way ‘come down to us, transmitted as it were from hand to hand’.”
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See Pérez Martínez, La causa pia lul.liana, 15.
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and the Council of Majorca discussed in the first chapter. The exchange of texts among Lullists
is not limited to the commerce of the portability of Ramon Llull, but also to the documentation
that could build his case and make his canonization plausible. The earthly constellation of Lullist
collaborate here in something bigger than the promotion of the works of Ramon Llull. With time,
the documentation they unearth ends up being added to some of his editions as the suspicions
around his works have never really died and as the process was subsumed by the history of
Lullism. If Cardinal Cisneros made the Art an academic subject worth of study in the college and
library he created, King Philip II fought for the progress of a process that would free the reading
of Ramon Llull of religious suspicion. The fact that the progress of the cause of Ramon Llull
would count as a display of power had also surely crossed the King’s mind.
In order to claim the sainthood of Ramon Llull, it was important to discuss the
circumstances of his death and whether or not they constituted martyrdom. On one side of the
trenches, Nicolau Eimeric affirmed that Ramon Llull had died as a tertiary in Majorca and was
buried there. On the opposite, manuscripts both textual and visual representations show him as a
martyr dying in Tunisia as a consequence of being stoned to death. In this second version of his
death, he would have been brought over to Majorca by his collaborators after his death. In Llull’s
own terms, the opposing versions would correspond to the mors timenda (death inducing fear)
and the mors appetenda (death inducing desire).273 The former is considered from the perspective
of the decay of the flesh and it belongs to a shared medieval imaginary that resonates more
powerful as it is fades into a world of war and violence that Ramon Llull knew well in his first
three decades of life. The latter is the mystic death that gives life, obviously modeled after
Christ’s own death, that Ramon Llull referenced in both in the Llibre d’amic et d’amat and the
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See Rubio, “Les morts de Ramon Llull”, 7-14.!
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Arbre de filosofia d’amor. He saw this death as his ultimate and necessary destiny. This
exaltation of a chosen Christian death finds a twofold positive dimension in the earthly sacrifice
for religion and the choice of eternal salvation. The idea that Ramon Llull pursued was being
remembered in the frame of his own definition of death is a testament to the powerful appeal that
his works had several centuries after his physical death. Moreover, Llull’s narrative of
martyrdom suits the idea of Iberian expansion in a way that was analogous to early modern
trajectories of sainthood such as Francisco Xavier. The appeal of advocating for Llull’s
canonization would have been placed in the political exemplarity of his figure as somebody who
had given his life for the expansion of the borders of Christianity.
In order to claim the legitimacy of the process of canonization of Ramon Llull, Juan de
Herrera wanted to find documentary proofs linked to his that would confirm the version of his
life that he –and his collaborators– had portrayed in the Vita coetanea.274 The effort to gather a
judiciary archive ends up being more significant than the theological or the philosophical
disputes. The documentation and iconography surrounding the process allow an immediate
identification not only with the life and evangelical effort of Ramon Llull, but also an
identification with Roman institutions that up to the sixteenth century had eluded many of his
ideas and works. The King and Herrera are aware of the fact that there is a problem with the
perception of the Doctor Illuminatus and that clarifying his doctrine and implementing his
teachings is only going to get them up to a certain place, particularly while rumors about his life
continue giving way to misconstrued readings. Being able to present a judiciary account required
present Ramon Llull as an unimpeachable reference:
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About the writing of the Vita coetanea and its relative rhetorically careful composition –particularly if compared
to other Llull’s works– see Domínguez Reboiras, “Idea y estructura”, 6-7 and Candellero, “Un importante
documento biografico lulliano.”
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Todo lo que se hallare auténtico de la santidad de toda su vida, predicación a los ynfieles,
muerte y martirio y de los milagros después de ella y con testimonio en auténtica forma,
de la mata de lentisco que está en Randa y del origen que tuvo, y de la mucha veneración
en que an estado y están su sancto cuerpo y reliquias en Mallorca y del lugar que a tenido
y tiene en yglessias y altares y de la pía afectión y devoción que como a tam admirable,
sapientíssimo y sanctíssimo varón le a servido toda la corona, especial los reynos de
Barcelona y Mallorca y Valencia y de la reputación en que a estado su doctrina y libros
como de excellente y rara eruditión y del ynsigne fructo y provecho que an hecho y del
grande número y excellencia de sus libros en todas las sciencias procurando collegir lo
uno y lo otro de un cathálogo que se halla ympreso dellos en Cathalumnia y dirá del el Sr.
Dr. Vila.

Herrera paints an almost schizophrenic picture if compared with the letter Cardinal Quiroga had
sent. As if a sudden consensus had been reached on the figure of Ramon Llull, the letter is
deceiving in as much it serves the purpose of the King. It obliterates any controversy surrounding
Lullism, while at the same time pointing at the devotion for the Doctor Illuminatus as a
phenomenon shared in all of the Iberian Peninsula. The King and Herrera are using the process
as a way to put forward the same narrative present in Seguí’s biography: even though his
presence is more prominent in Barcelona, València, or Majorca, Ramon Llull has become
Hispanicus in a way the adjective is identified with the expanding limits of the Austrian
monarchy in the sixteenth century. Furthermore, with the idea of a continuing support to the
legacy of Ramon Llull that predates Philip II.275 Nevertheless, so he can argue the case of Ramon
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Berard i Palou, En defensa de Raymundo Lulio y su Arte, f. 59: “Y de aquí es quel emperador Carlos quinto por
Padre de Su Magestad y la Reyna Dona Juana vuestra abuela ambos de gloria memoria en cumplimiento del dicho
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Llull as Spanish saint, Juan de Herrera intends to get as close as possible to the defining event of
his works and doctrine: the night at Mount Randa when God asked him to write the best book in
the world. Making Ramon Llull a Spanish saint means to bridge the gap between the
uncontrollable presence of the portability and the unuttered act of communication happened in
the head of Ramon Llull that allowed the knowledge of God in the first place.
Judging the opposition between doxa and episteme becomes a different matter if we take
in to account the process around the Art and its trail of documentation. For Lullists keen on the
study of the works of Ramon Llull the purposes of the Art, its limits, and the place it should
occupy in the map of the disciplines is not a matter of discussion. Juan de Herrera was one of the
most informed readers of the works of Ramon Llull during his lifetime. He was one of most
important possessors of Lullist manuscripts and made it possible for the Art to become a matter
of discussion both at an esoteric level at the Escorial and at an exoteric level through the creation
of the Academia Real Mathematica. Quiroga’s letter showed that in spite of the uses and
discussion around the Art in the king’s intellectual circle, Lullism was still a restricted
phenomenon and that many had trouble making up their minds about it. The confusion was
partially due to the complexity inherent to its portability and the many historical errors
surrounding it. For instance, the Dominican friar Bernard of Luxembourg lists Ramon Llull as a
heretic in his Catalogus haereticorum, also deeming him the author of a magic treatise entitled
De daemonium invocatione.276 Hence, misunderstandings about the works of Ramon Llull and
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mandato favorecieron esta doctrina y confirmaron quanto los predecessores avia hecho en favor della en las cortes
de sevilla año de 1526 amaparandola con su privilegio en el qual estan insertos todos los demás y assi su original y
el delos dichos procesos sentencias y aprobaciones autenticas esta los Archivos de Mallorca valencia y Barcelona.”
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See Luxembourg, Catalogus haereticorum, Lib. III: “Raymundus Lulli Catalanus de civitate Maioricarum laicus,
multa edidit opuscula sapientia haeresim, scilicet labellum de daemonum invocatione & alia in vulgari Catalonico
[…].” [Ramon Llull was Catalan, from the city of Majorca, he was a secular, and he produced a great number of
treatises of knowledge in a heretical manner, for instance the one titled De daemonum invocatione and other in
Catalan vernacular […].]
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their spirit are not circumscribed to Nicolau Eimeric nor to Pope Gregory XI’s bull. Outside the
definition that the Art makes of knowledge, science, and error, many hold opinions about the Art
not advised by the constitutive arguments of the Art itself, but by prejudices against its author.
Unfortunately, the fascination that many Lullists experienced with the technical aspects of the
Art made them inefficient when confronted with the crucial task of translating its principles to
neophytes.
For a long time, the task of clarifying the principles of the Art was not one of the
priorities of Lullists. They were trying to feed the curiosity of readers. A contemporary reader
could do an interesting speculative exercise in asking how many of those who had the Lazarus
Zeztner edition tried to work through the principles of the Art. Probably not many, as Llull’s
books constituted more a great fetish with their strange figures and reputation of dabbling in
magic and alchemy than a reading that puzzled some of the best philosophical minds of the
middle ages and early modern period. The edition was, nonetheless, a great success in Europe
and it was the main reference text that allowed many philosophers and scientists to read the Art
and absorb its principles. This edition sat in the shelves of René Descartes, Isaac Newton, or
G.W. Leibniz. At the same time, Zetzner’s edition was not philologically accurate, nor did it
attempt to clarify the polemic around the theological legitimacy of works of Ramon Llull. The
edition included the aforementioned pseudo-Lullist treatise by Piero Mainardi De audito
cabbalistico. Importantly, this edition did not include any of the elements about the discussions
between supporters of the Art and Inquisitors and perpetuated –in the wake of Philip II’s
happened in 1598– myths about Lullism that fueled the opinions of its detractors.277 Ultimately,
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Carreras y Artau suggest that part of the rejection might even have had stylistic motives, that portability was a
monument to anti-humanism. Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 279: “El modo de escribir de Ramón
Llull fue tachado de bárbaro e inelegante, inclusive por sus mismos partidarios, para quien las deficiencias de estilo
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the intervention that needed to be staged on the Art was not theological or academic, but
philological. Portability needed to include both the documents regarding the process about the
legitimacy of the Art and to distinguish original works from the apocryphal. Paradoxically,
Philip II’s Lullism succeeded in making the Art more popular but less so in making it legitimate
to the eyes of its detractors or creating a new image for it.
Claims for the sainthood of Ramon Llull cannot be regarded as disconnected from the
beginning of the crisis of the Spanish Empire. Only four years after finishing the building of the
Monastery of El Escorial in 1584, the Spanish Armada was soundly defeated by the English. The
symbolism of a Protestant army defeating a Catholic army was surely not lost on Philip. He had
invested an enormous amount of monetary and human resources in fighting Protestant
governments and crushing rebellions within the limits of his own Empire due to his alliance to
the spirit of the Council of Trent. Historians today see the defeat as the starting point of the long
decline of the Austrian monarchy.278 The bankruptcy marking the ending of Philip II’s reign
made things only worse. The support for the cause of Ramon Llull would not disappear during
Philip III, but the involvement of the new King in the process and his connection with the Art
were non-existing. The impact in this shift was in the institutional role that the Art in educational
practices. The Academia Real Mathematica no longer would devote its resources to teaching the
Art, nor would the secretaries of the King would spend their days working on translating of the
Art to current political problems. King Philip II had identified Ramon Llull with his own
exercise of power and with the questions that the Art opened: how the territorial spread of
Christianity should happen, what is the language in which people from other faiths should be
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y de lenguaje quedaban sobradamente compensadas por la profundidad y elevación de los conceptos lulianos. Pero
no todo el mundo opinó así.”
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Elliot, Imperial Spain, 283: “If any one year marks the division between the triumphant Spain of the first two
Habsburgs and the defeatist, disillusioned Spain of their successors, that year is 1588.”
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converted to only true religion, and what is the key to universal knowledge. Pushing for the
canonization of Ramon Llull did not advance the answering of such questions, but helped make
them an unavoidable part of the agenda of the state. Rome would find it easier to challenge the
canonization of a Ramon Llull with less institutional support, even though his ideas, thank to the
efforts made by Cisneros and Philip II, would be unavoidable in early modern Europe.
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CONCLUSION
The Aftermath of Portability

King Philip II died in 1598. As I argued in the previous chapter that King Philip II’s
fascination with the works of Ramon Llull took the shape of important institutional visions, both
at the Escorial and in Rome. This fascination leaves many traces in the history of portability.
Some of them are the method for learning Latin that Pedro de Guevara designed for his
daughters, Herrera's theorization of the cube, and the process of canonization that King Philip
sponsored. Some other traces of Philip II’s interest in Llul are reported only in certain sources
and impossible to locate today, like the Lullist manuscripts that biographer Baltasar Porreño says
that Philip annotated with his own handwriting.279
Even though Lullist activity does not die with Philip II, his son could be not as concerned
as his father was with acquiring manuscripts, the process of adaptation and translation, or the
canonization of the Doctor Illuminatus. Actually, after the death of Philip, Majorca again takes
the lead in terms of concentration of experts and institutional resources in terms of Lullist
intellectual activity, partially because this activity had continued uninterrupted for centuries.280
Joan Seguí’s biography of Llull was printed in Majorca after the death of King Philip II.
It seems like the ending of the sixteenth century brings with itself the end of the
involvement of the Spanish monarchy in the diffusion of the Art. From that point on, Llull will
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Porreño, Dichos y hechos, 165: “Por su gran sabiduria gustaba de leer los libros de Raymundo Lulio, Doctor, y
Martyr; y por alivio de sus caminos los llevaba consigo en las jornadas que hacia, y iba leyendo en ellos: y en la
Libreria del Escurial se hallan oy algunos rubricados de su propia mano.”
280
Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 271: “El lulismo español del siglo XVII, iniciada su decadencia en el
área peninsular, se concentró en Mallorca, donde la cátedra luliana de la Universidad rivalizó en prestigio con las
demás de filosofía y teología, grancias a una pléyade de maestros ilustres, casi todos ellos conocidos. Las
generaciones de lulianos doctos y entusiastas se sucedieron allí sin interrupción.”
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have individual champions, or detractors, that will address it singularly as a part of their
intellectual evolution. One of those for whom Llull was a milestone was René Descartes.281 He
was greatly interested in the universality inherent to the Art, even though he considered it
ultimately a failure standing in the way of a true mathematical understanding of the universe.282
He was not the only one. The idea of reducing the comprehension of reality to a small invariable
set of combining pieces fascinated G.W. Leibniz who would read and use Llull as an intellectual
inspiration throughout his whole intellectual life.283 Descartes and Leibniz were close to powerful
figures of different European royal houses, not unlike Pacs and Herrera. However, unlike Pacs
and Herrera, Descartes and Leibniz did not have at their disposal the resources and the capacity
to express their interests through ambitious institutional projects. Having outlets to exercise the
kind of influence early modern Iberian Lullists were able to would have been Llull’s sole desire,
yet it never materialized.
There is a historical irony to this fact. The construction of the Iberian monarchy in the
sixteenth century was the only historical moment of fulfillment of the dream of the Art serving as
model for the spread of Christianity.284 The fact that his victory was post-mortem and ultimately
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About the relationship between Descartes and Llull, see Carreras y Artau, Historia de la filosofía, II, 299-301;
Guy, “Razón y fe”; Tessari, “Considerazioni sull’Ars”; Pavanato and Tessari, “Ramon Llull, René Descartes.”
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Descartes, Discourse de la méthode, 140-1: “[…] et bien qu'elle contienne en effet beaucoup de préceptes très
vrais et très bons, il y en a toutefois tant d’autres mêlés parmi, qui sont ou nuisibles ou superflus qu'il est presque
aussi malaisé de les en séparer, que de tirer une Diane ou une Minerve hors d'un bloc de marbre qui n’est point
encore ébauché.” [[…] even if it [Llull’s Art] actually contains many very good and truthful precepts, it also has as
many mixed in it that are hurtful or superfluous. So much so that trying to separate the ones from the others is as
difficult as trying to extract a Diane or Minerva from a marble bloc that is not yet drafted.]
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Famously, Leibniz wrote his Llull-inspired Dissertatio de Arte Combinatoria (Leipzig, 1666) while he was still
nineteen years old. However, he kept on refining the tools of his universalist Lullism until the year before his 1716
death, while working on a new version of his Apokatastasis pantôn, originally pusblished in 1693. For an expansion
on the history of the latter, see Rescher, “Leibniz’s Quantitative Epistemology.” For the connections between Llull
and Leibniz, see Beuchot, “El «Ars magna» de Lulio” and the classic Platzeck, “Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz y
Raimundo Llull.”
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Seguí, Vida y hechos, 19r-v: “Este santo varon andaba muriendo por esta general conquista, no podia acabarla de
concertar por falta de los gastos, y por no querer deshacer haciendas particulares para bien tan comun y universal.
Este principio es verdadero, como se ve en su vida: luego si esta en su mano hazer oro quanto el quiere (como esta
gente dise que hizo en Inglaterra) o devanea y es loco (que es impiedad pensar) o no es verdad que hizo oro, pues
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ephemeral, as the institutional support for his cause waned when King Philip II died, was a part
of the history of an incomprehension. During his lifetime, Llull knew that his cause was
ambitious and that he was unlikely to accomplish his goals. This did not slow him down and by
the end of his life he reached a paradoxical awareness. While not slowing down on his preaching
and advocating, that he had failed became clear to him. It is easy to imagine him having selfdoubting moments during his traveling years. Since he had taken his first evangelical trip to
Tunis, and from which he was expelled after his death sentence was commuted,285 he must have
known that the Art was likely to have a difficult road ahead. Yet, his failures and lack of
immediate success haunted him:
Can pris a consirar del mon son estament,
com paucs son cristians e molt li deseerent,
adoncs en mon coratge ac tal concebiment:
que anas a prelats e a reys, exament,
e a religioses, per tal ordenament,
que se.n seguis passatge e tal preicament,
que ab ferre e fust e ab ver argument
se donas de nostra fe tan gran exalsament,
que.ls infeels venguessen a convertiment.
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con el acabara la general conquista. Mas vemos que pide al santo Concilio que la décima de la Iglesia se aplique a
esta guerra; pide que de todas las religiones militares se haga una, porque aya haciendo. Va pidiendo por Dios, y se
le ofrecieron los Armenios, y acá la gente Genovesa. Concluyo pues, ser grande desatino pensar tal, pues con todo
ello pudiera escudar todo lo que daga dificultad a este santo negocio.”
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Llull, Vita coetanea, 62: “Rex autem huiuscemodi sermonibus et consimilibus acquiescens desistit a more
Raimundi; verumtamen iussit continuo, ut expelleretur a regno Tunicii. Cum igitur extraheretur de carcere, passus
est a multus multa opprobria, verbera et aerumnas.” [The King, therefore, giving in to these and similar words,
desisted from executing Ramon; he did, however, immediately order him to be expelled from the kingdom of Tunis.
When he was taken out of prison, however, he suffered many insults, blows, and vexations at the hands of the
multitude.] !
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Es eu ayso tractan, .xxx. ans ha verament,
no u ay pogut obtenir; per que n’estay dolent
tant, que.n plore soven e.n son en languiment. (vv. 25-36)
[When I came to consider the state of the world, how few Christians there are and how
numerous are the unbelieving, I gathered up my courage and went to prelates and kings,
and also to clerics, intending to undertake such an expedition of preaching with iron,
ships, and true arguments that there would result a great increase in our faith and that
infidels would come to sincere conversion. Thirty years I strived for this and in truth have
not been able to achieve it. This brings me such affliction that I often weep and find
myself in a weakened state.]

There is a complex balance in this poetic fragment of self-examination and personal failure.
Ramon Llull wrote its Desconhort (literally, his Disconsolation), between 1295 and 1296, when
he was already past sixty.286 By medieval standards his was a fully lived life, yet he still had
about two more decades to live. During those two decades he kept on traveling, advocating, and
preaching for converting the infidels in North Africa. Princes and merchants would grow to
respect and consider him an important Mediterranean religious agent, he traveled their routes.
However, the fact that in 1295 he had been unable to obtain any help from Pope Boniface VIII287
combined with his expulsion and the promise from the Tunisian king that he would be stoned to
death should he be found in his land again were great blows to his confidence in the mission God
had inspired him to accomplish.
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About the Desconhort in the context of the Lullian corpus see Badia and Bonner, Ramon Llull, 143-5; Perarnau i
Espelt, “La còpia manuscrita”; Sari, “Osservazioni sulla rima finale”.
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In the Desconhort (vv. 285-8), Llull addresses how he composed a work trying to convince the Pope to recover
the Holy Sites called Llibre de Passatge (Rome, 1292).!
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The retrospective examination of one’s own failures, unaccomplished ventures, and
youthful foolishness constitutes a common place of narratives of the self. Ramon Llull was not a
stranger to all of those. However, it possible to wonder, with amazement even, at his persistence
on such a frustrating path. There is no contradiction between painful awareness and relentless
persistence in the account of Llull’s life because his life was supposed to account for the power
of the Art. As I addressed in the first chapter, the Vita coetanea would eventually cement the
importance of Llull’s life as an exemplary tale within his own corpus.288 The Vita coetanea is
responsible for building Lullism, that includes the story of how Llull received help from others,
of how he subjected his own salvation to an ideal, and of how tried to convince everybody to do
the same. Within the contrast between Desconhort and Vita coetanea, between the
acknowledgment of a painful road ahead and the necessity of building Lullism, lies Cisneros and
Philip’s fascination with Llull’s works. On the one hand, there is the imperative of the divine
inspiration of the Art that was impossible to ignore. On the other, it was equally impossible to
ignore that his efforts had been met mostly with meager results, apart from the loyal protection
from King Jaume II of Majorca.289
Although it is hard to believe that his activity in promoting the Art was a complete
failure, particularly when considering that he persisted many years, the difficulties he
experienced must have created a burden in his mind. How was it possible that the truth of the Art
was received with suspicions and even mockery by many, particularly as the Art was an
incontrovertible force of argumentation? He paints in the depths of his “disconsolation” a
dialogue with a hermit who has consolatory words for him: “en altre temps meyllor aurets
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Llull’s Vita coetanea was completed in 1311, around fifteen years later than the Desconhort. For a discussion of
the importance of the former as a narrative with exemplary value see Ch. 1, notes 4-5.
289
About the endurance of the King’s assistance even as Llull was preparing for his last evangelical trip to the
northern coast of Africa in 1314, see Domínguez Reboiras, Ramon Llull, 331.!
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ajudados/tals, qui la apendrán, e.n venseran les errors/d’aquets mon, e.n faran molts bons fayts
cabalos.” (vv. 114-6) [“You will have assistants to learn the Art, to conquer the errors of this
world, and to perform many extraordinary deeds.”] In these words, there was a promise of future
vindication that became true as this dissertation has documented. Yet, the fact that Ramon Llull
was vindicated after his death is not an argument compelling enough to consider the story of the
institutional circulation of its portability an unstoppable success.290 The question of whether of
the Art would be a historical success or failure seems an afterthought after all the circulation and
institutional productivity that my dissertation has documented. Success or failure, “many
extraordinary deeds” ensued the circulation of the Art.
A game of doubles develops in the Desconhort. He was at the same time a disconsolate
character, a frustrated advocate, and an evangelical figure that the world would learn to
appreciate eventually. Like Dante’s grandfather predicting his grandson’s famous posterity in the
exact middle point of his travel through the Paradise,291 Llull’s hindsight in the middle of his
“disconsolation” constitutes less self-branding and more premonition. The history of portability
is as complex as Llull’s own story and account of his life. Princesses, kings, and cardinals
became collectors and readers. Professors, bishops, and even popes became detractors while, at
the same, time collecting and seeking for copies of Lullist manuscripts themselves.292 Moreover,
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On the contrary, all the early modern defenses of Llull tend to suggest that the circulation has not been a success.
Seguí, Vida, Intro.: “fue la una ver cuan quitado esta de la memoria humana este santo varon, quan arrinconadas sus
letras, y tenida en nada su Arte general, maravillosa para todo lo que cae debaxo de la ciencia, lo qual ha causado,
entre muchas otras causas (como abaxo dire) la poca, o ninguna mencion que los Coronistas hacen de cosa que tanto
importa a toda la Christiandad, para la conversion de infieles, reduccion de cismaticos, y extirpacion de heregias.”!
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The appearance of Cacciaguida degli Elisei (ca. 1091-1148), Dante’s great-grandfather, in the middle of the
Paradise as a prophetic voice in Par. XV-XVII, possesses a long history of criticism and discussion that I do not
intend to approach in this note. However, a comparative approach between Dante and Llull remains to be explored,
except for the following tentative approaches: Badia et alii, Ramon Llull, 242-5 and Butinyà, “Els nexes entre Llull i
l’Humanisme.”
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The father of all anti-Lullists, Nicolau d’Eimeric, possessed and annotated with his own handwriting a copy of a
Latin translation of the Art amativa (ca. 1290). That copy is today shelved at Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat.
lat. 7199, ff. 1-66.
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it never ceased generating the sensation even in good willing readers that its functioning logic
was too laborious to bother studying it seriously. The fact that ecclesiastics and academics did
not embrace Llull’s Art as he had hoped counterbalances that many followers of his certainly
accomplished many astounding things.
When talking about the Art and its historical diffusion, the line between success and
failure is blurry. Mostly because even though after Llull’s death the Art came to be a very
influential epistemological space, it never became quite the common ground for all knowledge it
aspired to be. In plain terms, the Art succeeded in becoming a niche of research with fervent
admirers, but never solidified beyond cult hit into mainstream reference. The importance of the
Art as an epistemological model of universality is undeniable. Moreover, Lullists were able to
take the central goal of the Art, this is, conversion, and stretch it in order to make it an
epistemological and political question, instead of only a religious one. For Lullists, educating
through the Art meant to reform the way in which Christianity can be a pervasive force that
draws the boundaries of society. This means that conversion is not only for the “infidels,”293 but
for everyone. Hence, the mentions to Descartes and Leibniz and the association between
modernity and the expansion of the idea of a quantifiable nature. This association is
incomprehensible without portability. Flipping the common argument about Llull disappearing
after the death of Philip II,294 I affirm that the all-encompassing nature of the Art of Ramon Llull

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See Introduction, note 1.
Ramis Barceló, “La presencia de Ramon Llull”, 54: “Se ha escrito que el XVII fue el siglo de Llull, puesto que
casi todas las corrientes intelectuales de la centuria y en casi todas sus dimensiones (epistemología, metodología,
lógica, metafísica...) mantuvieron una creciente curiosidad por la obra del Doctor Iluminado. Así, cultivadores del
enciclopedismo, de la lógica, de la teoría del conocimiento, tanto de orientación escolástica como racionalista,
católicos o reformados... sintieron en su mayoría un fuerte interés por el pensamiento de Llull, que llegó a ser, junto
a Aristóteles y a Ramus, una de las bases para la renovación del método epistemológico, especialmente en los cursos
filosóficos de algunas Universidades reformadas, como la Hohe Schule Herborn.”!
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was not dismissed by the rise of a rationalist paradigm: on the contrary, the former paved the
way for the latter.
The drive of uniting the world through mentally implemented technological devices –
artificial languages, scientific advances, and traveling faith– is one of the defining features of
modernity. The Art wanted to reduce the contingency of the world to a master-structure of
necessity that would allow for that unity. With time the idea of the Art as a revelation seemed to
be less important that the idea of the Art being a logic machine with the capacity of explaining
the entirety of the universe according to one pattern. The idea would not necessarily be lost on
Cisneros, Lefèvre d’Étaples or Philip since they were invested in the argumentative and
persuasive sides sported by the Art too as a means to not run into trouble with ecclesiastical
authorities, endeavor in which they experienced various degrees of success. While listening to
the exemplary life of Ramon Llull, reading Blanquerna, and deciphering the odd geometry of the
Art, King Philip II dreamed of a world united by a single faith and a single source of political
power. While listening to Nicolau de Pacs read Llull’s works for him, Cardinal Cisneros might
have dreamed the same even before the King, one religion and one form of government.
There is an irreducible question at the bottom of the Art and its nature as one of the seeds
of modernity as form of combining religion, politics, and knowledge: this question is the
cohabitation in the same intellectual space of truth and the mechanic bits of discourse that
combine through a method that short-circuits human will. The bigger than life element present
not only in Llull’s life but also in every project where the influence of the Art is palpable comes
at the same time from the inevitability of its revelation and the implacability of its functioning.
Listening to Ramon Llull would mean that the task of interpretation should be over and that the
time of advocacy had commenced.
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